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Introduction: 

And when one of the Athenian allies afterwards once 
sneeringly asked one of the prisoners from the island [of 
Sphacteria] if those dead were fair and brave, he answered 
him that the spindle, meaning the arrow, would be worth 
much if it picked out the brave. 1 

Many of the hop lites who fought and died in the Peloponnesian War and in the various 

protracted struggles of the fourth century would have sympathised with the 

Lacedaemonian's bleak joke. Warfare in this period changed profoundly for hoplites in 

comparison to the previous two hundred years. Unlike their ancestors hoplites now 

rarely struggled against one another in pitched battles. Instead they more often had to 

contend with lightly armed infantrymen in skirmishes fought in a variety of terrain, 

from the steep and woody mountains of Acamania and Aetolia to the plains of Boeotia 

and Corinth. In such terrain hoplites could also stumble into ambushes laid by light 

troops, or could be roused from their beds when the latter attacked at night. 

This thesis is an attempt to reconstruct this battlefield environment, to show 

what it was like for light troops and hoplites to fight in such encounters. I hope to 

illustrate in detail the fighting manner of light troops and to show the strengths and 

weaknesses which both they and hoplites faced in such circumstances. Finally, I will 

try to indicate how effective light troops were in such attacks against hoplites. Though 

"light troops" encompasses slingers, archers, stone-throwers, and javelin-men, 

attention will be focussed in particular on javelin-men (especially peltasts) since they 

were the most common type of lightly armed infantryman employed in Greek warfare 

during this period. 

I have adopted this approach for two reasons. First, other studies have already 

shed much light on many aspects of the development of light troops in Greek warfare. 

I.a. scholars have ably demonstrated how the Greeks came to realise the potential of 

light troops, the integration of light troops as a necessary and specialised contingent in 

Greek armies, and the recruitment of light troops in the fifth and fourth centuries. I feel 

that there is no need for another such study on these topics.2 Second, a recent trend in 

classical scholarship, starting with Pritchett,3 has rightly concentrated on how hoplite 

battles were fought, from the initial impact of the phalanxes to the flight of one side's 

hoplites off the battlefield. Moreover scholars such as Hanson have sought to 

1 Thuc. 4.40.2. All dates are assumed to be B.C. unless otherwise stated. All the translations in this 
thesis are the author's, generally literally rendered. 
2 Best's (1969) work remains the best study on the development of peltasts and other light troops in 
this period. Lippelt (1910), who covers the period from Homer up to Alexander the Great, is also 
useful. Also see Adcock's (1957), 14-24, pertinent comments on light troops. For an analysis of light 
troops and other arms in fourth century warfare, see Anderson (1970), 111-140. 
3 See Pritchett (GSW), 4.1-93. 
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emphasise the environment of pitched battle and the hoplite's experience within it.4 But 

to my knowledge no such study has yet been attempted for light troops or for hoplites 

outside of the pitched battle. This study is therefore intended to complement previous 

work in this field. 

I have concentrated on the period from the beginning of the Peloponnesian War 

to the Second Battle of Mantinea (431-362) because our two main contemporary 

sources, Thucydides and Xenophon, provide the most detailed accounts of light troops 

in action. Certainly there is no reason to doubt the accuracy of such accounts. 

Thucydides, as an Athenian general, had contemporary military experience and shows 

particular interest in light infantry tactics. The latter is unsurprising considering that he 

had connections with Thrace, the region where one type of lightly armed infantryman -

the peltast - was developed. Nevertheless Xenophon had the greater practical military 

experience of the two. In the Hellenica and the Anabasis he shows a thorough 

understanding of contemporary military practices, in particular in the use of light 

troops. As one of the generals of the Ten Thousand, he both commanded mercenary 

light troops and was involved in numerous skirmishes with enemy light troops on the 

return march. He recounted many of these eye-witness descriptions in the Anabasis. 

Apart from his historical works, the Cyropaedia and his technical works also provide 

valuable information on light troops, especially on javelin-men. 

Certainly any reconstruction of what a "typical" skirmish or surprise attack was 

like must be firmly based on contemporary sources. Such sources are clearly preferable 

to Greek writers of the Hellenistic and Roman periods, such as Polybius, Arrian, 

Onasander, Plutarch, Diodorus Siculus, and Polyaenus, who wrote hundreds of years 

after the period covered in this study. Plutarch, Diodorus Siculus, and Polyaenus, 

though they often preserve contemporary sources now lost, are uncritical in their 

approach and often include confusing or misleading information. Polybius, Arrian, and 

Onasander were certainly sound military thinkers, but they were writing in a period in 

which military practices, including the way in which light troops were equipped and 

used, were markedly different from the late fifth and the first half of the fourth 

centuries. Nevertheless the above writers provide useful information that sheds light on 

matters not covered adequately by Thucydides and Xenophon: e.g. Onasander on 

throwing a javelin. Also, as long as they are consistent with fourth century military 

practices, they can often be used to supplement the fifth and fourth century sources. Of 

the earlier authors, Herodotus and Homer are useful, the latter because he describes in 

explicit detail the wounds warriors suffered from missile fire. Similar wounds must 

have also been inflicted by light troops in this period. 

4 See in particular Hanson (1989) and the collection of essays in Hanson (1991a). 
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Since special attention is shown to the javelin-man in this study, Chapter One 

concentrates exclusively on the javelin-man's armament. Here the possibility is raised 

that other native peoples in central and northern Greece were equipped no differently 

from the Thracian and Greek peltast, in that they too relied on a light shield for their 

protection. By understanding the javelin-man's armament one can gain some insight 

into why he and other types of light troops fought the way they did. 

Chapters Two to Six focus on light troops as skirmishers. Chapters Two and 

Three discuss the "mechanics" of skirmishing between light troops and an unsupported 

hoplite contingent. Chapter Two examines how light troops attacked and how hoplites 

protected themselves against missile fire. It also attempts to assess the effectiveness of 

missile fire against a hoplite formation, discussing in particular the types of wounds 

hoplites suffered from such fire. Chapter Three concentrates on the only response an 

unsupported hoplite contingent could make against such attacks - the pursuit. It 

discusses what factors limited the effectiveness of hoplite pursuits, such as the hoplite's 

armour and shield, and which made success extremely unlikely for the typical hoplite. It 

shows how light troops reacted to these pursuits, both exploiting them and the 

inevitable retreats which followed to their own advantage. 

Chapter Four narrows the focus of Chapter Three and discusses only 

Lacedaemonian hop lite pursuits. 5 Here it is proposed that the Lacedaemonians, on 

account of their disastrous experience on Sphacteria, afterwards sought to improve the 

effectiveness of their pursuits by drilling their pursuits on the training field and perhaps 

by undertaking additional weapons training, with the result that they were often capable 

of catching peltasts even at the distance of a javelin's cast. 

Chapter Five expands the limited focus of Chapters Two and Three and 

discusses the effectiveness of light troops when hoplites were supported by cavalry 

and/or light troops, a common ocurrence in the fourth century. The dominance cavalry 

had over light troops on level and easy ground is stressed, as is the importance for 

hoplites to have adequate support from light troops on rough terrain. Chapter Six then 

concentrates on the light troops' victories over hoplites. It examines under what 

circumstances light troops were able to defeat hoplite contingents and shows how 

hoplites, despite their invincibility against light troops in close combat, could still be 

defeated by the latter in skirmishes. In particular the difficulties hoplites faced when 

they had to undertake repeated pursuits is emphasised. Finally, Chapter Seven changes 

the focus and concentrates on surprise attacks, especially on ambushes and night 

assaults. 

5 I have preferred for the most part to use "Lacedaemonian" rather than "Spartan" in this thesis since the 
regular Spartan army in this period was no longer exclusively composed of Spartiatai. On this see 
Lazenby's (1985), 12ff, study on the composition of the Spartan army. 
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Chapter One: Javelins and a Shield: The Equipment of the 
Peltast and other Javelin-men: 

Given the geographically and ethnically diverse origins of the javelin-men the 

Greeks employed or fought against in this period (431-362), it is unfortunate that the 

evidence for their equipment is minimal or non-existent for most (e.g. the Dolopians). 

Fortunately, the literary and visual evidence is more extensive for the peltast, the most 

prominent type of javelin-man employed in Greek warfare from the beginning of the 

Peloponnesian War. We will first discuss the peltast and then the javelin and the 

throwing-thong, the equipment characteristic of javelin-men. 

The peltast took his name from his light shield, the pelta (Pl.Prot.350A).6 

According to Aristotle's lost Constitution of the Thessalians, '"the pelta is a shield 

without a rim, it is not cut round with bronze, nor with the skin of an ox but of a goat 

or the like" (Fr. 498 Rose).7 Some scholars have taken Aristotle's use of 

1tEpt'CE'Caµev11 to mean the pelta was round, 8 but the visual evidence depicts the pelta 

as crescent-shaped.9 The bearer usually carried the pelta with its horns pointing 

upwards, 10 which gave him a clear view of the battlefield through the "gap" between the 

horns. Despite Aristotle, the pelta was sometimes covered with a thin sheet of bronze 

(Plut.Num. 13; Xen.Anab. 5.2,29; Polyaen.Strat. 7.39), even gold if Euripides can be 

trusted (Rh. 305, Ale. 498). Usually peltae were decorated with various designs, most 

commonly with "apotropaic" eyes or stylised face, 11 but sometimes the pelta was left 

uncovered with its wicker-wood frame exposed. 12 

6 Cf. Phot.Lex. s.v. 1t£A'tacn:a{ On the equipment and the dress of Greek and Thracian peltasts, see 
Best (1969), 3-16, Marcaccini (1997), 81-90, Archibald (1998 ), 202-8, Anderson (1970), 112-3. Since 
this thesis focusses on javelin-men and other light troops armed with missile weapons (i.e. stone
throwers, archers, and slingers), the equipment of the "Iphicratean" peltast will not be discussed. On the 
so-called "Iphicratean" reform see Cor.Nep.Iphic. 1.3-4; D.S. 15.44; Also see Parke (1933), 77-81, 
Anderson (1970), 129-31, Best (1969), 102-110, Lippelt (1910), 64ff. 
7 

'>Hy oe TJ 7tEA'tlJ acr1tti; l'tUY OUK'. exoucra ouo' E7ttX<XAKOi; ouoe ~ooi; &,;\,;\,' oioi; ~ aiyoi; oepµan 
m:pi-re-raµevri. Aristotle's description seems the common source for the following: Hesych. s.v. 
neA-tlJ; Phot.Lex. s.v. 1t£A-tacr-ra{; Suda. s.v. 1t£A'tOY. Also see Velkova (1986), 93-4, under 1teA'tlJ, 
7tEA'tlJi;, 7tEA'tOV. 
8 E.g. Parke (1933), 17-8, Kromayer-Veith (1928), 88. 
9 Some peltae, however, appear almost round: e.g. Beazley (ARV), 427.1 (= Bothmer [1957), pl. 75.a
b, d). 
10 Horns pointing upwards: Best (1969), pl. 2-3, A-C; CVA. Stuttgart 1, pl. 29.4 (=Best [1969), 144, 
no. 22); Richter & Hall (1953), pl. 144, no. 139 (= Bothmer [1957), pl. 77.1); Bothmer (1957), pl. 
83.7. Horns pointing downwards and sidewards: Beazley (ARV), 427.1 (= Bothmer [1957), pl. 75); 
Beazley (ARV), 1052.29 (= Boardman [1989), pl. 159.1). 
11 Eyes or face: Lissargue (1990), 154-5, fig. 87, 88b; 167, fig. 92-4, 95a, 96; Bothmer (1957), pl. 
72.5; Beazley (ARV), 140.133 (= Bothmer [1957), pl. 73.2). Other patterns: Best (1969), pl. A 
(lions), Richter & Hall (1953), pl. 98, no. 98 (Checkers and lines); Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 
1971.867 (= Sekunda [1986), 10) (good luck symbols); Lissargue (1990), 167, fig. 94 (a dolphin). 
12 See Best (1969), pl. 1.a-c; Beazley (ARV), 427.1 (= Bothmer [1957), pl. 75.b, d). Demosthenes 
improvised woven wicker-wood shields for his sailors (Thuc. 4.9.1), who later fought as skirmishers 
against the Lacedaemonians (Thuc. 4.32ff). Thrasybulus also improvised wooden and wicker-wood 
shields for his scratch force at the Piraeus in 404 (Xen.Hell. 2.4.25). Best (1969), 42, rightly points 
out that the wicker-wood shields were for Thrasybulus' light troops. 
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The pelta could be held with a centrally placed handgrip. Such a handgrip, 

consisting of a cord fixed to the pelta by four nails arranged in a square pattern, can be 

seen on a ky lix crater at Sarajevo from the last decades of the fourth century. 13 Vase 

paintings also show peltae held by an armband and a handgrip, similar to the porpax 

and antilabe of the aspis. But one must question whether peltasts really held their peltae 

in this way. 14 Such an arrangement would have been disadvantageous for the peltast, 

who fought as an individual and hence depended only on himself for his protection. 

Like the aspis the pelta would have projected to his left, leaving his right side 

unprotected (Thuc. 5. 71.1 ). 15 Perhaps the artists simply copied an arrangement they 

were already familiar with. The pelta could also be fitted with a telamon. According to 

Xenophon the Thynians swung their peltae upon their backs as they fled, and some of 

them were captured because their shields got caught in the stockade's palings. This left 

them hanging in the air (Anab. 7 .4.17). 16 

Since the peltast had a Thracian origin, the Greeks naturally associated the pelta 

with the Thracians or regarded it as a Thracian characteristic (e.g. Dion.Hal.Ant. 2.70; 
17 Eur.Ale. 498, Bree. Fr. 369 [Nauck]; Xen.Mem. 3.9.2; Ar.Lys. 563, Arch. 159-60). 

In addition to their peltae, the Bithynian and European Thracians alike characteristically 

wore fox-skin caps (aAro1t£Kets) on their heads and over their ears, heavy patterned 

cloaks (sctpa{) which reached to their feet and which were worn over their thigh-length 

tunics (Xtt&vcs), and knee-high fawn-skin boots (eµpacks) (cf. Hdt. 7.75; Xen.Anab. 

7.4.4). A Thracian peltast carrying the pelta and wearing the aAro1t£Kts, snpa, and 

eµpa8£s can be seen on a vase attributed to the Eretria Painter and dated about 425. 18 

But one should not take every vase depicting a figure with a pelta and wearing some 

kind of Thracian dress to represent a Thracian peltast as he appeared in reality, 

13 CVA. Sarajevo Yugoslavia 4, pl. 171-2 (= Sekunda [1994], 185, pl. 205). 
14 Connelly (1981), 48. 
15 But the armband and handgrip arrangement shown on the peltae held by two Amazons on an 
oenochoe by the Mannheim painter ca. 450 could have been used by peltasts (Richter & Hall [1953], 
pl. 108, no. 108): here the handgrip is placed well in from the side while the armband is positioned in 
the centre, so that the latter falls between the wrist and the elbow. Such an arrangement could protect 
the trunk effectively. Some peltae have two handgrips, one at each end, with the armband in the middle: 
e.g. Beazley (ARV), 693.35 (= Bothmer [1957], pl. 82.4). Clearly such peltae could be managed 
effectively by either hand, though a peltast on an Attic skyphos holds his pelta by means of all three 
attachments (CVA. Vienna 1, pl. 40 [= Sekunda (1994), 174, pl. 188]). The vases depict two armband 
types. The first, where four nails were arranged in a square and connected comer-to-comer by two cords, 
forming an "X": e.g. the oenochoe by the Manheim painter above, also see Best (1969), 144, no. 17. 
In the other type, the arm was thrust through a cord "ring" much like the porpax on the aspis: e.g. 
CV A. Stuttgart 1, pl. 29.4 (= Best [1969], 144, no. 22); Best (1969), pl. B. 
16 The telamon can be seen hanging down from the horns of a pelta on a neck amphora by the Suessula 
Painter: Beazley (ARV), 1341.1 (= Boardman [1989], pl. 329). Also see the Amazon with her pelta 
slung behind with the telamon clearly visible on New York 07.286.86 (= Bothmer [1957], pl. 74.2). 
There are numerous examples of peltae on the backs of horsemen: e.g. Best (1969), 145, no. 13-14. 
17 Also see Lammert, peltastai, RE XIX (1937), col. 403-06. On the aAconEKt<;, setpa, and eµ~a•E<; 
see Marcaccini (1997), 82-4. 
18 Lezzi-Hafter (1997), 363, fig. 12, 13-16. Also see the "Amazon" on London E 482 (= Anderson 
[1970], pl. 18). 
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especially on those vases which show peltasts with both Thracian and Scythian 

features. 19 On the other hand a peltast dressed in Greek clothing should be taken as a 

Greek peltast,20 though one needs to be cautious of "Greek" peltasts in mixed dress.21 

The principal offensive weapon of peltast and javelin-man alike was the light 

javelin (akontion). 22 The visual evidence suggests that the javelin-man usually carried 

two javelins.23 Those shown with one javelin have presumably thrown their other one 

already.24 Though the javelins shown in Attic vase paintings vary in length, on average 

they are about the bearer's height, perhaps five and a half to six feet long.25 The javelin

head also varies in size and shape, but typically the blade was small and slender and 

often leaf-shaped.26 Such heads have been found in Thrace and were probably used by 

Thracian peltasts.27 Greek javelin-men may have continued to use head types similar to 

those used in the Geometric period.28 

19 The conventional view is that Attic vase painters reproduced barbarian dress faithfully and depicted 
them as they appeared in reality. On this see Vos (1963), 40-58, who is chiefly concerned with 
Scythians. Best (1969), 12, n. 68, accepts Vos' arguments and uses them for Thracian peltasts. But 
Lissargue (1990), esp. 151-89, plausibly argues that artists used "barbarian" (e.g. Thracian and 
Scythian) features of dress simply to define a figure as non-Greek. Moreover, peltasts are represented as 
a type fundamentally opposed to hoplites: the variations in the former's dress and weapons (e.g. peltasts 
with helmets) are purely of iconographic significance and do not depict reality. They only serve to 
distinguish non-hoplite from hoplite. Lissargue thus opposes the conventional view expressed by Vos. 
Lissargue's arguments at any rate suggest that one must exercise caution in identifying a peltast as 
Thracian. 
20 Here I follow Best (1969), 12. 
21 For a Greek peltast see CVA. Vienna 1, pl. 40 (= Sekunda (1994], 174, pl. 188). The problems 
surrounding the identification of Thracian peltasts also apply to Greek peltasts, especially if the figure 
has both Greek and Barbarian features: e.g. on a skyphos by the Brygos painter, dated about 480, a 
peltast is shown wearing an alopekis, embades, and aperizoma (Beazley [ARV], 381.177). Sekunda 
(1994), 173-4, suggests that this peltast is "a Greek, possibly an Athenian, in Thracian dress, rather 
than a Thracian mercenary", since he is weadng a perizama. But equally the peltast could be a Thracian 
who had perhaps adopted the perizama during his stay in Athens or elsewhere. The absence of any other 
Greek elements points in this direction. 
22 Some javelin-men may have used the doration. Hesychius defines the doration as a short spear or 
javelin (s.v. 3op&nov; s.v. <XKOY'ttoY). The doration is attested as a throwing spear on Sphacteria 
(Thuc. 4.34.3), though the akontion is mentioned elsewhere (Thuc. 4.32.4, 4.34.1). The same can be 
inferred from Aeneas Tacticus, who, referring to arms smuggled into a city, mentions doratia and 
akontia together (29.6). How the doration differed (if at all) from the akontion is unclear. Thucydides at 
any rate uses the two terms interchangeably. 
23 Examples of peltasts shown carrying two javelins: Anderson (1970), pl. 17-8; Sekunda (1986), 10; 
CV A. Altenburg 2, pl. 49.1 (= Best (1969], 144, n. 4). On three coins an Aenian, bearing a sling, is 
shown with two javelins beside him (B.M.C. [Thessaly], pl. 2.2-3, 5). The coins date from the third to 
the mid second century. 
24 See Best (1969), 5-6, pl. l.a-c. 
25 The average height of the classical Greek male has been estimated at about 170 cm or 5 feet 8 inches 
(Donlan & Thompson (1976], 341, n. 4). 
26 Snodgrass (1964), 137, comments, "small size is not the only criterion for distinguishing a 
throwing-spear. A spearhead with an extremely slender blade will be suitable for throwing if it is light 
enough; more important, the possession of a socket long in proportion to the head will prevent the 
Sfear from balancing too heavily towards the point." 
2 The length and breadth of the following blades and sockets vary, as one would expect: Filow (1934), 
72-3, fig. 93, length 37cm, width 4cm; Nikolov (1965), 166, fig. 4b-c, length 40cm; 174, fig. 15b, 
length 32cm, width 3.5 cm; 179, fig. 19b, length 32cm, width 3cm; fig. 20b, length 39cm, width 3.5 
cm; fig. 20c, length 37cm, width 3cm. For a more comprehensive list see Archibald (1998), 202, n. 
39-40. 
28 See Snodgrass (1964), 115-39. He identifies types J, P, and V as javelin-heads, while types A, D, G, 
and H could also be thrown. 
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Ideally the shaft was made from strong flexible wood. Grattius Faliscus 

recommends come! wood, myrtle, yew, pine, 'termes', broom, and frankincense-wood 

as suitable types of woods for the five foot shafts of hunting spears (Cyn. 127-49). 

One should also add ash, preferred by the Homeric heroes (e.g. Hom.II. 4.47, 5.66, 

19.390). Except for frankincense-wood, all these types were available in varying 

degrees in Thrace, Epirus, and Greece.29 Of the above come! wood (Kpavna) was the 

most prized for javelins and thrusting spears (e.g. Xen.Eq. 12.12, Hell. 3.4.14, Cyr. 

7.1.2, Cyn. 10.3; Hymn.Hom.Mere. 460). Theophrastus remarks on its hard core and 

extreme strength (HP. 1.6.1, 5.6.4). At any rate, the javelin-man would have procured 

his shafts from the best locally available wood: a rasp (~ufiA:11) would thus have been 

essential for a warrior to supply himself with javelins (i.e. Xen.Cyr. 6.2.32). 

The peltast threw his javelin by means of a throwing-thong (ayKUAl) or 

amentum) fastened around the middle of the javelin's shaft.30 Xenophon twice 

mentions peltasts ready to throw their javelins with their "hands on the thong" 

(0tl)yKuAroµevouc;) (Anab. 4.3.28, 5.2.12): here the peltast, having wound the thong 

firmly around the shaft, had inserted his first and middle fingers through the loop while 

grasping the shaft with his thumb and remaining fingers. The thong imparted spin on 

the javelin when thrown, adding stability to the throw, hence increasing the javelin's 

range and penetrating power. It also improved its accuracy, but this was probably 
d . , 31 

secon ary 1111mportance to range. 

In addition to his javelins the Thracian peltast at least also carried a dagger or a 

sword for close combat. According to Herodotus, the Bithynian Thracians carried 

"small daggers" (Eyxnpioia crµtKpa) (7.75). Best believes that Herodotus means the 

machaera,32 a single-edged curved sword in common use during this period,33 which is 

associated with the Thracians: certainly Thucydides describes the Dioi as "machaera 

bearers" (µaxmpoc:p6pot) (2.96.2, 2.98.4, 7.27.1), while Xenophon uses the same 

term of mercenary Thracians in the Cyropaedia (6.2.10, cf. Anab. 6.1.5). But pre

Hellenistic examples of the machaera are extremely rare and were probably prestige 

29 For the distribution of types of wood in Thrace, Epirus, and Greece in modern and ancient times, see 
Meiggs (1982), Semple (1932), 275-96. Markle (1977), 324, remarks that cornel wood "is common in 
Macedonia on wooded mountains, and its range extends into the Balkans and into Syria. Specific 
localities given in Greece are Thessaly, including Mt. Olympus and Ossa, Phthiotis, Aetolia, Arcadia, 
Laconia, and on some of the islands." According to Grattius Faliscus, come! wood grew in abundance 
along the Hebrus valley in Thrace (Cyn. 128-9). 
30 On the amentum, see Gardiner (1907), 249-73, Harris (1963), 26-36. Xenophon informs us that the 
peltasts of the Ten Thousand used the Carduchians' arrows as javelins and fitted them with thongs 
(evarKuA&v-rc<;) (Anab. 4.2.28; cf. Plut.Philop. 6.4-5, Mor. 180D; Livy. 37.41.4). See Gardener 
(1907), 250, fig. 1, for how the thongs may have been fastened to the shaft. The literary and visual 
evidence suggests that the thong was fastened to the middle of the shaft: i.e. µrnarKuAov - "a javelin 
with a thong" (Eur.Andr. 1133, Phoen. 1141 - see the scholium on 1141 - µcaarKuAot<;). 
31 Harris (1963), 30. For the range of the javelin and the type of throw used see Chapter Two, 14-5, n. 
56-7. 
32 Best (1969), 7-8. 
33 Snodgrass (1964), 97-8, Anderson (1970), 37-8. 
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items. 34 Perhaps Thucydides and Xenophon called the Thracians µaxaipocp6pot 

because the latter commonly used two smaller machaera- like weapons - the curved 

dagger and the T-shaped knife. 35 

The Thracian peltast, then, was armed with two javelins and a dagger and relied 

on his pelta for protection (Hdt. 7.75). Though the evidence is meagre, it at least 

suggests that some native peoples in central and northern Greece who predominantly 

fought as javelin-men also had shields. Certainly nearly all those peoples who inhabited 

the mountains encircling the Thessalian Plain were javelin-men (Xen.Hell. 6.1.9). A 

fourth century coin from Pelinna, in Thessalian Histiaeotis, depicts a javelin-man with a 

round rimmed shield and a sword.36 Perhaps the perioecic javelin-men from the other 

Thessalian tetrads (i.e. Thessaliotis, Pelasgiotis, and Phthiotis) had similar equipment. 

The formidable Aetolian javelin-men also had shields, since Euripides in the Phoenissae 

says craKEcrcp6pot ... nav-tc<; Ai-troA.o{ (139, cf. 1165-7).37 

Thucydides calls these native javelin-men CXKOV'tt<J'tat or \jftA.o{,38 but this does 

not establish whether they had shields or not, even if the Aetolians and the Ozolian 

Locrians did. Xenophon, on the other hand, calls the Dolopians and Aenianes peltasts 

34 Archibald (1998), 203. For an example see Filow (1934), 117, no. 9, fig. 140, length 80cm and 
width 6 cm. 
35 Curved daggers: Popov (1928-9), 278, fig. 138.8, length 11.1cm, width 2.2 cm; Mirchev (1962), 99, 
tab. 32.lG, length 12cm, width 1.8 cm; 101, tab. 32.lB, length 12 cm, width 1.7 cm; 103, tab. 
32.IA, length 12 cm, width 1.6 cm. T-shaped knives: Popov (1928-9), 277, fig. 138.5, length 24.6 
cm, width 2.7 cm; 278, fig. 138.4, length 27.6 cm, width 3 cm; 282, fig. 146a, length 30.7 cm, width 
3.7 cm; 283, fig. 146b, length 34 cm, width 3.7 cm. For a more comprehensive list of finds see 
Archibald (1998), 203, n. 46-7. Perhaps the T-shaped knife was called the crKaA-µT], since both 
Hesychius and Photius (s.v. crKaAµT]) refer to the crKaA-µT] as the "Thracian machaera". Also see 
Velkova (1986), 81-2, under crKaAµT]. This may or may not be the apnT]: Kat µ11v 0p~KE<; np&tot 
'tTJV KaAouµevTjV apnTjV dipov (fott Oe µaxmpa rnµnUATj) Kat np&tot 7t£A,'tat<; ent t&v tnmov 
fl,PTJcravto (Clem.Alex.Strom. 1.75.5). 

B.M.C. [Thessaly], pl. 8.1-4. 
37 In his account of Demosthenes' disastrous Aetolian campaign, Thucydides simply says that the 
Aetolians had "light equipment" (crKEUTJ 'lftA,TJ) (3.94.4), which does not establish whether the Aetolians 
had shields or not. Later he remarks that the Ozolian Locrians had the same equipment (6µ6crKeuot) as 
the Aetolians (3.95.3). He also calls the Locrians 'lftA-ot aKOVttcrta{, "light-armed javelin-men" 
(3.97.2). Xenophon uses the very same expression to distinguish javelin-men without shields from 
those with shields (ne11,1:ocp6pot te Kat 'lflAOt aKovncrta{) (Hell. 2.4.12). On this see Best (1969), 43-
4. If Thucydides used 'lflAOt aKovncrta{ in the same sense as Xenophon, then he may have believed 
that both peoples lacked shields. But perhaps Thucydides describes the Locrians as 'lflAOt <XKOV'ttcrta{ 
simply to emphasise that they were lightly equipped like the Aetolians (note the repetition of 'lflA-Ot to 
describe the Aetolians in 3.98.1-2), in contrast to the hoplites' heavy armour: certainly the inability of 
the hoplites to come to grips with the Aetolians in the difficult terrain was the decisive factor in their 
defeat. Indeed there is no reason to reject Euripides' assertion that the Aetolians carried shields: he is 
probably stating a well known fact. Certainly Thucydides' account of the fighting around Aegitium 
cannot be used as evidence for the Aetolians' use or disuse of shields. Sekunda (1986), 21, however, 
thinks they did not have shields'since they were constantly being driven back by the Athenians' arrows 
(3.98.1). But any javelin-man, with or without a shield, would have been vulnerable to volleys of 
arrows which could hit him long before he could throw his javelin. Thucydides' point in 3.98.1 is that 
the Aetolians, as av0pconot 'lflAOt, lacked the defensive armour of hoplites and were therefore at a 
disadvantage in such circumstances. 
38 'AKovtwtai: Acarnanians (7.31.5, 7.60.4, 7.62.2), Amphilochians (3,107.4), Malians (4.100.1). 
'!ftA-ot: Aetolians (3.98.1-2), Amphilochians (3.112.6), Acarnanians (3.107 .3, 3.111.3). 'lftAOt 
aKovtwtat: Ozolian Locrians (3.97 .2). 
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(Anab. 1.2.6). Perhaps Xenophon calls them peltasts because they had shields, 39 

though the numismatic evidence for the Aenianes is inconclusive.40 Xenophon also calls 

the perioecic javelin-men around Thessaly peltasts (Xen.Hell. 6.1.9, 6.1.19; cf. Hell. 

3.4.16, Anab. 4.3.27-8): here at least the coin from Pelinna suggests they carried 

shields. But one cannot say with certainty that these javelin-men had shields simply 

because Xenophon calls them peltasts, since he includes not only javelin-men, with and 

without shields, under the collective 1t£A:ta.cr-ra.{, but also slingers, archers, and stone

throwers (Hell. 2.4.12, 2.4.32-3; cf. Hell. 4.6.7).41 

Despite the lack of evidence, one suspects that most, if not all, of these native 

javelin-men had shields. Certainly javelin-men without shields would have been 

extremely vulnerable to missile fire, and would hence be fighting at a disadvantage in 

skirmishes against those with shields. Given that Thrasybulus and Demosthenes 

improvised woven wicker-wood shields for light troops and sailors respectively 

(Xen.Hell. 2.4.25; Thuc. 4.9.1), it is difficult to believe that the Acarnanians, for 

instance, did not also construct shields for their own protection, especially if 

neighbouring peoples such as the Aetolians did. If so, one suspects that they were 

small, lig4t shields, similar in construction to the pelta: i.e. with a wicker-work frame 

and covered with animal hide.42 Apart from the round shield at Pelinna, we have no 

visual evidence for their size and shape. But perhaps we can gain some idea of their 

shape from the literary sources. If all those peoples whom Xenophon regards as 

peltasts really did carry shields, then these shields may have also been called peltae.43 

If so, one would expect them to have varied in shape. Perhaps some of these "peltasts" 

carried the odd-shaped peltae reported by various sources (e.g. Dion.Hal.Ant. 2.70; 

Poll.Onom. 1.134; Suda. s.v. neA-rm).44 

From Tyrtaeus' time at least the poorer Greeks served as javelin-men and stone

throwers (Fr. 8.35-8). Like their Thracian counterparts, some Greek javelin-men, 

39 Best (1969), 45. 
40 Two coins depict an Aenian with a javelin in his right hand, ready to cast, and a sword slung around 
his body. In his left hand he holds a round shaped object, which could either be a shield or a petasus 
(B.M.C. [Thessaly], pl. 2.1 [fourth-third century], 2.4 [second century]). Anderson (1970), 300, n. 4 
and Sekunda (1986), 53, think that it is apetasus, while Kromayer-Veith (1928), 88, n. 2, give both 
riossibilities. 

1 See Best (1969), 43-7, for Xenophon's use of neA-racr-raL Thucydides uses 1te11,-mcr-r~<; in the strict 
sense (i.e. a javelin-man with the crescent shaped pelta), calling only Thracians and Greeks from cities 
bordering on Thrace peltasts (2.79.4-5, 4.28.4, 4.111.1, 4.129.2, 5.6.4, 5.10.9, 7.27.1; cf. Olynthian 
peltasts - Xen.Hell. 5.3.6, Anab. l.2.6; Thracian peltasts - Xen.Anab. 1.2.9). Thucydides is also 
careful to distinguish peltasts from other light troops (e.g. 2.79.5, 4.32.3, 4.93.3). 
42 Compare some of the shields carried by those peoples who Herodotus says accompanied Xerxes to 
Greece (7.72-91). Most of these peoples also carried small spears and/or javelins in addition to their 
shields: Paphlagonians (&crn{oa<; oe crµu:pa<;) (Hdt. 7.72); Mysians (&crntc5a<; oe crµucpa.<;) (Hdt. 
7.74); Psidians? (acrnU5a<; oe coµopo{va<; eixov crµu:pa<;) (Hdt. 7.76); Marians (&cmH>a<; oe 
oepµa-r{va<; crµticpa<;) (Hdt. 7.79): Colchians (acrn{oa<; oe coµopo{va<; crµticpa.<;) (Hdt. 7.79); Cilicians 
(Aat<J~ta 'tE elxov av-r' <X<J7tt0COV coµopoET)<; 7t£7tOtT)µeva) (Hdt. 7.91). 
43 As Best (1969), 45-6, argues. 
44 Also see Lammert, pelta, RE XIX (1937), col. 406. 
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especially those from cities bordering on Thracian territory, served as peltasts.45 Others 

must have carried shields different from the pelta: Aeneas Tacticus, in a passage 

discussing arms smuggled into a city, mentions short spears (oopana), javelins 

(aK0V'tta), small shields (µtKpa acmiota), peltae, and daggers (eyxnpt•ta) (29.6). 

One should note that the above equipment is identical to that of the Thracian peltast ( cf. 

Hdt. 7.75). Xenophon would have considered javelin-men equipped in such fashion 

peltasts.46 One suspects that these shields, most likely made of wicker-wood and 

perhaps covered with animal hide, were for the most part similar to the small single

gripped round shields employed in the Geometric period. 47 Perhaps the shield with a 

spiked boss, held by an Amazon on a dinos by the Lydos painter, dated to the second 

quarter of the sixth century, gives us an indication of what one of these shields may 

have looked like.48 

Though the evidence is sparse, it suggests that Greek poleis, certainly by the 

mid 350's if not well before, could usually call upon a body of light troops organised 

for land battles. The extent to which these light troops, who must have included javelin

men, employed shields is unclear.49 Certainly Thrasybulus' scratch army consisted of 

45 E.g. peltasts from Olynthus (Thuc. 2.79.4; Xen.Hell. 5.3.6, Anab. 1.2.6), Aenus (Thuc. 4.28.4), 
Crousis (Thuc. 2.79.4). The Greek cities in the Hellespont, Ionia, and Aeolia also produced peltasts: 
Agesilaus probably obtained his peltasts from there (Xen.Hell. 3.4.11), 'Nhile the Hellespontine Greeks 
were perhaps the source for most oflphicrates' peltasts (Best [1969], 86, Anderson [1970], 121). Parke 
(1933), 51, argues that the peltasts were Thracians recruited from the Hellespontine area. On the origin 
of Iphicrates' peltasts generally, see Pritchett (GSW), 2.118. Athenian citizens also served as peltasts. 
For the probable existence of Athenian peltasts in the fifth century see the discussion by Bradeen 
(1974), 29-35. Xenophon informs us that Thrasyllus equipped 5,000 of his sailors as peltasts in 409 
(Hell. 1.2.1). But Best (1969), 36-41, rightly points out that they were "pseudo peltasts", used for 
raiding the coast of Ionia, rather than organised skirmishers. Thrasybulus' scratch force was certainly 
organised, and some of his 1tEA-'toq>6pot must have been Athenian citizens armed with the pelta, who 
later fought against the Thirty and Pausanias in 404/3 (Xen.Hell. 2.4.12ff.). Some Athenian citizens 
may have been among those peltasts who served with Iphicrates in the Corinthian War: Parke (1933), 
48-51, believes that the poorer Athenian citizens served in large numbers. The first unambiguous 
reference to an organised force of Athenian peltasts is in 379/8, when Xenophon informs us that "the 
peltasts of the Athenians" (1teA-'ta0'tat 'A0rivairov) under Chabrias guarded the road over Mt. 
Eleutherae (Hell. 5.4.14). Parke (1933), 76-81, convincingly argues that some of them must have been 
Athenian citizens, while Best's (1969), 92-7, argument that the neA-'tacnal 'A0rivo:{rov were 
mercenaries from central Greece is unconvincing. 
46 Best (1969), 127-8, rightly says, "the list of weapons that could be smuggled includes, apart from the 
equipment for hoplites and archers, also javelins, daggers, peltai and small shields - in other words the 
eguipment of the peltast." 
47 On these shields see Snodgrass (1964), 37-57. He rightly suggests that light troops may have 
continued to use such shields after the Geometric period (50). 
48 See Snodgrass (1967), 79, for the difficulty of identifying such shields. For the spike-bossed shield 
see Bothmer (1957), 8, 14, pl. 17.1. Occasionally cavalrymen are shown with small single-gripped 
shields: e.g. the cavalrymen depicted on a terracotta revetment at Thasos hold strongly concave shields 
at arms length (see Richter [1949], 95, fig. 161). These shields are clearly not hoplite shields 
(Greenhalgh [1973], 132). Javelin-men may have also used such shields. 
49 Aeneas Tacticus' reference to "the available cavalry and light troops" (oi unapxov,m; imtetS Kat 
Koucpo1) (15.5), suggests that Greek cities generally possessed "small bodies of horsemen and light
armed men" (Best [1969], 120-1). He also rightly points out that the KOUq>ot must have included 
peltasts as well (see also Whitehead [1990], 139). These light troops must have been regularly 
organised and armed to some degree if the following is representative: according to Thucydides Athens 
did not possess a body of regularly armed light troops at Delium in 424, nor did it possess any up to 
that time (\jltA-Ot OE EK 1tapaGKEUllS µev (01tA,t0µevo1 OU'te 'tO'te 1tap110av OU'te E"{EVOV'tO tft 7tOA-el) 
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both shielded and unshielded javelin-men (1teA'toq>6pot 'te Kat 'lftAot a.KoV'ttcr'ta.t) 

(Xen.Hell. 2.4.12). Some of these 'lflAOt a.KOV'ttcr-ca.{ may have instead relied on 

animal skins slung around the neck and laid along one arm for their protection, as some 

stone-throwers clearly did.50 Other javelin-men must have lacked any kind of 

protection. At the minimum, I believe that those Greek javelin-men who were "picked 

men" (e1ttAEK'tot) (Aen.Tact. 16.7), probably rather small in number, would have had 

shields, whether peltae or some other type. 

To sum up, the Thracian peltast was armed with javelins, usually two, carried a 

dagger as a secondary weapon, and relied on his light wicker-wood shield for 

protection. The Aetolians, the Ozolian Locrians, and the perioecic peoples around 

Thessaly most likely carried shields, while perhaps the other native javelin-men from 

central and northern Greece also did. As for the Greeks, some were equipped as 

peltasts, others used shields different in form from the pelta, but probably of the same 

construction, while others had no shields at all and either relied on animal skins or were 

unprotected. But how did javelin-men, along with other types of light troops, fight? 
I 

(4.94.1). Clearly Thucydides is contrasting the Athenians with the Boeotians, who had a regularly 
armed body of light troops organised for land battles ( 4.93.3). On this and other aspects of Thuc. 4.94 
see Hornblower (COT), Vol. II, 300-1, Bradeen (1974), 32-3. Unlike the Boeotians, the Athenians 
needed most of the thetes for the navy, not for fighting on land (Gomme [HCT], Vol. III, 564-5). These 
sailors were irregularly armed or unarmed, and most lacked shields (Thuc. 4.9.1-2, 4.32.2, 4.94.1; 
Xen.Hell. 1.2.1). By 411-10, however, Athens did possess an organised body of light troops (Thuc. 
8.71.2; Xen.Hell. 1.1.33). These may have been regularly armed like the Boeotians. But one should not 
take EJC 1tcxpaa1Ceui\<; ro1tA.iaµevot as evidence that the Boeotian light troops generally had shields. 
Clearly arms were standardised to some extent (Bradeen [1974], 32, n. 24), but we do not know what 
kind of standardisation took place. Nor can we use Diodorus' comment that the Athenian light troops 
were inferior to their enemies in equipment (-en 1tcxpcxa1Ceun 'CO>V \j/lA.©V ... 1tOA.U 'C©V EVCXV'ttO>V 
EA.et1tov'to) at the Second Battle ofMantinea as evidence for the lack of shields (15.85.4), since he does 
not specify in which way their equipment was deficient: perhaps they were deficient because they had 
few javelin-men, in contrast to the three times more numerous Thessalian javelin-men and slingers. 
50 See CVA. Louvre 6, pl. 40.9, 41.l; CVA. Vienna 1, pl. 40 (= Sekunda [1994), 174, pl. 188). 
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Chapter Two: Attack and Defence: Light Troops on the 
Attack: 

In contrast to hoplites, light troops fought as individuals (a:u'CoKpa:trop 

µax11) "without having any regular order" (ou'Ce ... 'Ca~tV exov'Ce<;) (Thuc. 4.126.5); 

i.e. in a much looser order than hoplites. The size of the irregular interval was 

determined by the type of terrain that they were fighting in and their number on the 

battlefield. Nevertheless the peltasts who served under Iphicrates during the Corinthian 

War seem to have had a regular order if Cornelius Nepos can be trusted: 
And he [i.e. Iphicrates] led them to the habit that when the 
signal for battle had been given by the commander, they took 
their places for their tasks in such good order without their 
leader, so that each man seemed to have been regularly , 
positioned by a most skilful commander.51 

Perhaps the individual skirmishers were drilled to fight in loose formation at regular 

intervals.52 In this Iphicrates' peltasts seem the exception in this period. 

Again unlike hoplites light troops fought at a distance, since they chiefly used 

missile weapons: when Cyaxeres explains to Cyrus that both the Persians and their 

enemy would be using archers and javelin-men, Xenophon makes Cyrus respond, 

"well then, since their arms are of this kind, it is necessary to fight at long range 

(a.KpO~OA.tsecr0m)" (Xen.Cyr. 2.1.7). Light troops' effectiveness iay in the ability to 

strike from a distance as Thucydides remarks: "the enemy were light troops, the most 

difficult to deal with since they have their strength from long range, with arrows, 

javelins, stones, and slings" (Thuc. 4.32.4).53 

51 Iphic. 2.2. 
52 Polyaenus also attests that Iphicrates drilled his troops constantly and endeavoured to keep them 
active between engagements (Strat. 3.9.32, 3.9.35). On Iphicrates' career at Corinth and elsewhere, see 
Best (1969), 85-97, 102-10, Lippelt (1910), 64-8, Anderson (1970), 121-32, Pritchett (GSW), 2.63-72, 
2.117-25, Parke (1933), 50-6, 77-82. 
53 0\. noAeµtot forn0m \jltAot Kat ol anopo:rcmot, 'tOXt1lµa<n Kat aKOV'ttot<; Kat ;\,{0ot<; Kat 
crcpEvo6vm<; eK noAAou exovn:<; aAK~v. The lightly armed infantryman had to wield his missile 
skilfully if he were to hold his own in a skirmish against other light troops. The unskilled warrior 
would have been as ineffective as the Gauls were against the Romans at Mt. Olympus, where Livy 
comments that the former, hastily grabbing whatever unsuitable rocks were at hand, "were 
inexperienced in their use, so that neither skill nor strength was aiding the blow" (38.21.6). Xenophon 
makes it clear that such skills could only be gained by constant practice (Cyr. 2.1.16). The slingers and 
javelin-men from the "places around Thessaly" at Mantinea in 362 (D.S. 15.85.4), probably including 
the Malians and Aenianes as well as the perioecic Thessalians, clearly honed their skills from an early 
age. Diodorus comments, "these people, seeking assiduously this type of fighting from childhood, were 
accustomed to produce great weight in battles on account of their experience in these matters" 
(15.85.5). There is no reason to think that the other peoples from the less well developed areas of 
central and northern Greece, from Thrace, and from the north-Greek poleis which bordered on Thracian 
territory (who had adopted peltast tactics from the Thracians [Lippelt (1910), 55]) did not also train 
from childhood. Certainly the Aetolians, Locrians, and Acarnanians were noted for their skill with the 
javelin or sling (Thuc. 2.81.8, 3.95.3; Eur.Phoen. 139-40; Poll.Onom. 1.140). In Xenophon's opinion 
the Thracians were pre-eminent with the javelin and the Scythians with the bow (Mem. 3.9.2). 

On the other hand the native southern Greek light troops were clearly inferior in skill to the 
above peoples, if the inferiority of the Athenian javelin-men and other light troops to those peoples 
around Thessaly at Mantinea in 362 is representative (D.S. 15.85.4-5). Plato recognised the Athenians' 
deficiencies in this area and sought to improve their skills by calling for children to attend javelin-
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As Amphitryon points out in his defence of the archer in Euripides' Hercules 

Furens, the lightly armed infantryman had no desire to come into close combat; his aim 

was simply to harm his enemies from a safe distance and not to be harmed himself 

(195-203, cf. Iph.Taur. 301ft). Brasidas' speech to his hoplites before encountering 

the Illyrians also makes clear the interdependence of light troops' aversion against close 

combat with their desire for safety: "They think that it is safer to frighten you [from 

afar] without danger [to themselves] rather than to come into close combat; otherwise 

they would employ that [i.e. close combat] instead of this [i.e. to fight at long range]" 

(Thuc. 4.126.5). 

Light troops refused to fight hoplites at close range since if they stood their 

ground in pitched battle, it would have meant certain death for them. The Greek victory 

at Plataea over the Persians shows that a lightly armed, less cohesive force of infantry, 

even if far more numerous, had little chance of defeating a phalanx in pitched battle 

(Hdt. 9.62-3). 54 In the Cyropaedia Xenophon makes the same point for javelin-men, 

archers, and slingers. Cyrus remarks that he will station javelin-men and archers behind 

the phalanx because they could never hold their ground in pitched battle, as they 

themselves acknowledge (6.3.24).Later Xenophon observes, "by themselves alone all 

the sling em could not even stand their ground against a very few men coming to hand to 

hand with weapons suited for close combat" (7.4.15). 

Having discussed some general attributes common to all light troops, I would 

now like to concentrate on javelin-men in particular. Let us begin with the javelin's cast. 

One could cast the javelin in two ways, either by taking a step backwards or by running 

forwards (Onas. 17).55 Of the two, the latter is the more effective, since Livy informs 

throwing and archery lessons from the age of six (Leg. 794C-D). The children would attend gymnasia 
for their military training where, among other things, they will learn "the use of the bow and all types 
of missiles and light-armed skirmishing" (-rosucfjc; 'te Kat 1ta.cr% pt\jferoc; Kat 1teA--racr-rtKf\<;) (Leg. 
813D-E). Plato may have seen other peoples, e.g. Thracian mercenaries, practising their skills in this 
way at Athens. Later he substitutes a "general peltastic contest" for the pancratium, in which 
contestants will compete "with bows and peltae and javelins and the stone [thrown] from the hand or 
sling" (Leg. 834A). Morrow (1960), 386, considers this event Plato's invention, since rules still need 
to be formulated. But Best (1969), 122, citing as evidence Agesilaus' offering of prizes at Ephesus in 
395 to those peltasts and archers who were proved best (i.e. through some kind of contest) (Xen.Hell. 
3.4.16, cf. 4.2.5), is surely right in asserting that Plato has institutionalised an existing situation rather 
than invented it. Such contests were most likely common among the Thracians, Aetolians, etc. 

Most Greek cities did not have the resources or inclination to maintain and train a large body 
of their citizens for the time needed to produce skilled light troops. At any rate light troops could be 
cheaply procured in large numbers whenever they were needed from those peoples who had practised 
their skills since childhood. If the above is correct, one can therefore understand why southern Greek 
cities recruited light troops from central and northern Greece, Thrace, and other areas (on this see Best 
[1969], Lippelt [1910]), even though they already had a plentiful number of light troops: e.g. the 
Boeotians had 10,000 light troops and 500 [mercenary or allied] peltasts present at Delium in 424 
(Thuc. 4.93.3), but still sent away for more javelin-men and slingers from the Maliac Gulf after the 
battle (Thuc. 4.100.1). 
54 See Lazenby (1993), 242-3, for an explanation of Hdt. 9.62-3. Also see Xen.Hell. 4.4.9-11, where 
Iphicrates' peltasts were defeated by the Cminthian exiles at the battle of the Long Walls in 392: here 
the peltasts lacked room to manoeuvre and were forced to fight a pitched battle against the hoplites. 
55 Ou0' 1moxrope1v ava nooa ouva.µevot K<X'ta 't~V ava.mcriv -r&v IXKOV'tt(J)V, OU't' ES £1ttopoµ11<; 
~aA-etv. 
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us that a javelin attains its greatest momentum when cast on the run, provided that the 

caster has firm footing and room to run (34.39.3).56 Casting downwards from higher 

ground is also advantageous since additional momentum, resulting in increased range 

and penetrative power, is gained by running down elevated terrain; e.g. the Aetolian 

javelin-men, who, running down from the crests of the hills around Aegitium, threw 

their javelins against an Athenian army under Demosthenes (Thuc. 3.97.3). 

Javelin-men cast their missiles at the enemy just before they came into maximum 

effective range, as the slingers and archers under Mithradates did against the Ten 

Thousand (Xen.Anab. 3.4.4, cf. 4.3.18). In the Cyropaedia, Cyrus remarks that those 

who are armed with missile weapons fight as far off as possible (on 1tpocrro'ta'tro) 

(Xen.Cyr. 2.1.11), i.e. at maximum range. At Lechaeum Iphicrates' peltasts did indeed 

cast their javelins at the Lacedaemonians at the distance of a javelin's throw (£1; 
aKov'tiou ~OAtl<;) (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15).57 But earlier, when Xenophon says that 

56 Nam propter angustias loci confertamque turbam non modo ad emittenda cum procursu, quo 
plurimum concitantur, tela spatium habebant, sed neut de gradu quidem libero ac stabili conarentur. 

The visual evidence suggests that a javelin could be cast either horizontally or at a much 
greater angle. Gardiner (1907), 258-66, points out that the horizontal style pertained to warfare, while 
the more vertical style was confined to athletics. Xenophon's account of the skirmish between some 
light troops and the Sacred Band outside of the walls of Corinth in 369 perhaps confirms this: 
Xenophon informs us that the light troops "by casting javelins and other missiles killed very many 
men in the front ranks" (HelL 7, L 19), That the hop lites in the front ranks were in the greatest danger is 
consistent with a lower, flatter throw. Cf. Onasander's comment on why archers should not be 
positioned behind the heavy infantry: 

And when archers go before the others they shoot their arrows at the 
bodies of the enemy and on the mark, but when they are behind the 
companies or among the heavy infantry they shoot upwards, so that the 
missile has force on its upward path, but afterwards, even if it falls 
down upon the head of the enemy, it would be exhausted and would 
cause the enemy little distress. (17) 

The comment applies mutatis mutandis to higher-angle javelin casts as well. 
Gardiner (1907), 258-9, rightly comments that distance is only a secondary consideration for a 

horizontal throw, compared to force and accuracy. It appears that both infantry and cavalry employed 
this kind of throw (See Gardiner [1907], 259-62, figs. 7-8, Anderson [1961], pl. 29-30, for a peltast, 
see Best [1969], pl. Le). Xenophon's recommendation on the most effective way to throw the javelin 
is informative: if a cavalryman should "release the javelin with its head a little in an upwards direction, 
in this way the javelin will be carried with the greatest force and distance, it will be most accurate, 
however, if the head as it is being released always points at the mark" (Eq. 12.13). 
57 But how far could a javelin be thrown? Various estimates have been made. Adcock (1957), 15, 
estimates that "the range of a javelin was only some twenty yards," while Lawrence (1979), 40, 
suggests 30-40 meters without an amentum, several times greater with the amentum. Gardiner (1907), 
58, says "experiments have amply established the practical use of the amentum with the light javelin. 
In the experiments made by General Reffye for the Emperor Napoleon it was found that a javelin which 
could be thrown only 20 meters by hand could be thrown 80 meters with the amentum. According to 
Juthner an inexperienced thrower increased his throw from 25 to 65 meters. These records are with a 
light javelin." Harris (1963), 31-5, conducted experiments where he threw an all metal 8 ft. javelin 
from a standing throw 54 feet (16.4 meters) without the amentum, but with a maximum improvement 
of only twenty-five percent with the amentum, or 68 feet (20.7 meters). Nevertheless, he estimates 
from Statius' Thebaid 6.351-4 (Statius states that the length of the track for the chariot race at Nemea 
was three times a bow shot and four times a javelin cast), taking a hippodrome of 400 yards, that 300 
feet was the range of a javelin's cast. But Mcleod (1972), 80, rightly points out Statius' passage as 
suspect. At any rate, what Xenophon (and hence other authors) probably means is the maximum 
effective cast of a javelin on the battlefield, not in athletics. 

There is one passage that has been overlooked, however. Thrasybulus, stating the advantages 
of their position to his troops as Critias' formation was slowly advancing uphill against him, says, 
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Ip hi crates' peltasts were so afraid of the Lacedaemonians they refused to come within a 

javelin's throw (Hell. 4.4.16), he implies that they would have normally approached 

much closer had the enemy not been the Lacedaemonians. The Acamanians certainly 

came in close when they fought from the mountains in Acarnania against a 

Lacedaemonian army under Agesilaus: 
And having taken possession [of the mountains], the 
Acarnanians threw missiles and javelins from the high 
ground, and they kept on descending by degrees to the spurs 
of the mountains and they kept on pressing close to them and 
kept on causing trouble, so that the army was no longer able 
to march.58 

The Acarnanians clearly made successive attacks upon the Lacedaemonians, edging 

closer to them after each attack (1tpocr£K£tV'to - literally "pressing towards"), with the 

result that they were well within maximum range when Agesilaus ordered his men to 

pursue them (Xen.Hell. 4.6.9). On some occasions, however, light troops rapidly 

closed with the enemy: e.g. the Carduchians against Xenophon's rearguard and the 

Illyrians against Brasidas' army (Xen.Anab. 4.3.30; Thuc. 4.127.1-2).59 Generally 

light troops would try to get as close as possible: e.g. on Sphacteria they were 

continually pressing towards the Lacedaemonians, the latter responding with pursuits 

whenever the former got too near (Thuc. 4.33.2).60 They would continue to press their 

attacks, if given the opportunity, untii they were "nearby" the enemy. Agesiiaus 

resolved to attack a hill on his left from which the Acarnanians were pressing close to 

him. While he was sacrificing, the Acarnanians took advantage of his inactivity and 

"kept on pressing them hard, by casting missiles and throwing javelins, and 

"but now they have brought us to a place in which these men are neither able to throw their missiles 
nor cast their javelins over those stationed in front of them on account of their going uphill" (Xen.Hell. 
2.4.15). This implies that if the javelin-men had not been going uphill, they would have been able to 
cast their javelins over the hoplites in front of them. We know that the phalanx was fifty deep 
(Xen.Hell. 2.4.11), and if we allow three feet of space per man and take into account that the javelin
man would have needed space behind the phalanx to cast his javelin, perhaps twenty feet, and that the 
javelin would have had to clear the hoplites at the front of the phalanx, it would mean that a javelin 
could be thrown at least 180 feet or 60 yards. This at least is compatible with some of the above 
estimates. But even if this is accepted it (1) does not establish a maximum range, and (2) since a 
higher-angle throw would have been used behind the phalanx, a horizontal throw would have had lesser 
range. 
58 Xen.Hell. 4.6.8. Ka•m11,a~6vtES De oi 'AKapviiv1os eK t&v un1opc31ol;{rov i::~a11,Mv tE Kat 
TjKOV'ttSOV, Kat U1tOKata~a{vovtES Eis ta Kp<lO'JtE()a t&v oprov npocreKEtv'tO Kat npayµata 
napetXOV, ffiO'te OUKE'tt £{)'lJVatO to O"tp<ltE'llµa 1tOpeUECT0at. 
59 Perhaps this "rapid advance" occurred when the light troops had considerable encouragement: the 
Illyrians thought that Brasidas was fleeing like the Macedonians, and it would just be a matter of 
overtaking and destroying his army (Thuc. 4.127.1). The Carduchians became emboldened when they 
saw only a small force before them (Xen.Anab. 4.3.27): Xenophon in fact makes the connection 
between the small size of the rearguard and the boldness of the Carduchians' attack (Xen.Anab. 4.3.30). 
60 Perhaps we can gain some idea of what it was like from the hoplite's point of view when Euripides 
says Orestes perceived the stone-throwing herdsmen as "a wave of enemies pressing towards" him 
(Iph.Taur. 316). 
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approaching nearby, continued to wound many" (Xen.Hell. 4.6.10, cf. Xen.Anab. 
61 4.1.16). 

The assertion that the peltast's "tactic was to run in, throw his javelins and then 

run away again before the enemy could come to grips with him" is for the most part 

correct.62 That peltasts would try to throw both of their javelins before running away is 

suggested by an Attic cup, dated about 550, which depicts two peltasts, each having 

thrown his first javelin, who are ready to cast their remaining javelin at one another. 63 

Once he had thrown his javelins, the peltast could then retire to safety, perhaps to a 

place where more missiles could be procured,64 unless he could obtain missiles from 

the field of battle itself: he could either attempt to retrieve those javelins which had 

missed their target, or he could gather whatever stones happened to be within reach and 

hurl them at his foes, as the Gauls were forced to do when they fought against the 

Romans at Mt. Olympus (Livy 38.21.6).65 Perhaps a combination of the three above 

possibilities explains how javelin-men and other light troops could keep on attacking the 

enemy for long periods. 66 

61 K \ ' 'I' ' ' , y , '\ - A,'\'\ - ' , , y • 'A ~ at ev (fl µev ea<pa-yta'=e'to, µa11,a ica-ceixov pCXMwv-ce<; Kat aicov'ti-,ov-ce<; oi icapvave<;, 
Kat eyyu<; 1tpocn6v-ce<; 1tOAAOU<; €'tt'tpCOO'KOV. 
62 Connolly (1981), 48. Harris (1963), 30, says much the same thing, "but the function of the missile 
~pear in post-Homeric ancient warfare was probably that of a machine-gun rather than a sniper's bullet." 

Best (1969), pl. l.a-c. 
64 I can find no instance in this period, however, of light troops being supplied from outside the 
battlefield. 
65 Stones thrown by the hand seem to have been an effective missile (cf. Polyb. 10.30.7; Thuc. 
1.106.2; Arr.Tact. 15.2). Earlier, Polybius mentions "the mountineers who were able to cast javelins 
and throw stones" ('trov 6pe{cov 'tOU<; UKOV-ciseiv Kat A.t0aseiv Suvaµevou<;) (10.29.5): perhaps 
javelin-men also acquired some expertise in throwing stones as an alternative missile once they had 
thrown their javelins. Certainly in rugged or mountainous terrain, the kind of terrain which the 
Aetolians, Acarnanians, and Mysians inhabited, stones could have been plentiful enough for large 
numbers of javelin-men to keep on attacking the enemy. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find certain 
instances of javelin-men and other light troops throwing stones on the battlefield. The main problem is 
how to interpret PaAAco: in the case of the Locrians PaAAov-ce<; ical a.icov'tisov-ce<;, there is some 
certainty that the unexpressed object of paAAOV'te<; is 1te-cprn;/).t0o<; or something similar, since 
Xenophon later says that some of the Lacedaemonians had been stoned to death (Ka'taA.eua0ev-ce<;) 
(Xen.Hell. 4.3.22-3) (For the interpretation of this passage see Pritchett [GSW], 5.12-3). In 
Xenophon's account of the encounter between the Acarnanians and Agesilaus in 389, PaAACO is used 
on three occasions: PaAAOV'te<; ical a<pev8ovrov'te<; (Hell. 4.6.7), epaAA.OV -ce ical riicov-cisov (Hell. 
4.6.8), and PaAA.ovw; Kal &.icov-c{sov-ce<; (Hell. 4.6.10). It is clear that Pa.AA.CO in the first instance 
must refer at least to javelins being thrown, in the last two instances at least to stones slung. Yet it 
seems highly likely that Xenophon also meant stones thrown from the hand. For other possible 
instances, see Xen.Hell. 4.2.14, 6.2.20, 7.1.19 . 

. 66 Thucydides twice says that Demosthenes' hoplites skirmished with the Aetolians "for a long time" 
(e1tt 1t0Au) (3.97.3, 3.98.1; cf. 7.79.6, xpovov 1t0Auv in 7.78.6). As in pitched battles, it is unclear 
how long e.1tl 1toAU is. On the ambiguity of e.1tl 1toAU and the length of land battles in Greek warfare 
generally, see Pritchett (GSW), 4.46-51. Here Thucydides probably means hours rather than minutes. 
Certainly Demosthenes' light troops managed to maintain the pressure on the Lacedaemonians for a 
considerable period once the latter had withdrawn to (the modem) Prophitis Ilias (wovov ... 1t0Auv ica.l 
'tfi<; ftµepa.<; -co 1tA.eta'toV) (Thuc. 4.35.4), having already skirmished with the Lacedaemonians for a 
period greater than "some little time" (xpovov ... -civa. 611,{-yov) (Thuc. 4.34.1). The Bithynian peltasts 
and cavalrymen appear to have harassed the surrounded Arcadians on a hill at Calpes Limen from 
daybreak to sunset (Xen.Anab. 6.3.6-9, 23). Polytropus too seems to have harassed the retreating 
Mantineans for a relatively long time (Xen.Hell. 6.5.13-4). From the above, javelin-men and other 
light troops were clearly capable of attacking for long periods. 
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On level or easy ground, light troops often attacked with cavalry in support 

(e.g. Xen.Anab. 1.5.13, 6.3.6-9, Hell. 3.2.3-4, 7.4.22; Thuc. 2.79.3-6, 5.10.9, 

7.78ff). Like light troops, cavalry for the most part relied on their missile weapons -

the javelin and the bow - to harm the enemy.67 In fact, there does not appear to be any 

significant difference in the harassment tactics used by cavalry and light troops, whether 

in combination with each other or alone (cf. Hdt. 9.20-4; Thuc. 2.79.6, 3.97.3, 

7.79.6). If anything, cavalry, on account of superior mobility, probably presented a 

greater threat to hoplites in this role than light troops: Xenophon's account of the fifty 

Syracusan cavalry attacking a much larger Theban army in 369 shows how helpless 

hoplites were against even a small force of well-led cavalry of high quality, which could 

harass unsupported hoplites with almost complete impunity (Hell. 7.1.21; cf. Thuc. 
68 2.79.6, 7.78.6-7). 

Like hoplites, light troops would collectively utter a battle cry when they 

attacked, as the peltasts of the Ten Thousand did (e.g. Xen.Anab. 4.4.20, 4.8.18, 

6.5.26). 69 This collective shouting would continue for as long as the fighting lasted 

(e.g. Thuc. 4.34.1-35.2). Other noise would also be produced by the light troops' 

singing, chattering, and yelling among themselves, such as when the Illyrians advanced 

against Brasidas "with much shouting and noise" (noAA'f\ ~of\ Kat 0opu~cp) (Thuc. 

4.127 .1; cf. Xen.Anab. 4.2.20, 4.3 .27). Barbarian tribes would also brandish their 

weapons in a threatening manner or strike their weapons on their shields, as the 

Illyrians and the Thracians did respectively (Thuc. 4.126.5; Polyaen.Strat. 2.2.6).70 If 

the hoplites were vastly outnumbered, the light troops' shouting must have made it very 

difficult for the former to communicate effectively: e.g. the Lacedaemonians on 

Sphacteria (Thuc. 4.34.3). 

As the missiles rang upon the hoplites' shields and armour (Xen.Anab. 4.3.29, 

Cyr. 7 .1.35), it was vital for them to maintain their formation: Brasidas, for instance, 

urged his men to retreat from the Illyrians "in order and in their ranks" (Kocrµcp Kat 

'ta~n) (Thuc. 4.126.6; cf. Xen.Anab. 4.3.29).71 Each hoplite had to maintain his place 

in the line, so that he himself and his neighbour on his left would have their unshielded 

67 See Xenophon's recommendation for cavalry weapons and armour (Eq. 12.1-14). Also see Spence 
p993), 49-65, Anderson (1961), 140-54. 

8 On cavalry tactics generally see Spence (1993), 34-163 
69 On the noise and dust in hoplite battles see Hanson (1989), 147-54. The battle cry gave the utterers 
confidence and lessened their fear of the enemy (Aesch. Sept. 267-70), while intimidating their foes 
~e.g. Pof\c; µe:ye0et <X<pOpTJ'tOt in Thuc. 4.126.5). 

0 The purpose of this must have been to frighten the enemy. e.g. the Greek hoplites at Cunaxa 
"clashed their spears against their shields, causing fear to the [Persians'] horses" (Xen.Anab. 1.8.18, cf. 
4.5.18). 
71 Best (1969), 30, sums up Brasidas' speech nicely: "Brasidas exhorted his men to stand their ground 
when attacked and to retreat with closed ranks in an orderly fashion at the most favourable moment. But 
he must have been well aware of the danger of the enemy tactics, for he ended his speech with the 
hardly concealed threat that if his men did not follow his instructions, the enemy would give them 
chase and hence be able to massacre them." 
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right protected (Thuc. 5.71.1), to play his part in presenting an unbroken line of shields 

to the enemy (Plut.Mor. 220A, Pelop. 1.5).72 By staying in formation the hoplites also 

gained some benefit from holding their spears in the "slope" position (i.e. at a high 

angle over their right shoulder), since the spears would have deflected some of the 

missiles as they travelled over the phalanx, though the doru would not have been as 

effective in this role as the much longer sarissa (Polyb. 18.30.3). 

The hoplite would have been well aware of the indiscriminate nature of missile 

fire (Thuc. 4.40.2), that he could be the target for any of the missiles hurtling towards 

the phalanx; he had to be alert, had to be ready to defend himself against any missile 

that threatened his part of the phalanx. Whenever he felt threatened, he would 

instinctively protect his head and torso with his shield, as Thrasybulus expected Critias' 

hoplites to do when the latter came under missile fire: 
But now, if we release our missiles willingly, as is fitting, 
nobody will miss any of those who fill the road, but to 
protect themselves, they will always hide under their shields: 
so that it will also be possible, like blind men, to strike them 
wherever we wish and to drive them back when we leap 

73 upon them. 

The hoplite probably crouched enough to hide his face, taking advantage of the 

concavity of the shield in the process. It also appears, at least on some occasions during 

prolonged missile fire, that the hoplite would crouch on one knee, so that his shield 

could effectively cover his entire head and torso.74 Since the hoplite often omitted to 

wear body armour and greaves in this period, relying primarily on his shield and an 

open-faced helmet for protection,75 the above methods were advantageous for the 

hoplite in that he protected his vulnerable trunk, especially his chest, neck, and head, 

areas of the body where perforation by a missile could be fatal, as we will see below. 

But in doing this he exposed his body from the thighs downwards to missile fire, a 

disadvantage which must have been felt by those hoplites in the front ranks in particular 

72 It must be remembered, however, that "a wall of round shields left vital areas of the front lines 
unprotected; 'triangles' of exposure appeared between shields at both top and bottom. Indeed, the whole 
notion of a phalanx advancing with 'locked shields' is technically incorrect: it is impossible to create a 
continuous solid joint between curved edges, no matter how much shields overlap" (Hanson [1991b], 
70). See Holladay (1982), 94-7, for the importance of hoplites staying in close formation for mutual 
r:rotection. 

3 Xen.Hell. 2.4.16. 
74 See Vos (1963), pl. Vlb & VIII, for hoplites crouching in this way. The Lacedaemonian and Tegean 
hoplites appear to have acted in this way at Plataea (i.e. Callicrates was wounded in his flanks 
Kmfiµevoc; ev 1n 1:a~t) (Hdt. 9.72), as did the Egyptians when they were surrounded at the fictional 
battle of Thymbara (-into 1:atc; a.endow eKa81ww) (Xen.Cyr. 7 .1 .40). 
75 See Anderson (1970), 13-42, Chrimes (1949), 359-68, Hannah (1983), esp. 519-29, Snodgrass 
(1967), 93-4, 109-110, Hanson (1989), 57-8. Lazenby (1985), 32, argues that the Spartan hoplite still 
used body armour. Hoplites by the last third of the fifth century were clearly less heavily encumbered, 
and hence less well protected, than their ancestors at the time of the Persian Wars, reflecting the need of 
the time for a lighter, more mobile hoplite who is able to cope with the challenges presented by the 
changes that occurred in warfare both during and after the Peloponnesian War: Anderson (1970), 41, 
rightly points out that the hoplite's "equipment had obviously been lightened in an attempt to give 
them a chance against light infantry on broken ground." 
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(e.g. Xen.Hell. 7.1.9), especially if they were not wearing greaves "a defence against 

spear and stone" (Aesch.Sept. 676).76 The hoplites in the middle and rear ranks, 

however, would have been less disadvantaged, since they would have gained protection 

from those hoplites stationed before them, making it difficult for missiles to hit the 

lower part of the body. 

The importance of maintaining the cohesion of the hoplite formation for 

collective defence has already been mentioned. Light troops, continually harassing the 

hoplites, were always ready to exploit any disorder in the formation to their own 

advantage: they had enough opportunities, even on relatively level terrain. 77 On rugged 

ground, however, hoplites had little hope of maintaining their formation (e.g. 

Hell.Oxy. 16.2; Xen.Anab. 4.2.8, 4.2.12, 4.8.10, 5.2.28),78 becoming extremely 

vulnerable to missile fire since a collective defence was impossible. Aristotle knew that 

"a hoplite formation is useless without cohesion" (Pol. 1297b20-l; cf. Plut.Flam. 8.3-

4). It was presumably the difficulty of maintaining a proper formation and hence an 

effective defence that forced Agesilaus to retreat from his camp on a mountain side to 

the plain below when he was harassed by numerous Acarnanians (Xen.Hell. 4.6.7). 

The destruction of Smicres' lochos near Calpes Limen illustrates the danger of 

traversing rough terrain while under missile fire: heavily laden with booty, the lochos 

was attacked by 1uany Bithynian peltasts and horsemen and held its ov✓n until it came to 

a gorge, but when it attempted to pass through the gorge, the lochos' ranks became 

disordered and the hoplites were put to rout and completely destroyed (Xen.Anab. 

6.3.4-5). 

Unfortunately for the hoplites, light troops could fight just as effectively on 

rough or elevated terrain as on level ground, since they fought in loose order. 

Onasander's recommendation that "if a battle occurred in places which have some 

positions low but others hilly, then let him [i.e. the general] station the light troops in 

the rugged spots most of all" (18), assumes that light troops would have been effective 

in such terrain (cf. Polyb. 10.29.5). Xenophon's opinion that the Carduchians "were 

equipped sufficiently for attack and retreat in the mountains, but insufficiently for 

accepting close combat" (Anab. 4.3.31), applies equally well to other types of light 

76 A shield apron hanging from the lower edge of the hoplite' s shield would have also provided adequate 
protection for his exposed thighs and legs. But the apron seems to have been rare after the middle of the 
fifth century, though examples occur on Lycian monuments in the fourth century: See Jarva (1986), 1-
25, Anderson (1970), 17. 
77 The hoplite phalanx preferred level and clear ground (Hdt. 7.9bl). Polybius points out that ditches, 
ravines, depressions, ridges, and streams were sufficient to impede and break up a hoplite formation 
(18.31.5; cf. Arist.Pol. 1303b). On the ground suitable for the phalanx see Pritchett (GSW), 4.76-85. 
78 The Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria did not even attempt to maintain their formation when the light 
troops attacked them. Thucydides informs us that the Lacedaemonians closed their ranks 
(SU')'KA1]0"0:.V'Ce<;) when they retreated to the fortification ( 4.35.1), so previously they must have 
adopted an open formation of some kind, certainly after they had initially advanced in closed ranks 
(suvrnxso:.vw) against the Athenian hoplites (Thuc. 4.33.1). 
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troops, such as javelin-men. As one would expect, elevated terrain did not impede the 

ability of light troops to let fly their missiles: "if they seized high ground, no-one can 

approach them without [suffering] many wounds in their continuity of shooting" 

(Arr.Tact. 15.4). Indeed light troops clearly preferred, whenever possible, to fight from 

such terrain: e.g. the Acarnanians harassed Agesilaus from the mountains, but did not 

attempt to oppose him on the plain below (Xen.Hell. 4.6.7-11). When engaging the 

enemy, light troops would generally occupy whatever elevated terrain which was 

available: mountains, hills, even burial monuments would be occupied, if they could be 

of use (e.g. Xen.Hell. 4.2.14, 6.2.20, 7.1.19; Onas. 11.3; Thuc. 3.97.3-98.2, 

4.32ff). 

Regardless of how well hoplites maintained their cohesion, however, they could 

not overcome the defensive limitations of their own shields, which restricted the 

effectiveness of the formation's "collective defence". An unbroken line of shields may 

have provided excellent protection for the front, but it was at the expense of the flanks, 

especially the right flank, and the rear: the hoplites positioned in the outermost file of 

the right flank had the right hand side of their bodies unprotected (Thuc. 5, 71.1 ), while 

the backs of the rearmost rank were also exposed since the aspis lacked a telamon.19 

Light troops frequently exploited these weaknesses: they would sometimes 

surround the hoplite formation, attacJ.rJng it from all sides (e.g. Polyaen.Strat 3.9.48; 

Thuc. 3.97.3, 5.10.9, 7.79.5; Xen.Anab. 6.3.8). Thucydides comments that 

Demosthenes got his light troops to seize the highest points on Sphacteria "in order that 

the enemy [i.e. the Lacedaemonians], surrounded on every side, may have the greatest 

possible difficulty and not know which attack to face, but would be exposed to the 

missile fire by the multitude from both sides" {4.32.3);80 later we learn that he 

concentrated his attacks in particular on the flanks and the rear of the Lacedaemonians 

(Thuc. 4.33.1). 

Often light troops would follow and harass the hop lites' rear as they marched 

(e.g. Thuc. 4.127.2; Xen.Hell. 4.3.22, 5.4.54, Anab. 3.3.6-11, 4.1.10). These 

attacks had the potential to cause hoplites much harm: e.g. the Mantineans were 

compelled to drive away Polytropus' peltasts since they realised that if they did not 

"many of them will have been struck down by javelins" (Xen.Hell. 6.5.13). Attacks on 

the unshielded side also caused considerable hardship for hoplites. The 

Lacedaemonians and their allies, for instance, "fared very badly" when they were 

exposed to missiles for a time from the confederate light troops on their right as they 

79 See Chapter Three, 32, n. 121. 
80 Brasidas certainly appreciated the danger forming around him when he saw that the Illyrians had 
occupied two hills in the narrow pass before him and were beginning to encircle him just as he was 
corning into difficult terrain (Thuc. 4.127 .2): he reacted immediately to break this potential stranglehold 
by ordering his rearguard to take one of the hills (Thuc. 4.128.1-2). 
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marched into Corinthian territory (Xen.Hell. 4.2.14; cf. Onas. 19.2).81 Certainly 

Iphicrates' peltasts' prolonged missile fire against the Lacedaemonians' unshielded side 

contributed significantly to the latter's downfall at Lechaeum: Xenophon, doubtlessly 

reflecting his own opinions, makes Callias and Iphicrates speculate, "for if they [i.e. the 

Lacedaemonians] were to march along the road [to Lechaeum], they would be 

destroyed by the javelins hurled at their flanks" (Xen.Hell. 4.5.13, i.e. 4.5.14-17). 82 

How did hoplites defend themselves when attacked by missiles on the flanks 

and rear? Perhaps they would tum to face the enemy, so that their shields were directed 

frontally against the missiles, as Xenophon's hoplites did when they were attacked by 

Gongylus and other Persian forces in Mysia (ta 01tAa exoiev 1tpo -c&v wxcuµa-crov) 

(Xen.Anab. 7.8.18). If so, perhaps only the outermost rank or file would have turned 

towards the enemy. At any rate, the effectiveness of this method must have been limited 

and was most likely used only when the formation was at rest. 83 When under missile 

fire, hoplites would have had no choice but to march with flanks and rear exposed, 

inevitably sustaining casualties in the process. Sometimes light troops attacking in large 

numbers caused so much trouble that hoplites could no longer march, as the 

Acarnanians did when they brought Agesilaus' army to a standstill (Xen.Hell. 4.6.8; 

cf. Thuc. 4.33.2). The anticipation of such problems may have been behind 

Cheirisophus' refusal to march the Ten Thousand along an overhanging ridge which 

had been occupied by many light troops: in his opinion it was impossible to march by 

the ridge unless they were dislodged (Xen.Anab. 3.4.39). 

Even so, light troops could not hope to defeat hoplites by missile fire alone, as 

long as the latter were in relatively good order. The inability of the Persian archers to 

destroy the Greek hoplites at Plataea shows this clearly: the Persian archers shot volley 

after volley of their arrows at a stationary target for a considerable period, perhaps for 

hours, while the Lacedaemonian and Tegean hoplites crouched behind their shields 

(Hdt. 9.61.2-3, 9.72.1). According to Herodotus, "many of them fell in this time and 

81 For Xen.Hell. 4.2.14, eJC 'tffiV unepoe/;{cov, should be taken as "from the heights on the right", 
rather than "from favourable ground". See Pritchett (GSW), 4.77. 
82 Ei µev 'Yap 7tOp£UotV'tO 't'Il OO(fl, <XlCOVtt~oµevou<; av O.U'tOU<; ei<; 'ta 'Yuµva &n6),J,ucr0m. 
83 Though this method of defence would have at least been better than the alternative (i.e. leaving the 
flanks and rear exposed), its effectiveness must have been limited. Those hoplites who were in the next 
to outermost rank or file would have derived some benefit from their presence, but any missile that flew 
over the flank and rear defenders could still inflict damage upon the exposed flanks or backs of those 
hoplites who still faced forwards. But if the formation were a hollow square, it would have been more 
effective, since all of the hoplites on the flanks and in the rear could turn to face. Brasidas' rearguard 
(along with the rest of the hollow square) seems to have done this when they were harassed by the 
Illyrians, since Thucydides says that "he himself [i.e. Brasidas], with his picked troops, stood their 
ground against those pressing upon them" (4.127.2). But should the formation move while employing 
this form of defence, its ranks would have become disordered, rendering it more vulnerable to missile 
fire. When Xenophon was forced to use it in order to extract himself quickly from a tricky situation in 
Mysia, his hollow square degenerated into a circular formation as he retreated: that nearly half of his 
hoplites were wounded in the retreat probably reflects their increased vulnerability to missile fire 
(Xen.Anab. 7.8.16-8). If so, perhaps this method of defense was usually employed in situations where 
the hoplites were at rest. 
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still more were wounded"; but he also says that only 91 Lacedaemonians and 16 

Tegeans died in the whole battle (9.70.5). Even if his figures are rejected, clearly the 

hoplites were not seriously weakened by whatever casualties the archers had inflicted 

upon them and were by no means eliminated as a fighting force. 

Missile fire in fact seems to have been relatively ineffective against a hoplite 

formation on account of the good protection that the hoplite usually received from his 

aspis and body armour, though the latter were by no means impervious to missile 

fire. 84 But light troops were certainly capable of harming hoplites, often wounding 

many after prolonged missile fire (e.g. Xen.Hell. 4.6.10, Anab. 3.4.24-33, 6.3.8; 

Thuc. 7.79.5-80.1),85 though it was surely exceptional that nearly half of the six 

hundred hop1ites Xenophon led out of Mysia were wounded by the arrows and 

slingstones fired at them (Xen.Anab. 7.8.18). 

84 The aspis certainly provided adequate protection against missiles. Blyth (1982), 5-21, has examined 
the remains of one of the few extant wooden cores in the Museo Gregoriano at the Vatican: he points 
out that the wooden core of the aspis would have provided most of its protective capability. 
Furthermore he asserts that the shield could be penetrated fairly easily by "a heavy arrow or a slim 
javelin." That the shield could be penetrated by missiles is clear from the literary and visual evidence 
(see Blyth [1982], 18). But it seems that missiles could only infrequently penetrate the aspis with 
enough momentum left so as to inflict serious wounds or to kill the hoplite. The Persian bows, for 
instance, were probably not powerful enough to penetrate the aspis consistently: that the Persians at 
Cunaxa fled before they came within bowshot of the Greeks certainly suggests this (Xen.Anab. 1.8.17-
20). Elsewhere, Blyth (1977), 188, estimates that only 2% of the Persian arrows shot against the 
Lacedaemonian and Tegean hoplites at Plataea were able to penetrate the shields "with enough energy to 
do damage." The Carduchian archers, with their three cubit bows and two cubit long arrows, seem to 
have been about the only ones who could penetrate Greek armour consistently: according to Xenophon, 
"their arrows kept on going through their shields and breastplates" (Anab. 4.2.28, cf. 4.1.10-11). 

For those hoplites wearing body-armour, the protection it provided depended on its type. 
Regarding bronze body armour, Gabriel & Metz (1991), 58-60, 66-75, esp. tab. 3.1-2, have established 
that 2 mm of bronze was virtually proof against the javelin, arrow, and sling. But many bronze corslets 
would have been considerably thinner than 2 mm, even less than 1 mm, judging from archaic examples 
(Jarva [1995], 135). Even so, Dion's breastplate, perhaps made of bronze, managed to keep out 
numerous missiles and spearthrusts (Plut.Dion. 30.6). But bronze armour was uncommon in this 
period: in her sample of Attic vase paintings, Hannah (1983), 376, counted only 50 "metal-corslets", 
compared to 395 linen-corslets. Furthermore, she observes that the Muskelpanzer corslet is associated 
with mythological or heroic figures, or wealthy men, "while the linen corslet is regularly worn by 
ordinary men" (461-2). Ancient writers were divided on the linen corslet's effectiveness. Pausanias 
certainly regarded the linen corslet as inferior to the bronze corslet (1.21.6-7), but it must be 
remembered that the latter provided an unusually high degree of protection. Clearly the linen corslet 
could be penetrated by missiles: Callicrates probably wore a linen corslet when he was struck by an 
arrow at Plataea (Hdt. 9.72). But Nicetas Choniates had no doubt that an eighteen-fold linen corslet, 
treated with salt and vinegar, could provide effective protection against missiles (Hist. 386). The 
exomis, "a short tunic of coarse cloth fastened over the left shoulder only" (Anderson [1970], 26), 
widely worn in this period, may have also protected the hoplite adequately: Polybius observes that the 
Celts were well protected by their sagoi, coarse woollen cloaks, against the Roman javelins at the 
battle of Telamon (2.30.1). The felt pilos, on the other hand, clearly provided inferior protection than 
the bronze helmet (Thuc. 4.34.3). 
85 Thucydides gives the impression that Brasidas' army got off relatively unscathed, on account of his 
generalship, as it retreated in the face of Illyrian missile fire (Thuc. 4.127-28.2). But one suspects that 
in reality Brasidas' army sustained much heavier casualties (Wylie [1992a], 87-8). Best (1969), 30, 
rightly remarks that it is questionable whether Brasidas could have fended off the attacks for much 
longer if the main body of the Illyrians continued to attack, instead of leaving a mere portion of their 
forces to follow and harass him. 
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Most of the wounds suffered by hoplites were probably non life-threatening 

injuries to those parts of the body which were unprotected by the aspis and whatever 

body armour the hoplite was wearing: i.e. to the arms, legs, and thighs, places where 

the clod-throwers managed to inflict wounds upon the fennel-stalk-carriers in a mock 

battle in the Cyropaedia (Xen.Cyr. 2.3.18-9). 86 Such wounds were probably not severe 

enough on average to prevent the hoplite from continuing his fight against the enemy 

(e.g. Xen.Anab. 7.8.19; Plut.Tim. 4.2), unless the missile managed to break a bone or 

hit an artery.87 If Plutarch can be trusted, even a thonged javelin which penetrated both 

of Philopoemen's thighs did not prevent him from rejoining the battle (Philop. 6.4-5). 

Other minor wounds would have been caused by missiles which had perforated the 

hoplite' s armour but lacked sufficient force to cause much damage: e.g. the corslets of 

the Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria provided enough resistance to prevent the javelins 

from inflicting serious wounds, so that the hoplites could continue fighting (Thuc. 

4.34.3). 88 

But a small number of missiles were able to penetrate the aspis and/or body 

armour and still have sufficient momentum to wound seriously or even to kill the 

hoplite (e.g. Xen.Hell. 3.2.3, 4.5.14, 7.1.19, Anab. 6.3.12). As Arrian puts it, "light 

troops are sufficient to shatter the enemy's armour, especially those attacking from a 

distance ,vith stones, and to inflict wounds from afar, but if the blow were to be rather 

forceful, even to kill [the enemy]" (Tact. 15.2). The hoplites most likely to have 

suffered serious or critical injuries would have been those stationed in the outermost 

ranks or foremost files (e.g. Xen.Hell. 7.1.19) since they were the most exposed to 

missile fire. Clearly some hoplites did suffer injuries so severe that they could not 

86 The passage is quoted and discussed below in Chapter Four, 41-2. Van Hook (1932), 120-2, found 
one skeleton which had his right leg pierced by two bronze arrowheads. 
87 Gabriel & Metz (1991), 95, comment, "probably the most common wound suffered by the ancient 
soldier was the broken bone .... With the exception of the skull, there is very little difference in the 
amount of force required to fracture any of the bones in the human body. Even the thicker bones of the 
upper leg require only marginally more force to fracture than do the inner bones of the forearm. On 
average, 67.7 foot-pounds of impact energy will produce a fracture on any bone in the human body 
except the skull. Thus, a blow to the limbs or armour-protected body of a soldier by ... the javelin 
(67.1 foot-pounds) ... will all easily cause fractures." According to Celsus the arrow inflicted the 
deepest wound, which was also the most difficult to extract (7.5.2). But Gabriel & Metz [1991], 59, 
tab. 3.1, have shown that the arrow only produced an impact energy of 47 foot-pounds, making it less 
able to break bones than the javelin. The authors also show that a sling using 500 grain (1.14 ounce) 
shot only produced 16 foot-pounds ([1991], 59, tab. 3.1). If this is correct, the slinger also rarely broke 
bones, though the ancient evidence says that the sling (especially with the lead bullet) could penetrate 
deep into flesh and bone and even kill without penetrating the body (Onas. 19.3; Arr.Tact. 15.2; Cels. 
7.5.4; Veg. 1.16). A broken bone in the hand or arm would have made it difficult for the hoplite to 
hold his spear or shield, while a broken bone in the leg or thigh would have incapacitated the hoplite, 
as Areilykos found to his cost when Patrokolos cast his spear which struck the former in the thigh and 
smashed the bone, causing him to fall to the ground (Hom.II. 16.306-11 ). It was also unlikely that a 
missile would hit an artery in the arms and legs: "these wounds would have caused fatal shock or 
bleeding only if the arrows struck an artery. Except for the neck area, arteries are located deep in the 
body, are protected by tissue and bone, and provide a small target area. One would suspect, therefore, 
that arterial wounds would have been rare" (Gabriel & Metz [1991], 93-4). 
88 On the interpretation of this passage I follow Hanson (1989), 83. But also see the comments of 
Wilson (1979), 115, on what the unstated object of eva1tEKEKAaCJ'to could be. 
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continue fighting: the initial attack of Iphicrates' peltasts at Lechaeum not only killed 

some of the Lacedaemonians, but also wounded a few so badly that "they [i.e. the 

Lacedaemonians] ordered the shield bearers, having picked them up, to carry them [i.e. 

the severely wounded] to Lechaeum" (Xen.Hell. 4.5.14, cf. Anab. 3.4.30-2). 

Missiles that penetrated the hoplite's shield and helmet so as to hit the neck and 

skull could easily cause a fatal injury: e.g. Basias the Arcadian was killed by a 

Carduchian arrow that struck him "right through the head" (Xen.Anab. 4.1.18). Since 

open-faced helmets were widely used in this period, often without cheek pieces, or in 

the case of the pilos, offered no protection at all for the sides and back of the head, the 

missile might not even need to pierce the helmet at all. Instead it could cause great harm 

by forcing its way through the face or cheeks and penetrating into the skull: in the Iliad, 

Euchenor met his fate in this way with an arrow from Paris that "struck him by jaw and 

ear" (Hom.IL 13.671-2).89 

In the Iliad, the most likely place where lethal wounds were inflicted was the 

chest.90 As with spear thrusts, those hoplites who had suffered deep penetration by 

missiles in this area also faced a likely death on the battlefield: Callicrates was killed by 

an arrow that penetrated his side at Plataea (Hdt 9.72; cf. Hom.IL 17.309-11; 

Xen.Anab. 4.1.18). Once a missile had penetrated the ribcage, it could bring about a 

quick death by severing the arteries, piercing the heart, or puncturing the lung. But even 

the penetration of the ribcage did not necessarily mean death for the hoplite; Alexander 

the Great managed to survive even though an arrow pierced his breastplate and lodged 

between his ribs (Plut.Alex. 63). Below the chest, missiles that perforated the midriff 

(such as the liver) and the lower abdomen could also be just as deadly (e.g. Hom.II. 

17.348-9, 16.462-5; Hipp.Epid. 5.62). 

Regardless of casualties inflicted, the light troops' capacity to kill hoplites at a 

distance greatly distressed the latter. Hoplites had no desire to be a static target for 

multitudes of missiles, to be harmed by those who refused "to play by the rules", who 

used cowardly and "womanish" weapons such as the bow to harm their enemies rather 

than submit to a stand-up fight (e.g. Eur.Iph.Taur. 159-64, HF. 157-63; Plut.Mor. 

234E; Hom.II. 11.385-90; Thu.c. 4.40.2). Nevertheless the hoplites had to deal with 

those who fought from afar. How they responded will be discussed in the next chapter. 

89 Frolich (1879), 58-60, has examined the wounds inflicted in the Iliad and points out that all thirty 
one head wounds were fatal. But it must be remembered that warriors were often killed by large stones 
that crushed the skull, such as when Telamonian Aias threw a large rock from the battlements and 
crushed Epikles' skull inside his four-fold helmet (12.378ft) (See Pritchett [GSW], 5.4-5). 
90 Frolich (1879), 58-62, counts 67 lethal wounds to the chest, just over 50% of the total lethal wounds 
inflicted. 
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Chapter Three: Pursuit and Retreat: Hoplites as Pursuers: 

There was little point in the hoplites' just suffering under the volleys of missile 

fire. The hop lites had to respond in some way. Since throwing their spears was not a 

sensible option,91 they had to pursue their tormentors: as Xenophon himself puts it, "I 

was compelled to pursue, since I saw that we were suffering badly in standing our 

ground, and were unable to do anything against them" (Anab. 3.3.12; cf. Hell. 4.6.8-9; 

Eur.Iph.Taur. 307-14).92 

When the decision to undertake a pursuit had been made, a group of hoplites 

would run out of the phalanx and attempt to engage the enemy in close combat as 

Brasidas' hoplites did when they encountered the Illyrians: "Those hoplites who were 

selected to run out met them wherever the Illyrians attacked ... " (Thuc. 4.127 .2). These 

hoplites must have been stationed in the front ranks or in the outermost files of 

Brasidas' hollow square.93 The hoplites were known as ekdromoi. 94 On other 

occasions, the entire rearguard or vanguard of the army would undertake the pursuit 

{e.g. Xen.Anab. 3.3.7-11, 4.2.16-8). The hoplites would pursue the enemy as 

individuals, as members of a loose group in which each hoplite would run as quickly as 

he could, as Brasidas' rearguard did when it captured a hill occupied by the Illyrians 
95 (Thuc. 4.128.1 ). 

91 Spears were generally thrown by hoplites in combat as an act of desperation, either when fleeing, as 
Lysander's hoplites did against the Thebans when the former fled into rough and narrow terrain 
(Xen.Hell. 3.5.20), or when they had no intention of standing their ground: e.g. the Acarnanian and 
Theban hoplites against Agesilaus in 389 and 377 (Xen.Hell. 4.6.11, 5.4.52). On the other hand, it 
seems that Thrasybulus encouraged his hoplites to throw their spears at Critias' phalanx, if that is what 
Xenophon means by o6pma chptEV'tE<; (Hell. 2.4.15). But it must be remembered that Thrasybulus' 
scratch force used improvised equipment not normally found in the conventional hoplite phalanx. 
Though the doru seems to have been an effective missile, it would not have been as effective in this 
role as the javelin (cf. Arr.Ind. 23.3-4). At any rate the hoplite who intended to stand his ground had a 
much better use for his spear, his "one strength", without which he is defenceless (Eur.Her.Fur. 190-5), 
than to throw it away. 
92 Though Xenophon's rearguard had peltasts and Cretan archers in support, they were out-ranged by the 
Persian slingers and archers respectively and therefore could not retaliate (Xen.Anab. 3.3.7), so that 
Xenophon was compelled to pursue the Persians with his hoplites and peltasts (Xen.Anab. 3.3.8). This 
situation is clearly analogous to that of hoplites facing light troops alone, since the former too could 
not retaliate against the latter unless they undertook a pursuit. 
93 Gomme (HCT), Vol. III, 614, following Stahl, suggests that the hoplites "were so placed within the 
square that they could break out through the narrow gaps in the ranks as the Peloponnesians had 
intended their fast ships to do in the first action against Phormion, ii. 83.5." But how could the other 
hoplites maintain proper order with gaps in their lines, especially when the hollow square moved? Why 
would Brasidas emphasise to his hoplites the importance of keeping order (Thuc. 4.126.5) and then 
create gaps in his ranks? Furthermore, it was important for the hoplites to react quickly to wherever the 
Illyrians pressed the square the hardest. But how could this be done by stationing the hoplites in the 
centre of the hollow square? For the Lacedaemonian hoplites stationed in the front ranks see Chapter 
Four, 38-9. 
94 For the identification of eJCopoµa{ with the groups of hoplites acting as skirmishers, see Hornblower 
(COT), vol. II, 401. The eKopoµa{ in Thuc. 4.127.2 are to be identified with the £Kop6µouc; in 4.125.3 
(cf. Xen.Hell. 4.5.16). Since both Thucydides and Xenophon use the same terminology for hoplites 
employed in this role, it follows that these hoplites were known as ekdromoi. 
95 '0 0£ yvouc; 7tpOEt7tE 'tote; µE0, ainou 'tptaJCO<JlOt<;, ov (pE'tO µaAAOV av EAEtV 'tO>V Mcprov' 
xropnaav'tw; 7tQOS UU'tOV op6µro. CO£ 'taxicna EJCUCJ't0£ ouvmai. O.VEU 't0:,£Eros, 7tEtpaaai 
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The reaction of the lightly armed infantryman to this rapidly approaching hoplite 

was to flee.96 Cyrns, with his Persians armed for close combat and opposed by javelin

men and archers, is made to say by Xenophon, "and if you equip us with these 

weapons, you will make it the safest for us to come into close combat with our 

opponents, but flight for the enemy will be preferable than standing their ground" 

(Xen.Cyr. 2.1.9). Brasidas' speech puts the preference of light troops for flight in 

more negative terms: 
But these men are not what they seem in fighting those who 
stand their ground: for since they have no regular order they 
would not be ashamed to abandon any position, both flight 
and attack have equal reputation in their eyes and their 
courage is not really tested, and the style of fighting where 
each man is in command of himself especially would provide 
an opportunity to save himself without disgrace.97 

That the lightly armed infantryman would rather save himself than fight hand to hand 

against a hoplite who is unsuited for individual combat is consistent with the desire of 

the former to free himself from the dangers of close combat and let fly his missiles from 

a safe distance.98 Furthermore, as Brasidas points out, light troops were also willing "to 

abandon any position" (A.utetv nva xropav): hills and mountains, for instance, were 

not to be fought over for their own sake, no matter how strategically important nor how 

advantageous to the defender; any position would be abandoned if the occupiers felt 

themselves in danger (e.g. Xen.Anab. 3.4.25-8, 4.2.7ff, Hell. 4.3.23; Thuc. 4.128.1-

2). 

Light troops only needed to flee when they themselves were directly threatened 

by the pursuers (Xen.Hell. 3.2.4). For other light troops, such pursuits had no effect: 

Demosthenes planned to surround the Lacedaemonians with his light troops on 

Sphacteria, knowing that "if the Lacedaemonians attacked the troops in front of them, 

they would be shot at by those in the rear, if they attacked those on one flank, they 

would be shot at by those who were stationed on the other flank" (Thuc. 4.32.3; cf. 

Eur.lph.Taur. 319-27). Clearly Demosthenes had seen the Aetolian javelin-men act this 

way in Aetolia (Thuc. 3.97.3-98.2). But it is not only the main body of hoplites that 

would be attacked: light troops within range of the pursuers - but not threatened by 

them - could also hurl their missiles at the pursuers themselves, such as the Bithynian 

peltasts who threw their javelins upon the hoplites "from this side and that" (£v0Ev Kat 

£v0Ev) (Xen.Hell. 3.2.4). 

The aim of the hoplite was not only to drive the lightly armed infantryman away 

from the phalanx, so as to force him out of missile-range, but also to bring him into 

an 'aU'tOU EKKpouacn 'tOU<; l)OT) en6v'ta<; pappa,pou<;, nptV Kat 'tf\V 7tAEOVa KUKAOO<YtV acp&v 
au't6a£ npoaµc'i~m. 
96 E.g. Thuc. 2.79.6, 3.97.3, 4.32.4-33.2, Xen.Hell. 3.2.4, 4.5.15-16, 4.6.9-11. 
97 Thuc. 4.126.5. cf. Pl.Leg. 706B-D. 
98 On the unsuitability of hoplites as soloists see Chapter Four, 40-1. 
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hand to hand combat.99 To do this, the hoplite had to pursue his enemy as quickly as he 

could (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15; Thuc. 4.128.1), in the hope that he would be fast enough to 

overtake the lightly armed infantryman who was swift precisely because he lacked 

armour. 100 Indeed, the very first pursuit provided the hoplite with his best chance of 

success, since he was physically fresh. The hoplite, however, was far more heavily 

encumbered by the weight of his armour, even if protected only by the aspis and the 

pilos, than the javelin-man who just carried a light wicker shield. 101 In addition, the 

average citizen hoplite, often unfit and past his prime, 102 also had to overtake an enemy 

that had a start on him.103 

99 The hoplite perhaps pursued the lightly armed infantryman with his spear in the underhand position 
(Anderson [1991], 31). As Hanson (1989), 162, points out, "momentum and power could be 
maximised through such an underhand thrust while on the move, and, of course, it was easier this way 
to maintain both speed and balance." Though Hanson is referring to hoplites on the final run in hoplite 
engagements, it also applies to hoplites in pursuit. Also, by holding the spear in this way, it projected 
several feet in front of him (e.g. Anderson [1970], pl. 2.A-B), so that he did not actually need to 
overtake his foe in order to harm him. After the initial thrusts, he could then change to the overhand 
position, since he could generate more force from that position, if he were stationary, than from the 
underhand position: Gabriel & Metz (1991), 58-60, show that an overhand thrust could generate 70.8 
foot-pounds impact energy, while an underhand thrust created only 13.5 foot-pounds. 
100 In Thuc. 3.98.2, the Aetolians are av8pro1tot 1to60:11cet<; Kat 'lflA.Ot. Xenophon describes the Persian 
archers and slingers as µaAa eAa<ppou<; Kat eu~rovou<; (Anab. 3.3.6), the Carduchian archers and 
slingers as EA.a<ppot yap ~cmv ... ou8ev yap dxov &Uo i\ 'tO~a Kat a<pev66va<; (Anab. 4.2.27, cf. 
4.2.7), Iphicrate.s' peltasts are "the nimblest of troops" (1teA'taO''tat<; 'tot<; eA.aq>po'ta'tot<;) (Hell. 
4.5.13). Polybius describes light troops as "light" and "active" ('tOt<; 'lftAot<; Kat 'tOt<; eu~covoi<;) 
(10.30.5). Arrian says that light troops are useful for taking lofty places "by reason of their swiftness 
on account of their lightness" ('C([J 'te mxet<; dvm 6ta Kou<po'trt'ta) (Tact. 15.4), and in the lndica he 
refers to light troops as a'U'tOl 'tE KOU<pO'ta'tOt Kat KOU<pO'ta.'ta ffi1tA.tO'µevot (24.5). 
101 It is difficult to arrive at a precise estimate for the weight of the panoply's various items during this 
period, since many of these items, such as the linen corslet, were mostly made of perishable materials 
which for the most part have not survived, while bronze armour, helmets, and greaves have usually 
either rusted or suffered distortion. Because of this, most of the following estimates for the aspis and 
the corslet are at best conjectural. Blyth (1982), 5-21, has examined the remains of one of the few 
extant wooden cores in the Museo Gregoriano at the Vatican: he has reconstructed the shield with a 
high degree of certainty and estimates that it would have weighed around 6.2 kg. (13.5 lbs.). Connolly 
(1981), 53, estimates 7 kg. (15.4 lbs.) for the (same?) shield. Donlan & Thompson (1976), 341, n. 4, 
estimate that the "shields at the museum in Olympia average 7-8 kg. (15 1/2 - 17 1/2 lbs.)." Some 
estimates for the linen corslet: Connolly (1981), 53, made a copy of a linen-corslet which weighed 3.6 
kg. (7.9 lbs.) without metal plates. Jarva (1995), 135-6, following the Byzantine method of 
construction (18 fold thickness treated with vinegar and salt), estimates that a linen corslet might have 
weighed 5-6 kg. (11-13.2 lbs.). Blyth (1977), 75, estimates 2 kg. (4.4 lbs.) without metal plates. For 
estimates of the rarer and heavier bronze corslet see Hanson (1991b), 78, n. l. 
102 Success in a pursuit required a high level of physical fitness on the part of the hoplite, There is no 
doubt that the Lacedaemonians were in very good physical condition, having passed through the rigours 
of the agoge. This physical training would continue even while on campaign (Plut.Lyc, 22.2; 
Xen.Res.Pub.Lac. 12.5), until they were too old to serve (Plut.Lyc. 24.1). On the agoge and the 
Spartan Discipline see Forrest (1968), 51-3, Michell (1952), 165-204. Apart from the Lacedaemonians, 
some select groups of citizens were given training at public expense, such as the one thousand Argives 
(Thuc. 5.67.2; D.S. 12.75.7). For references to gymnastic training for warfare see Pritchett (GSW), 
2.213-19. Many, perhaps the majority, of the citizens serving were physically unfit: the presence of fat 
men was probably relatively common (Plut.Mor. 192C-D). Xenophon criticises the Athenians for their 
lack of attention to their own fitness, to the peril of their own lives (Mem. 3.5.15, 3.12.1-8). This 
situation seems typical: contrasting his own well conditioned mercenary army with citizen armies, 
Xenophon makes Jason of Pherae say, "in each city very few men train their bodies" (Xen.Hell. 6.1.5). 
The calls of utopian literature for general military training, including physical exercise for the purpose 
of war (e.g. Pl.Resp. 3.404A-B, Leg. 829B, see Morrow [1960], 333-7), are a fair indication of the lack 
of training in real life. Even with the above, hoplites might have stood a better chance if the youngest 
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But the greatest limitation for the hoplite was his shield. The aspis not only 

limited the hoplite's mobility (D.S. 15.44.2), but also made the pursuit a very tiring 

endeavour: e.g. Soteridas, struggling to carry his shield, complained to Xenophon: 

"We are not on the basis of equality; for you are mounted on a horse, but I am tired 

since I am caITying my shield with difficulty" (Xen.Anab. 3.4.47). It is not surprising 

that Soteridas considered himself burdened, since he was not only required to run over 

rough ground, but he also needed to maintain his shield in a chest-high position, a task 

in itself requiring considerable effort (Ar.Nub. 987-9). 104 The shield also unbalanced 

the hoplite, 105 making it relatively easy for him to fall or stumble when moving over 

obstacles or rough ground (e.g. Xen.Hell. 4.3.23; Ar.Arch. 1174-89). 

As the hoplite was approaching, the skilled javelin-man could wait until his 

pursuer was almost upon him before he would turn and flee. Iphicrates' order to his 

peltasts to flee from the Lacedaemonians at Lechaeum before the latter came close at 

hand (1tptv 'tOUs 07tA.l'tas oµou 'Yl'}'VE<J0m) (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15) suggests that the 

opposite was normally the case. An experienced javelin-man would have had the ability 

to judge the speed of his pursuer, allow the hoplite to come near to him, and still have 

enough time to get away. But why would he do this? Perhaps he wanted to make a 

quick cast at his pursuer before he turned and fled. 106 

ones were stationed in the front ranks, since all citizen annies had men who were before and past their 
prime (Xen.Hell. 6.1.5). On older members in the ranks see Hanson (1989), 89-95. Xenophon says that 
the best men should be stationed in the front and rear rartl<:s (Mem. 3.1.8), but this does not mean the 
youngest. Apart from the Lacedaemonians, some Lacedaemonian-led armies (e.g. Xen.Hell. 3.4.22; 
Thuc. 4.125.3), and the hoplites of the Ten Thousand (e.g. Xen.Anab. 2.3.12, 7.3.46), whose 
organisation was probably modelled on the Lacedaemonian anny (Lazenby (1991], 108, n. 3), there is 
no evidence to suggest that hoplites were organised in this way. 
103 The hoplite always had ground to make up in his pursuit if he were to have any chance of catching 
up to the lightly armed infantryman, since the latter fought at a distance. This made light troops "the 
most difficult to deal with" (oi an:oponmot) (Thuc. 4.32.3); the greater the distance between the 
hoplite and his lightly armed adversaries, the faster he had to run to close the gap. It is no surprise then 
that the Lacedaemonians confined their pursuits on the rough ground of Sphacteria to those light troops 
who were pressing hardest towards them (Thuc. 4.33.2): they knew that their best chance of overtaking 
the light troops lay with those who were closest. 
104 For the difficulties faced by hoplites in maintaining the aspis in a chest-high position see Hanson 
(1989), 65-9. Donlan & Thompson's experiments ([1976], 339-43, (1979], 420-1) have established that 
hoplites, each burdened with a panoply of around 50-70 lbs., could charge about a stade at double time 
while maintaining formation and still have enough energy reserves to engage in pitched battle. In doing 
so, they showed that 90-95% of maximum capacity was required over a mile, 93% over 565 yards. 
They also showed that it required an increase of 28% in energy expenditure to carry the shield in a chest 
high position over a mile, but only 6% over 565 yards. It would be hard to say whether the energy 
expenditure for a hoplite with a considerably lighter panoply, running at the top of his speed over a 
much shorter distance (perhaps 80-100 yards at the most), while still having sufficient energy reserves 
to engage in close combat and to retreat again in good time over the same distance, would approach that 
of the hoplites in the above experiments or not. Furthermore, Donlan & Thompson (1976), 341, say 
that the aspis "could only be carried isometrically, and the considerable energy expenditure required 
sharply limits the distance over which troops could sustain great effort." This also applies equally well 
to individual hoplites in pursuits. As one would expect, rough terrain and loose ground would have also 
increased the energy expenditure of the hoplite: they point out that "loosely packed ground would 
require 20-50% increase in oxygen consumption, depending on its composition" ((1979], 420, n. 5). 
105 Hanson (1989), 66. 
106 The momentum the javelin-man could impart to his missile must have been limited since he would 
not have had enough room to run forwards at the hoplite (cf. Livy. 34.39.2-4) if the latter were near to 
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The preferred action of the javelin-man, however, was to retain his javelin, if he 

had one, and to turn around and to flee. If he had a shield, he would swing it upon his 

back, as the Thynian peltasts did with their peltae when they were fleeing from 

Xenophon's hoplites (Xen.Anab. 7.4.17). 107 The fleeing javelin-man would try to 

outrun his pursuer, get some distance ahead of him, then wheel around and throw his 

javelin(s): Mnasippus, for instance, put those light troops who sallied against him to 

flight and pursued them, but when the light troops came near the walls of Corcyra, 108 

they turned about, climbed upon the burial monuments, and threw javelins and stones at 

Mnasippus' hoplites (Xen.Hell. 6.2.20, cf. Anab. 7.4.18). This is what Thucydides 

probably means when he says that the light troops on Sphacteria, once they had been 

put to flight and had easily outrun the Lacedaemonians because of the rough ground, 

"were wheeling around and continued to defend themselves" (1>1tocr1peq>ov11::c; 

11µuvov10) (4.33.2). 

For the javelin-man flight presented no more than a temporary irritation, 

provided that he could outrun his pursuer. Indeed, flight could be positively 

advantageous for the javelin-man, since it provided him with an opportunity to harm 

hoplites who were vulnerable because they were out of formation; by outrunning the 

hoplite and wheeling around, the javelin-man could harm the pursuer as he pursued. 

Rut even ifthe javelin-man continued to flee without getting far enough ahead to make it 

safe to wheel around (e.g. Xen.Hell. 4.5.15), he was still in a position to exploit the 

inevitable retreat that would follow, in which the javelin-man himself became the 

pursuer. Thucydides might have been thinking of something similar to this in his 

account of Demosthenes' plans on Sphacteria; having said that the Lacedaemonians 

would not be able to engage the light troops in close combat, he wrote that the latter 

"would continue to hold sway by fleeing and when the Lacedaemonians retreated, the 

light troops would press upon them" (4.32.4).109 

Unfortunately for the hoplite, despite his best efforts, he was simply not quick 

enough to overcome the limitations mentioned above: 110 Xenophon surely has the 

typical hoplite in mind when he makes Cyrus say in the Cyropaedia: 
We Persians have arms with which we seem, by coming into 
close quarters, to put our enemies to flight: and then, when 
we have put them to flight, how could we, since we are 
without cavalry, either capture or kill either cavalry or 
archers or peltasts when they are fleeing? And who, either 
archers or javelin-men or cavalry, would be afraid of coming 
towards us to do harm, knowing well that there is no more 

him. Instead the caster probably employed either an underarm throw (e.g. Gardiner [1907], 252, fig. 2, 
Best [1969], fig. Lb) or took a backwards step (Onas. 17). 
107 Oi ae 0pi?:ICE<; <peuyoucnv, rocr1tep a11 --cp61to<; ~v <X.U'tOt<;, 01ttcr0ev 1teptj3aAMµeVOt 'tU<; 1tf./\.'t<X.<;. 
108 Six hundred peltasts under Ctesicles would have been among the light troops (Xen.Hell. 6.2.10-11). 
109m I I \ , I \ , ,.. t I 'l'euyov--ce<; 'te yap ex:pa--couv Kat a.va.xropoucnv e1teKetV'tO. 
110 Anderson (1970), 117, rightly says, "the hoplite must charge out on his tormentors. Being burdened 
by his great shield ... he had little chance of catching the enemy by himself." 
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danger of their suffering anything bad at our hands than at 
the hands of the trees growing over there?111 

Xenophon makes the point that the hoplite could only put to flight but not harm the 

quicker moving lightly armed infantryman who could escape from him with ease ( cf. 

Xen.Hell. 3.2.4, Anab. 6.3.4). Because of this light troops had little to fear from 

hoplites who lacked support from cavalry, archers, and peltasts, since the former could 

attack the latter in relative safety (cf. Xen.Hell. 4.5.13, Anab. 6.3.7-8). 

Nevertheless, there are some instances where unsupported hoplites were quick 

enough to overtake light troops and bring them into close combat. 112 The reaction of 

light troops to a successful pursuit is informative. In Locris in 394, the Lacedaemonians 

successfully pursued and killed some of the Locrians who were following them. 

Because of this, the Locrians stopped following the hoplites and confined their attacks 

from the high terrain to the hoplites' right (Xen.Hell. 4.3.22): 113 having seen some of 

their companions killed by the hoplites, the Locrians ceased to follow them because 

they no longer felt safe, no longer confident in their ability to outrun them and stay free 

from harm. Instead they sought the high ground because it was far more difficult for the 

hoplites to get at them. Clearly then the Locrians sought the high ground as a defensive 

measure. The long-term effect of a successful pursuit is also clear: 
The peltasts [of Iphicrates], however, were in tum so afraid 
of the Lacedaemonians that they did not approach the 
hoplites within a javelin's cast: for once already the younger 
men of the Lacedaemonians, pursuing them even from so 
great a distance, seized and killed some of them. 114 

Clearly the peltasts sought to minimise the danger to themselves; since it was now 

dangerous for them to fight even at the distance of a javelin's cast, they would naturally 

be reluctant to expose themselves to any more danger by coming nearer. 

Not even the Lacedaemonian hoplites, however, were fast enough to catch light 

troops on rough terrain: a second pursuit against the Locrians on the high ground to the 

right not only failed to catch them but also nearly ended in disaster (Xen.Hell. 4.3.23). 

111 Xen.Cyr. 4.3.5. 
112 I have found only two definite instances: that both were achieved by the Lacedaemonians is 
unsurprising (Xen.Hell. 4.3.22, 4.4.16) - see Chapter Four. The Mantineans may have also achieved 
this feat when they turned around and attacked Polytropus' peltasts, killing Polytropus and a significant 
number of the peltasts (Xen.Hell. 6.5.13-4). In this case the peltasts were pressing the Mantineans far 
too closely and were evidently not expecting any attack. Xenophon says nothing about the Mantinean 
army's composition: perhaps the peltasts were cut down by the Mantinean or allied cavalry which acted 
as a rearguard, rather than by the hoplites (cf. Xen.Hell. 5.4.43-5). Whether Brasidas' hoplites overtook 
the Illyrians in their pursuits is unclear (Thuc. 4.127.2). In my opinion Brasidas was successful simply 
because he resisted: in doing so he surprised the Illyrians, who were expecting merely to overtake and 
destroy a fleeing enemy (Thuc. 4.127.1). After a while most of the Illyrians, frustrated by the hoplites' 
riursuits, desisted from attacking and sought easier prey - the fleeing Macedonian army (Thuc. 4.127.2). 

13 'fo; 0, aut&v oi. Ao:Keomµ6vw1 1l7t00tp£\jf0:V't:e<; Kat Ol(l)SO:V'te<,; KO:t£j3o:Mv ttVO:<,;, EK to'l)to'I) 

01tt00ev µev OUKEtl en:rprn11.o-60ouv, EK OE t&v un:epoesfow ej3a11.11.ov. 
114 Xen.Hell. 4.4.16. 
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Thucydides makes it clear that the Lacedaemonians, burdened by their heavy armour, 

stood little chance of overtaking the light troops on the rough terrain on Sphacteria: 
And they put the light troops to flight, wherever the latter, by 
running towards them, were pressing very clqsely, and the 
light troops were wheeling around and continued to defend 
themselves. The men were lightly equipped and they kept on 
taking to flight easily in advance by reason of the difficulty 
of the ground which was rough on account of being 
uninhabited. On such ground the Lacedaemonians were 
unable to pursue them since they had heavy armour. 115 

The hoplites of the Ten Thousand fared no better when they attempted to pursue the 

Persian slingers and archers who had come down from the hill top to attack them: 

Xenophon informs us that "they slowly reached the hill top, since they were hoplites, 

but the enemy quickly leapt out of reach" (Anab. 3.4.27). Onasander saw the 

advantages light troops had over heavy infantry on rough ground when he 

recommended that a general should send light troops against a formation of heavy 

infantry on such terrain: "For having thrown their missiles, they [i.e. the light troops] 

retreat more easily from the rough ground, and they very easily run up the steep slopes, 

if they are nimble" (18). 

Generally, the pursuit would continue until either it became clear that the 

hoplites had little chance of overtaking the enemy or were in danger of straying too far 

from the phalanx. When the hoplites had finished their pursuit, they would begin their 

retreat towards the phalanx as a loose group. 116 The retreating hoplites, already tired to 

some extent from their efforts to overtake the fleeing light troops, perhaps with some of 

their comrades wounded as well, would now be attacked by those light troops who had 

been previously pursued (e.g. Xen.Hell. 4.3.23, 4.5.15). These attacks would 

continue for as long as the retreat lasted, as Xenophon himself learnt when he had to 

retreat after his unsuccessful pursuit of Mithradates: "and however far the Greeks 

pursued, it was necessary for them to retreat fighting again over so great a distance" 
117 (Anab. 3.3.10). 

Once the retreat was underway, the hoplite had to keep on retreating. To retaliate 

against his pursuers was risky: if he pursued them while the other hoplites were 

retreating, he would be in danger of finding himself isolated from his comrades, leaving 

himself even more vulnerable. The objective of the hoplite was simple: since he could 

115 Thuc. 4.33.2. 
116 Some scattering was inevitable in any pursuit, but Xenophon, when he says that the 
Lacedaemonians were fomxpµevoi when they began their first retreat at Lechaeum (Hell. 4.5.15), seems 
to mean that the Lacedaemonians had become far more scattered than normal, "since each man had 
pursued as quickly as he could", in order to catch Iphicrates' peltasts from the distance of a javelin's 
cast. If so, it must have provided the peltasts with greater opportunities to kill or wound the hoplites, 
especially if an individual hoplite or a small group had become separated from the main body of the 
retreating group. 
117 Oi ()£ ~ap~apot imrnt<; Kat (j)£U')'OV't£<; aµa hhpcocrKOV £is 't0Urctcr0cv 't0~£UOV't£<; a.no 'tffiV 
l7t1tCOV, 61t6crov ()£ Otrol;wxv oi "EA.A.TIV£<;, 'tOCTOU'tOV 1tCXA.tV €7t<XV<X)'.COpctV µaxoµevou<; £•Et. 
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not harm the enemy, he desired to get back to the safety of the phalanx as quickly as he 

could, any delay, however short, increased the chance of his being wounded or killed. 

For light troops, however, it provided an opportunity to kill hoplites at little risk to 

themselves: the former would follow the latter closely, "pressing upon" them as the 

hoplites retreated ( EJtlKctµm/eyKctµm). 118 

Xenophon provides the only evidence for how hoplites retreated after a pursuit: 

in his account of the engagement between the Lacedaemonians and the forces of 

Thrasybulus at the Piraeus, he informs us that after the Lacedaemonians, with cavalry 

support, successfully pursued some of Thrasybulus' light troops to the Piraeus, they 

were then attacked by the rest: 
And the light troops were running forth at once, throwing 
javelins, casting [stones], shooting arrows, and discharging 
slings. And the Lacedaemonians, since many of them were 
being wounded, being hard pressed, were retreating 
backwards, facing the enemy. 119 

The expression used in this passage by Xenophon, owcxcopouv int n6oa, indicates 

that the hoplites were retreating from the light troops with their shields facing the latter 

and their backs towards the phalanx. This method of retreat in the face of potential or 

actual missile fire was not unique to the Lacedaemonians, but used generally by hoplites 

and in certain situations also by light troops: Xenophon uses the same expression in his 

account of the Cretan archers' rescue of the wounded Mysus. Here the Cretans, under 

missile fire, retreated backwards with their peltae facing the Drilae (Xen.Anab. 

5.2.32). 120 

It is understandable that the hoplite would prefer to employ this method of 

retreat rather than the alternative, which was to tum around and run back to the phalanx. 

If he did the latter, he would expose his back to his pursuers since the hoplite did not 

generally use a telamon or neck strap in battle, and any attempt to use it would entail 

certain risks for the hoplite. 121 On the other hand, a hoplite, retreating int n6oa, would 

118 Examples of light troops "pressing upon" hoplites retreating either after a pursuit or as a body: 
Xen.Hell. 2.4.33, 5.4.43, 6.5.13; Thuc. 2.79.6, 3.97.3, 4.32.4, 4.35.2, 7.79.5. 
119 Xen.Hell. 2.4.33. oi Oe AaKeOmµ6vtot, E7ttl aut&v 7tOAAOt EtltproO'KOVtO, µat.a 1ttes6µevot 
ave;:ropouv ent n68a. 
120 K , , A. , 0 ..... ,..,. , } ''). A. , , , , , , , s:: , , 

m EpOT) J10'CXV CXUt(J), Kat CXVE/\,apOV tetproµevov. Kat CXUtOl Ent 7tOuCX ave;:ropouy 
Pat.t.6µevoi oi Po110~cravte<; Kat avnto~euovte<; nve<; t&v Kp11t&v. Also see Xen.Cyr. 3.3.69 
(e1t1. n6o' av6:yeiv), 7.1.34 (ent n68a avexasovto), 7.5.6 (anncmv ... ent n68a): all of these refer 
to hoplites in formation, not as individuals. Polybius uses avaxropouvte<; £1tt n6oa for the Geasatae 
(2.30.4), cf. ,moxropetv enl n6oa in (2.68.4). 
121 Greenhalgh (1973), 73-5, points out that hoplites used the telamon "when he is at rest or walking, 
but never when he is fighting or running." For an example of a hoplite using a telamon while at rest 
see Anderson (1970), pl. 3. Anderson (1970), 16, suggests that the telamon was used either for "ease of 
carrying on the march, or, less often, for protection in retreat." Even if the hoplite chose to do the 
latter, he had to do it while under missile fire, a risky manoeuvre since his shield could not be easily 
slung over his back for protection (Hanson [1989], 28): while he was spending his time doing this, he 
would not only have been an easy target, but he would have also been unable to use his shield, his 
most important means of defense. Since many hoplites in this period did not wear any body armour, he 
would have been wounded, if not worse, by any missile that struck him. 
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have kept his back unexposed to most enemy attacks: the hoplite at least had his shield 

pointing in the direction out of which many if not the majority of the pursuers' attacks 

would have been made: e.g. on the fifth day of the Athenian retreat from Syracuse the 

Syracusan javelin-men and cavalry concentrated their attacks in particular upon the 

rearmost of the retreating Athenian hoplites (Thuc. 7.79.5).122 

The hoplite certainly needed to be alert as he retreated, since he often had to 

contend with attacks on his flanks as well as those made in front of him: e.g. Iphicrates' 

peltasts attacked the retreating Lacedaemonian ekdromoi at Lechaeum not only from the 

front (eK 'tO'U EVCX.V'ttOU), but also from the unshielded side ('ta yuµva.) as some 

peltasts ran alongside the hoplites (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15). Difficulties increased for the 

hoplites when the light troops on their flanks, who had thrown missiles at the hoplites 

while the latter pursued some of their companions, now threw their missiles at them as 

they retreated (Xen.Hell. 3.2.4). The hoplite therefore had to be ready to defend 

himself against an attack which could come from any direction, to turn at any time to 

face a volley of missiles hurtling towards him, and to be equally ready to tum once 

more if threatened elsewhere. 123 

When retreating in rough terrain, such as in the hills of Aetolia or in the land of 

the Carduchians, the pace of the hoplite's retreat would have been slower since he had 

to pay con~tant attention to his footing: there was always the likelihood that he might 

fall and injure himself, with potentially ruinous results. The costly retreat of the 

Lacedaemonians, stumbling around in the gloom on a rugged hill in Locris and 

harassed by the Locrians' javelins and stones, clearly illustrates the danger of retreating 

in such terrain (Xen.Hell. 4.3.23). In fact, as soon as the hoplites abandoned any 

position they had taken, light troops would reoccupy it and continue attacking their 

enemies: Xenophon was well aware of this and took steps to prevent it when he had 

captured a hill from the Carduchians (Xen.Anab. 4.2.13). Shortly afterwards, when he 

and his rearguard began to retreat from the "round hill", the Carduchians responded by 

advancing to the crest and by rolling down stones (Xen.Anab. 4.2.20-1, cf. 4.2.27). 

The greater the distance the hoplites had to cover in their retreat, the greater the 

number of attacks they had to face from the light troops before they could get back to 

the main body. The need to keep the distance (and hence the danger to the hoplites 

during the retreat) between the main body and the hoplites within reasonable limits often 

had the effect of limiting the mobility of the main body itself ( especially when the main 

body was attempting to move in the opposite direction). The Ten Thousand, for 

1221- s:' • , , ' • ~ , 'A. 'I 'I , - ' - , 'I ' 11 u '\)Cf'tepat~ 1tpouxropOUV, Kat Ot .£..'Up<XICOCftot 7tpOCfep<X/\.AOV n: 1t<X.V't<XXTI <X'U'tOl<; lC'UICMp IC<Xt 
1toA.A.OU<; IC<X'te'tpauµa'tt~OV, IC(Xt et µev €1ttoteV oi 'A0rivatol, U1texropouv, et o' ava;xropoteV. 
t I \ # '\ ,.. t I , t \ A._ \ I ,,.,, \ 

£7teKeW'tO. Kat bl,<X/\.lCJ't<X 'toll; 'UCf't<X'tOt<; 1tQOCJ7tl1t'tOV't£<;, et 1tro<; IC<X't<X pp<XXU 'tpE'lf<XµEVOt 1t<XV 'tO 
, A., 

cr1:pa1:euµa <po,_.TjCJet<XV. 
123 It is unclear how effectively a hoplite could manoeuvre his shield to ward off the missiles: see 
Chapter Four, 40-2. 
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instance, had their mobility curtailed when they were attacked repeatedly by the 

Carduchians: 
And the enemy kept on attacking strongly, and when there 
were narrow places [on the road], they, approaching nearby, 
kept on firing arrows and discharging slings: so that the 
Greeks, by undertaking pursuits and retreating back again, 
were compelled to march slowly: And Xenophon often 
passed word [to Cheirisophus] to wait, whenever the enemy 

. th 1 124 were pressmg upon em very strong y. 

The more intense the enemy attacks, the more pursuits needed to be launched and the 

less the distance the main body could march (cf. Xen.Anab. 3.3.6-11; Thuc. 7.78.3-

79.6). We can well believe that Brasidas was simply unable to retreat while he had 

groups of ekdromoi pursuing the Illyrians: to do so would have courted disaster for the 

hoplites. Only when the Illyrians had ceased attacking and the hoplites could be safely 

incorporated within the ranks could Brasidas then contemplate retreating (Thuc. 

4.127 .2). 125 

But if the main body itself were not under attack after the light troops had been 

driven away by the hoplites, a different method could be employed to lessen the danger 

to the latter. Pausanias, realising the danger which could befall his ekdromoi as they 

were pursuing some of Thrasybulus' light troops, should the latter attack en masse, 

sought to lessen the distance the ekdromoi would have had to retreat by following them 

with the remainder of his morai (Xen.Hell. 2.4.32): even with his precautions, he 

could not prevent them from suffering substantial casualties during the retreat, including 

both polemarchs (Xen.Hell. 2.4.33). 

It must be emphasised that the hoplites could only undertake short pursuits in 

close proximity to the main body. In Xenophon's opinion a long pursuit far away from 

the main body of the Ten Thousand was simply not possible (Anab. 3.3.9, 3.3.15). 126 

A small group of hoplites, without any formation, at a long distance from the main 

body, was in danger of being cut off, surrounded, and destroyed by the numerically 

superior light troops. 127 Xenophon himself recognised the danger when he, having 

pursued the Carduchians with his rearguard, found himself separated from the rest of 

the army at a far greater distance than he expected: his response was to close the space 

between them as quickly as he could, before the Carduchians could exploit it to their 

124 Xen.Anab. 4.1.16. 
125 There must have been a fair amount of jostling in the ranks as the hoplites entered the main body, 
causing some disorder for a short time at least. In addition, these tired and/or wounded hoplites, 
stationed in the front ranks, would have fought at reduced effectiveness should a pitched battle have 
occurred immediately afterwards. A shrewd commander could take advantage of this, as Thrasybulus did 
when he fought againstPausanias before the Piraeus in 403 (Xen.Hell. 2.4.33-4). 
126 Xen.Anab. 3.3.15, in the Greek: OtCX.V oe CX.UtOU<; Ol<OJC(J)µev, JtOAU µev oux ot6v tE xropfov &1to 
tOU crtpcx.teuµcx.to<; OlCOICElV. 
127 The Thebans and their allies found long pursuits costly against the Syracusan cavalry: "But 
moreover if some [of the Thebans] pursued them far from the army, [the Syracusans] by pressing upon 
them and by casting javelins caused terrors whenever the Thebans retreated" (Xen.Hell. 7.1.21). 
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own advantage. In his own words, "the march became like a flight for the rearguard" 

(Xen.Anab. 4.1.17-19). 

A typical hoplite in pursuit, then, would have had little chance of harming those 

light troops who were tormenting him. Encumbered by his aspis and whatever body 

armour he was wearing, he was simply not quick enough to overtake a swiftly moving 

enemy who was eager to stay out of his reach. Whenever he attempted to retreat, it was 

the lightly armed infantryman's turn to do harm; the latter was certainly capable of 

inflicting substantial casualties, in addition to whatever casualties the hoplites had 

suffered in the pursuit.128 There was little the hoplite could do about it, except to defend 

himself as well as he could and to keep on retreating. We can therefore readily 

understand what Thucydides means when he says that the Athenian hoplites came off 

worst in both their pursuits and retreats against the Aetolians (3. 97.3): 129 he knew that a 

hoplite pursuit in such terrain had little chance of success and had no permanent effect 

on the outcome of the battle. 

128 A sample list of the casualties inflicted upon hoplites in pursuits and retreats: at the Piraeus, the 
light troops of Thrasybulus killed the polemarchs Chaeron and Thibracus, Lacrates the Olympic victor, 
and an unspecified number of other hoplites (Xen.Hell. 2.4.33). The Bithynian peltasts and cavalry 
struck down "many of the hoplites in each attack" (Xen.Hell. 3.2.4). In the gloom on a rugged hill in 
Locris, Gylis the polemarch, Pelles his comrade, and about eighteen Spartiates were killed by the 
Locrians (Xen.Hell. 4.3.23). At Lechaeum, nine or ten Lacedaemonians had been shot down in the first 
r,ursuit, and even more were killed in the second by Iphicrates' peltasts (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15-6). 

29 Kat ~y f,7t\. 7toA.U 'COlO:Utrt r\ µaxri, ()lO)~El(; 'CE Kat unaycoyat, EV ot~ a.µqmepoi~ +\crcrou~ ~crav 
oi 'A0riva'iot. 
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Chapter Four: The Improved Hoplite Pursuit: The 
Lacedaemonian "running-out" tactic: 

Except for the Lacedaemonians most citizen hoplites in this period probably 

spent little time training. 130 It would therefore be a mistake to view the hoplite pursuit, 

discussed in the previous chapter, as a trained manoeuvre: citizen hoplites would 

probably have given little thought to such matters, neglectful as they were of training 

for hoplite warfare. Such pursuits, when they occurred, would have been improvised 

on the field of battle. But perhaps the Lacedaemonians employed the hoplite pursuit as a 

well-drilled tactic, the "running-out" tactic, as Anderson has termed it, 131 though the 

evidence to support such an assertion is admittedly limited. 

On Sphacteria, however, there is reason to think that the Lacedaemonian 

pursuits were untrained: prior training would assume that they were already familiar 

with light-armed harassment tactics and recognised that light troops could pose a threat 

to a hoplite formation in such terrain. But clearly Demosthenes' tactics, identical to 

those tactics the Aetolians had use_d against his army in Aetolia a year before, 132 were 

completely new to the Lacedaemonians, who were "unaccustomed to such warfare" 

(a118ecn 'tOtaU'tll<; µax,ric;) (Thuc. 4.34.2). Also, the Lacedaemonians initially 

regarded the 800 enemy hoplites as the only threat, since Thucydides informs us that 

they formed into line and advanced towards them, "wanting to come to close quarters" 

(4.33.1): the Lacedaemonians probably assumed that the light troops, though far more 

numerous, would play an insignificant role, as usual, in determining the outcome of 

the battle. For them the only real combat was a decisive clash between heavy infantry at 

close quarters (Polyb. 13.3.2-3; Xen.Hell. 6.5.16). 

It is only when the Lacedaemonians were unable to use their skill in close 

combat, since the enemy hoplites refused to advance and the light troops' missile fire 

checked the Lacedaemonians' advance, that the latter were forced to pursue those light 

troops who were pressing most closely (Thuc. 4.33.2). How these pursuits were 

conducted is suggested by the following passage: 
If they [i.e. the Lacedaemonians] attacked the troops in front 
of them, they would be shot at by those in the rear, if they 

130 See Arist.Pol. 1338b; Xen.Res.Pub.Lac. 13.5, Mem. 3.12.5; Thuc. 2.38-9. The situation and 
attitude of the Athenians with regard to weapons training and tactical manoeuvres were probably 
representative of most Greeks in this period. Plato's complaint that a man who takes up a shield could 
not become a skilled warrior on the very same day is probably a fair reflection of a typical citizen's 
attitude to warfare (Resp. 374C-D; see Parke [1933], 54, n. 2). On the Lacedaemonian expertise in 
training and the comparative lack of it elsewhere see Pritchett (GSW), 2.208-31, Lazenby (1985), 3-4, 
Anderson (1970), 84-110, Hanson (1989), 31-2. Some cities at least maintained limited numbers of 
hop lites who received constant training at public expense: see Pritchett (GSW) 2.221-4, for a list of 
these "elite" citizen units. 
131 Anderson (1970), 124. 
132 See Best (1969), 17-26. 
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attacked those on the one flank, they would be shot at by 
those who were stationed on the other flank. 133 

This seems to mean that wherever the light troops threatened the formation, they would 

be pursued by those hoplites who were stationed there, the number of pursuers 

probably varying from pursuit to pursuit. Thucydides also gives no indication that the 

hoplites who undertook the pursuits were limited to the ten or fifteen youngest age 

classes, as they were later (see below): if there had been such a limitation, he could 

have mentioned that "the younger" or " the youngest" hoplites were the only ones who 

pursued as he did when Brasidas fought against the Illyrians (4.125.3). Clearly the 

Lacedaemonians had little idea how to combat the light-armed tactics effectively: their 

hastily organised pursuits were probably no different from the Athenian ones at 

Spartolus in 429 and in Aetolia in 426 (Thuc. 2.79.6, 3.97.3-98.2). 134 

From the Lacedaemonians' point of view, their defeat on Sphacteria and the 

ensuing raids on their territory overturned their conventions of warfare (Thuc. 4.41.3). 

That the Lacedaemonians raised cavalry and archers (i.e. two of the arms that could 

harm light troops - Xen.Hell. 4.5.13, Anab. 6.3.7, Cyr. 4.3.5) to counter this threat 

shows that this crisis forced the Lacedaemonians to act contrary to their previous 

military practices (Thuc. 4.55.2). Consistent with this would have been the 

Lacedaemonians' efforts to learn from the disaster: having recognised that their 

despised social inferiors could defeat them (Thuc. 4.40.2), the Lacedaemonians, 

"whose only concern in life is to seek out and practise whatever study or pursuit will 

give them an advantage over others in war" (Pl.Lach. 182E-183A), almost certainly 

would have discussed the light troops' harassment tactics and what measures could be 

ak . h f"' . f h . . 135 t en to improve t e e 1ect1veness o t elf pursmts. 

That one improvement at least had been made by the time Brasidas left for the 

Chalcidice is suggested by Brasidas' tactics against the Illyrians late in 423. Brasidas, 

having been abandoned by his Macedonian allies and observing that a large body of 

Illyrians was preparing to attack him, formed his hoplites into a hollow square and 

stationed his light troops in the centre (Thuc. 4.125.2), intending to retreat in this 

133 Thuc. 4.32.3. The passage occurs within Thucydides' account of the tactics that Demosthenes 
planned to use against the Lacedaemonians (4.32.3-4), and indicates what tactics he expected the 
Lacedaemonians to employ. Since Thucydides comments that the tactics which Demosthenes planned to 
use were in fact used by him in the battle (Thuc. 4.32.4), it is reasonable to suggest that the passage 
accurately describes the pursuits of the Lacedaemonians as well. 
134 Lazenby (1985), 120, thinks the Lacedaemonians used the same tactics on Sphacteria that they were 
to use later on against Iphicrates' peltasts at Lechaeum in 390. But the pursuits on Sphacteria were 
most likely not restricted to the youngest age classes, nor had they been drilled, as they were at 
Lechaeum. 
135 Perhaps Brasidas' somewhat extensive knowledge of the fighting manner of light troops partly came 
from these discussions at Sparta before he left for Thrace (i.e. Thuc. 4.126.5-6): in my opinion, this is 
what Thucydides means when he writes a<p 6:lv eyro i::h:a(co 'te Kat a.').),,cov aKofi en(cnaµm 
(4.126.3): i.e. from those at Sparta, as well as those from other places, such as the Chalcidice. Also see 
Hornblower (COT), Vol. II, 399, on this passage. 
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formation. Brasidas also "stationed the youngest hoplites as ekdromoi, if they [i.e. the 

Illyrians] were to attack them anywhere" (Thuc. 4.125.3). When Brasidas withdrew his 

army, the Illyrians saw this and pressed towards him (Thuc. 4.127.1). But wherever 

the Illyrians attacked, "those hoplites who had been selected to run out" ( ai eKopoµa{) 

pursued the former while Brasidas and his picked rearguard successfully withstood 

their attacks (Thuc. 4.127.2): 136 Thucydides remarks that this successful defence was a 

surprise (1tapa yvroµ11v) to the Peloponnesians themselves. This success, once it 

reached Sparta, probably encouraged the Lacedaemonians to continue making 

improvements to their pursuits. 

The improvement since Sphacteria was that only "the youngest" hoplites 

pursued, i.e. those hoplites who had the best chance of success. The similarity between 

the tactics employed by Brasidas and those used later on by the Lacedaemonians against 

Iphicrates' peltasts in the Corinthian war has been rightly pointed out: this is 

understandable since both of these pursuits were essentially no more than the 

conventional hoplite pursuit with an age restriction. 137 It was, however, not the form of 

the pursuit which distinguished the Lacedaemonian "running-out" tactic from those 

"age-restricted" pursuits employed by Brasidas' hop lites or by Agesilaus' 

neodamodeis, the Cyreans (i.e. the former hoplites of the Ten Thousand), and allied 

hoplites at Sardis in 394 (Xen.Hell. 3.4.22), but rather the training that the 

Lacedaemonians probably received in such pursuits. 

The first instance of Lacedaemonian hoplites employing an age-restricted pursuit 

occurs in 403 when Pausanias ordered "those ten years from manhood" to pursue 

Thrasybulus' light troops who were harassing him near the Piraeus (Xen.Hell. 2.4.32). 

As with other hoplite pursuits, the younger Lacedaemonian hoplites, the ten or fifteen 

youngest age classes, i.e. "those ten/fifteen years from manhood" ('Ca 

oeKa/1tEV'CEKat8EKa acp' ~'311<;), 138 would charge out of the phalanx and pursue the 

enemy. It follows that they occupied the front ranks of the enomotiai in the morai, and 

136 K \ « , ,,.. a , ~ , o , , 1 , , ,, , '\ , s:_ 
m coi; awroii; m -ce eKupoµm onn 1tpocrm1t-cotev anriv-ccov, K<n au-coi; excov -coui; /1,oyauai; 

f.1ttKetµ£VOli; U(+Jtcr'ta'tO. 
137 Anderson (1970), 122-3, rightly points out this similarity. I reject his assertion, however, that the 
Lacedaemonians copied the "running-out" tactics from the Thracians (his case is built around Thuc. 
7.30.2, where Thracian peltasts, probably armed with long spears, successfully defended themselves 
against the Theban cavalry by charging out and falling back in groups): he does not take into account 
the connection between the "running-out" tactic and the Lacedaemonian pursuits on Sphacteria. 
Holladay (1982), 102, regards Brasidas as the inventor of these tactics. He maintains that the 
Lacedaemonian defeat at Lechaeum showed "that Brasidas' techniques had not been incorporated into 
Spartan military hand-books", even though they clearly practised the same tactics. Wylie (1992a), 86, 
comments that "these were orthodox Spartan tactics", though I believe that they were "experimental" at 
this time: they only became "orthodox" in the years after Brasidas' success, certainly by 403. 
138 Xen.Hell. 2.4.32, 4.5.14, 4.5.16, 4.6.10, 5.4.39. There are also three instances where age classes 
are not mentioned: Xen.Hell. 4.3.22-3, 4.4.16, 4.6.9. It is likely that "the youngest" hoplites among 
Brasidas' allies corresponded to the ten youngest age classes of his helot contingent, since he had 
probably organised his helots into age classes just as Agesilaus did for his neodamodeis at Sardis 
(Xen.Hell. 3.4.22). 
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the number of ranks that were occupied by them depended on the number of age classes 

called up and the depth of the files in the enomotiai. 139 It also follows that the younger 

hoplites were evenly distributed throughout the army .140 

The regular hoplites of the mora were led in their pursuits by the polemarch, the 

commanding officer of the mora. Near the Piraeus in 403, Xenophon says that the 

polemarchs Chaeron and Thibrachus were among those Lacedaemonians killed by 

Thrasybulus' light troops (Hell. 2.4.33). 141 Since he is referring to the same group of 

Lacedaemonians ("those ten years from manhood") ordered by Pausanias to charge out 

of the two morai present with him and to pursue those light troops who were attacking 

his army (Xen.Hell. 2.4.31-2), it follows that it was the polemarchs who led the 

pursuit (cf. the polemarch Gylis against the Locrians in 394 - Xen.Hell. 4.3.22-3). 142 

Given how often the "running-out" tactic was employed and the success it had 

on occasions, even without support from other arms (Xen.Hell. 4.3.23, 4.4.16), it is 

difficult to believe that it was not practised as diligently as the other manoeuvres they 

used. 143 The evidence for such parade-ground drilling is limited to one passage in 

Xenophon's Res Publica Lacedaemoniorum. In it he describes some Lacedaemonian 

tactics in the context of a combat situation (11.8-10). These manoeuvres, however, 

seem to be hypothetical in nature, as if Xenophon saw them practised on a training 

ground and then sought to explain them by assigning an imaginary enemy for his 

reader's benefit. If this is correct, then the following passage, which describes a 

manoeuvre of hoplites in column when threatened by light troops shows the "running 

out" tactic being drilled: 
And again, if a taxis of the enemy appears from the right, 
when they are marching in column, they do nothing else than 
turn each lochos as a trireme bow on to the enemy, and in 
this way the lochos in the rear is again on the right. If for 
example the enemy does approach by the left, nor do they 
allow this, but run in advance (npo0foucrtv) [of the lochoi] 
or turn their lochoi opposite: and in this way the lochos in 
the rear is again on the left. 144 

139 Lazenby (1985), 12-3. 
140 Anderson (1970), 243. 
141 'E ~9 \ ' 0 / X / ' 0'0 " '\ I \ A I ' V't'au a Kat ano VTI<JKEt at prov 't'E Kat - t pa;xo<;, aµ<pro 1tO/\eµap;xro, Kat aKpa'tytc; o 
011,uµmov{Kytc; Kat a'AA.ot oi 'te0paµµzvot AaKE<>atµov{cov npo 'tWV nu'A&v ev KepaµEtKq>. 
142 The neodamodeis, helots enfranchised for military service, served in separate contingents from the 
morai (Lazenby [1985], 14). They were led by Spartiates such as Scythes (Xen.Hell. 3.4.15), who 
functioned like the polemarch of the mora. Though Xenophon does not mention Scythes leading the 
pursuit at the battle of Sardis in 395, there is no reason to think he would not have led his hoplites like 
Chaeron and Thibracus. 
143 For the manoeuvres that the Lacedaemonians employed on the parade-ground and on the field of 
battle, see Anderson (1970), 94-110, Lazenby (1985), 26-8. 
144 Xen.Res.Pub.Lac. 11.10. Marchant, however, suggests in his apparatus (Vol. 5, XI, 5-6 & 6) two 
alternatives for 1tpo0fou<Jtv: anco0ou<Jtv and a1to0ou0tv. Anderson (1970), 108, suggests that "they 
turn each lochos as a trireme bow on to the enemy" means that each lochos in column wheels to the 
right while staying in column. Certainly lochoi in column were used by the hoplites of the Ten 
Thousand in this way against light troops who had occupied the high ground in advance (e.g. 
Xen.Anab. 4.2.12, 4.3.17, 4.8.9-13, 5.4.22). This suggests that light troops are the hypothetical 
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At any given time, training in the "running out" tactic would have been limited to the 

current fifteen youngest age classes, since no older age classes are mentioned in the 

sources. This limitation is understandable, since there was little point in training older 

hoplites in a tactic in which they, though being in very good physical condition, would 

not have had the agility and quickness necessary to have a reasonable chance of 

success. 

Training may not have been limited to drilling the manoeuvre on the parade

ground, given the unsuitability of the hoplite for single combat. The chief limitation for 

the hoplite was his shield: though the wooden core was strong enough to resist a spear

thrust and its concavity helped to deflect blows, 145 it failed to protect his right side 

(Thuc. 5.71.1) and offered none for his back. 146 Some scholars have maintained that 

the hoplite could defend his right by twisting his body to the left and by moving his 

shield over to his right, 147 but they overestimate the manoeuvrability of a shield which 

was carried on the left arm with the elbow bent and the forearm horizontal to the 

chest. 148 The shield also greatly impaired the mobility of the hoplite and affected his 

balance, making it difficult for him to crouch or bend over, 149 let alone to execute 

evasive manoeuvres such as dodging. 

The hoplite was also disadvantaged by his lack of skill with the spear: the 

average citizen hoplite probably received little weapons training, his weapon skills 

being limited to a few simple drilled movements. 150 Perhaps the Lacedaemonians were 

also as limited in the range of their weapon skills, though they would have drilled them 

assiduously. At any rate a hoplite with specialised weapons training would gain little 

real advantage when fighting in formation (Pl.Lach. 182A), since there was little chance 

of missing the enemy and fighting was more a matter of courage than skill (Xen.Cyr. 

2.1.16, 2.3.9-11). But when hoplites fought in loose order against light troops, there 

was room to manoeuvre and to use whatever individual talents they possessed: in single 

combat the skills taught by the hoplomachos, 151 like the "Thessalian trick", 152 were 

enemy of the column in this passage, not hoplites. If this interpretation is correct, it rules out 
amo0oucnv, while the other possibility, cbto0oucnv, still indicates that the "running-out" tactic was 
being employed. 
145 Blyth (1982), 18, Hanson (1989), 68. 
146 See Chapter Three, 32, n. 121. 
147 The manoeuvrability of the hoplite shield has been the subject of controversy, with important 
implications for the development of phalanx warfare and the nature of phalanx warfare. Greenhalgh 
(1973), 71-3, Snodgrass (1967), 53-4, Salmon (1977), 85, n. 6, Krentz (1985a), 53-4, maintain that 
the shield was easy to manoeuvre and could be used effectively by a soloist. 
148 For the lack of manoeuvrability of the hoplite shield and the inability to bring it over to protect the 
right, see Lorimer (1947), 76-7, Cartledge (1977), 13, n. 17, 20, Anderson (1970), 16, Hanson 
(1991b), 67-8, 81-2, n. 14-16. See Hanson (1989), 65-71, for references to the difficulty of carrying the 
aspis and fighting with it. Also see Holladay's (1982), 94-7, arguments against hoplites as individual 
fifhters. 
14 Hanson (1989), 66. 
150 See Anderson (1970), 84-93, (1991), 28-32. 
151 The hoplomachos taught hoplomachia, "the skills of individual attack and defence and practice in the 
use of arms", in addition to tactics and possibly strategica (Wheeler [1983], 4). Anderson (1991), 29, 
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useful, as Plato recognised (Lach. 182A-B).153 But a hoplite with limited weapons 

skills might find it difficult to harm his adversaries, even to defend himself adequately 

against his foes. 

The hoplomachoi at Sparta probably recognised such problems and sought to 

remedy them by giving additional weapons training to the fifteen youngest age classes 

in order to make them more proficient in single combat.154 Unfortunately, there is no 

passage, as far as I am aware, that explicitly shows Lacedaemonians undertaking such 

weapons training. But perhaps the mock battle in the Cyropaedia in which one side 

acted as light troops, the other as hoplites (Xen.Cyr. 2.3.17-20), refers to such 

training. I suspect that this passage is based upon Xenophon's personal observation of 

hoplites engaged in this kind of weapons training at Sparta.155 The episode begins with 

Cyrus inviting a taxiarch to dinner and dividing his company into two. He first 

equipped both sides with breastplates (0copaKe<;) and wicker shields ('yeppa). He then 

armed one side with fennel stalks (vap011 KE<;) and the other with clods of earth 

(~coA.ot) (Xen.Cyr. 2.3.17).156 He then ordered the battle to begin: 
Then those on the one side threw their clods and some struck 
both the breastplates and the wicker shields, others also 
struck the thigh and the shin. But when they came to close 
quarters, those holding the fennel stalks struck some upon 
the thighs, others upon the hands, others upon the shins, and 
they struck the necks and backs of those stooping down to 
pick up the clods. And finally, the fennel-stalk carriers put 
them to rout and pursued and struck them with much 
laughter and child's play. 157 

rightly points out that the teaching of hoplomachia was restricted to the rich leisured elite at Athens, 
not the average Athenian citizen. 
152 The "Thessalian trick" was achieved by stepping back with the left foot and drawing the shield 
against the body, then stepping forward with the left foot and driving home the weapon (which was a 
sword in the case of Eteocles in Euripides' Phoenissae 1407-13) into the gap between the opponent's 
shield and body (See Borthwick [1970], 15-21). 
153 Nicias in Plato's Laches (181E-82B) considers that hoplomachia would improve a hoplite's physical 
strength. The weapons training that he receives from the hoplomachos would be of some benefit when 
fighting in line, but its greatest advantage would be when the ranks are broken and the hoplite is in 
single combat, where "either in pursuing to attack someone who is defending himself or also in flight 
to defend oneself from the attack of another" the hoplite will always be able to use his skills to defeat 
one adversary, perhaps many at once. 
154 Plato makes Laches respond to Nicias that if hoplomachia were useful, it would not have been 
overlooked by the Lacedaemonians. He also remarks that hoplomachoi do not set foot in Sparta, but 
treat it as sacred ground and go elsewhere (Pl.Lach. 182E-83B). But Xenophon in the Res Publica 
Lacedaemoniorum associates hoplomachoi with Lacedaemonian tactical manoeuvres (11.8). Lazenby 
(1985), 25-6, Krentz (1985a), 58, rightly observe that Laches' response does not rule out the existence 
of Spartan hoplomachoi. While Wheeler (1983), 13, thinks that Arcadian hoplomachoi played some 
part in the training of the Lacedaemonian army, he also leaves open the possibility that Spartans also 
served as hoplomachoi. 
155 I go further than Anderson (1970), 92, who suggests that the passage is " an adaptation of 
something that Xenophon had seen and tried for himself." 
156 Fennel stalks were used by Spartan children in the place of spears in the pyrrhic dance (Athen. XIV, 
o. 631B). 
157 Xen.Cyr. 2.3.18. 
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Both sides then swapped weapons and fought again with the same result. Clearly the 

participants are fighting as individuals: in such combat, the hoplite gained experience in 

manoeuvring his shield against missiles and melee weapons, in using his dexterity and 

agility to dodge and to perform other evasive manoeuvres, 158 within the limitations 

imposed by his armour and shield (significantly both sides are equipped with shields, 

the shield being the chief problem for the hoplite in single combat). Such mock battles 

allowed hoplites to gain greater proficiency as soloists. There is little doubt that the 

training was rough (Xen.Cyr. 2.3.19-20), but it was no more severe than the other 

training the younger men had to endure (cf. Plut.Lyc. 22.1), nor was it the only mock 

battle they engaged in (Plut.Lyc. 16.5, 17.2). It may have also reinforced the 

superiority that hoplites felt over light troops, 159 since the fennel-stalk carriers harmed 

the clod throwers far more in close combat than the latter did to the former by casting 

their missiles (Xen.Cyr. 2.3.19-20), and on each occasion the fennel-stalk carriers put 

the clod throwers to rout (Xen.Cyr. 2.3.18). 

Something must be said about the use of those hoplites 11-15 years from 

manhood in the "running-out" tactic, of which there are two instances (Xen.Hell. 

4.5.16, 4.6.10). In both instances the hoplites were used under conditions of great 

adversity, when Iphicrates' peltasts and the Acarnanians, having been unsuccessfully 

pursued by the ten youngest age classes, 160 were pressing their attacks hard upon the 

158 The hoplite could have also increased his skill in dodging and manipulating his shield by 
participating in armed dances, such as the pyrrhic, which was practised in Sparta (Athen. XIV, p. 
631B). Certainly such dances would have increased the participant's physical fitness, especially his 
agility, an important attribute for the soloist. Plato's version of the pyrrhic dance "imitated the 
avoidance of all blows and missiles by side movements and feints and leaps on high and crouchings" 
(Leg. 815A). Manoeuvring the shield defensively was of particular importance (e.g. Neoptolemus 
warding off the missiles of the Delphians in Eur.Andr. 1129-36; cf. the Spartan dance, involving 
dodging and hurling missiles, leaping, and shield handling in Philo.Gymn. 19). Despite Downes 
(1904), 101-106, the pyrrhic did also include the offensive use of weapons (see Pl.Leg. 815A). Also see 
the visual evidence in Poursat (1968), 550-615, where dancing hoplites, at least in Athens, nude except 
for the shield and helmet, are shown with the spear. Though such movements could not be reproduced 
in pitched battle, the hoplite had room to use them in individual combat or while retreating to the 
phalanx. The Athenians, perhaps, did not gain much benefit from the pyrrhic, certainly in terms of 
fitness, if Aristophanes' criticism is taken seriously (Nub. 988-9). On armed dances see Pritchett 
(GSW), 4.61-5. On the pyrrhic dance in particular see Borthwick (1967), 18-23, (1968), 60-73. 
Wheeler (1982), 229-32, is sceptical of the value of armed dances as military training for hoplite 
warfare, though he admits that the pyrrhic benefited the participant physically and in shield handling. 
Regarding the armed dances in Xen.Anab. 6.1.5-11, he rightly concludes that they have "little practical 
military value. They are pantomimes, processional marches, or simply entertainment" (230). For the 
g~rrhic dance in Plato's Leges see Morrow (1960), 359-62. 

Anderson (1970), 92-3. 
160 The polemarch near Lechaeum clearly first ordered the ten youngest age classes to pursue Iphicrates' 
peltasts (Xen.Hell. 4.5.14). But there is no mention of age classes in the initial pursuit against the 
Acarnanians, only that Agesilaus ordered "the hoplites and cavalry from the phalanx" to pursue them 
(Xen.Hell. 4.6.9). These hoplites must have come from the two morai which were accompanying 
Agesilaus on campaign (Xen.Hell. 4.6.3): the Lacedaemonian's allies had no means of dealing with 
peltasts before the disaster near Lechaeum (Xen.Hell. 4.4.16-7), and it is difficult to see how they 
would have gained confidence in pursuing peltasts after the disaster. Given the parallels to Lechaeum, 
the Lacedaemonian hoplites used against the Acarnanians were almost certainly "those ten years from 
manhood." 
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Lacedaemonians. Perhaps the polemarch near Lechaeum and Agesilaus ordered those 

hoplites 11-15 years from manhood to pursue on account of the substantial number of 

casualties the Lacedaemonians were suffering from these attacks. Certainly some kind 

of causal relationship is implied in Xenophon: 
And since they [i.e. the Lacedaemonians near Lechaeum] 
continued to suffer badly [from the attacks of the peltasts of 
Iphicrates], the polemarch again ordered those fifteen years 
from manhood to pursue them.161 

In Acarnania, there is the same implication: 
The Acarnanians kept on pressing them hard, by casting 
missiles and throwing javelins, and approaching nearby, 
continued to wound many men. But when he [i.e. Agesilaus] 
gave the word of command, those fifteen years from 
manhood began to run from the hoplites. 162 

These casualties were probably particularly heavy in the ten youngest age classes, 

which reduced the number of hoplites available for pursuits, so that both commanders 

were forced to call upon the next youngest age class to supplement the depleted ranks of 

the ten youngest age classes. If this is conect, insofar as the "running out" tactic is 

concerned, perhaps those hoplites 11-15 years from manhood were not considered 

first-line, but functioned as a tactical reserve, as a body of hoplites trained in the 

"running-out" tactic, perhaps not as quick as those of the ten youngest age classes, but 

swift enough to be useful, to be called upon if the first-line hoplites should be seriously 

depleted by enemy attacks. 

One can compare the relative effectiveness of the Lacedaemonians' well-drilled 

"running-out" tactic with the disorganised pursuits still practised by their allies in 

Xenophon's account of the fighting around Corinth and Arcadia prior to Lechaeum: 
But lphicrates' peltasts again went into many places of 
Arcadia as well, they were both plundering and assaulting 
the walls [of the cities]: for the Arcadian hoplites did not 
altogether go out against them: they had such fear of the 
peltasts. The peltasts, however, were in turn so afraid of the 
Lacedaemonians that they did not approach the hoplites 
within a javelin's cast For once already the younger men of 
the Lacedaemonians, pursuing them even from so great a 
distance, seized and killed some of them. But while the 
Lacedaemonians held the peltasts in contempt, they 
continued to despise their own allies still more. For once the 
Mantineans came to help against the peltasts who ran out of 
the wall which extends to Lechaeum, being shot at by 
javelins they gave way and some of them died as they were 
fleeing: so that the Lacedaemonians were even venturing to 
consider that their allies were afraid of the peltasts just as 
children feared hobgoblins. 163 

161 Xen.Hell. 4.5.16. 
162 Xen.Hell. 4.6.10. 
163 Xen.Hell. 4.4.16-17. 
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This shows that "the younger men of the Lacedaemonians" (oi VeCO'tepot 1&v 

Aa.KE<>mµovirov) were able both to pursue successfully and to slay well trained and 

skilled peltasts from the distance of a javelin's cast ( EK 1ocrou1ou refers back to ev10<; 

aKOV'ttcrµa.10<;). That Iphicrates gave orders to prevent a repetition of this at Lechaeum 

indicates that the Lacedaemonians could certainly continue to catch peltasts fleeing at 

this distance (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15). Also, the Lacedaemonians, confident in their ability to 

harm the peltasts, held them in contempt (cf. Xen.Hell. 4.5.12), while the peltasts 

feared the Lacedaemonians on account of the effectiveness of the latter's pursuits. But 

the Lacedaemonians' allies were afraid of the peltasts, since the farmer's improvised 

pursuits had little hope of success, even though the peltasts would approach within 

maximum range to attack them, something which they would not do against the 

Lacedaemonians. Because of this the Lacedaemonians despised their allies for their 

fear. 

Even if the above is accepted, that the Lacedaemonians did employ an improved 

hoplite pursuit, drilled on the parade-ground and with additional weapons training, it 

would be a mistake to assume that they held the ascendancy over light troops. In 

Xenophon's opinion the Thracians and Scythians stood little chance against the 

Lacedaemonians in pitched battle, while the hoplites could not hope to defeat the 

Thracian peltast and the Scythian archer at their own game (Mem. 3.9.2). But the 

hoplite pursuit, whether by the Lacedaemonians or others, was not the most lethal 

weapon the Greek commander could employ against light troops. There were other 

arms which could harm the latter and prevent them in tum from doing harm against 

hoplites, as we will see in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five: The Wider Picture: Hoplites supported by other 
arms: 

On three occasions Xenophon remarks that light troops could attack hoplites 

unsupported by cavalry, javelin-men (such as peltasts), and archers, at little risk to 

themselves, since the hoplites were not quick enough to come to grips with them (cf. 

Cyr. 4.3.5, Hell. 4.5.13, Anab. 6.3.7). When hoplites were supported by these arms, 

however, how effective were they in harming light troops? What degree of protection 

did they give to hoplites against light troops' harassment tactics? 

Of these supporting arms, cavalry, on level or easy ground, was easily the 

greatest threat to light troops. As Xenophon's experience with Mithradates shows, even 

a scratch force of cavalry was sufficient to increase the effectiveness of hoplite pursuits. 

The Ten Thousand had crossed the Zapatas river, and shortly afterwards Mithradates, 

accompanied by two hundred cavalry and four hundred archers and slingers, 

approached the Greeks and then harassed the rearguard under Xenophon (Xen.Anab. 

3.3.6-7). Xenophon, since the javelin-men and the Cretan archers were out-ranged 

respectively by the Persian archers and slingers, ordered the hoplites and javelin-men of 

the rearguard to pursue the Persians: 
But when they undertook their pursuit, they caught none of 
the enemv. For the Greeks had neither horsemen nor were 
their foot soldiers capable of overtaking in a short distance 
the enemy foot soldiers who were fleeing and had a long 
start: for it was not possible to pursue far from the rest of the 
army.164 

Clearly, not even a peltast, let alone a hoplite, could overtake another lightly armed 

infantryman who had a bow shot's start over him (Xen.Anab. 3.3.15).165 Xenophon 

therefore suggested that a cavalry force be organised, "so if having gathered all these 

horses we hand over pack animals instead, and equip them for cavalrymen, perhaps 

these will also cause distress [to the enemy] when they are fleeing" (Xen.Anab. 

3.3.19). In the night fifty cavalrymen were organised (Xen.Anab. 3.3.20). 

On the next day, Mithradates, with a force of one thousand cavalry and about 

four thousand archers and slingers, having allowed the Greeks to cross a gorge and 

travel about eight stades past it, then crossed it with his forces (Xen.Anab. 3.4.1-3): 
Orders had been given both to those peltasts and hoplites 
who ought to pursue, and directions had been given to the 
cavalrymen to pursue boldly on the belief that a sufficient 
force would follow. And when Mithradates had caught up, 
and the sling-stones and arrows were already reaching their 
marks, the trumpet gave its signal to the Greeks and at once 
they ran to close quarters with those who had been given 
orders [to run] and the cavalrymen charged. And the enemy 

164 Xen.Anab. 3.3.8-9. 
165 "Otav OE O.U'tOUc; OtCDKCOµEv ... EV OA{-ycp OE OU•' f.i 'ta.xuc; Elf\ 1t£soc; 7t£SOV av OtCDKCOV 
icma.Aaµ~&vot EK 'tO~OU puµmoc;. 
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did not receive them, but fled to the gorge. In this pursuit 
many of the barbarian infantry were killed and up to eighteen 
of the cavalrymen had been taken alive in the gorge.166 

Undoubtedly the gorge aided the Greeks, but the presence of cavalry just as clearly 

increased the effectiveness of the hoplites' pursuit also (cf. Xen.Hell. 2.4.32, 4.6.10-

11). Not only did the scratch cavalry force enable the hoplites and peltasts to kill light 

troops who had a bow shot's start over them, but the Persian cavalry could not even 

provide light troops effective protection when itself threatened by a force of hoplites and 

cavalry. 167 Because of this defeat the Persians refrained from attacking the Greeks for 

the rest of the day. 

While light troops could easily avoid coming into hand to hand combat with 

hoplites, they themselves were not swift enough to outrun cavalry.168 As Agesilaus was 

marching on the road to Thespiae in 377, his supporting Olynthian cavalry pursued the 

peltasts harassing his rear, chased them up a hill and killed many of them: Xenophon 

rightly comments "foot soldiers are quickly overtaken by cavalrymen up a slope where 

the riding is good" (Xen.Anab. 5.4.54, cf. Eq.Mag. 5.1). Having overtaken the lightly 

armed infantryman, a cavalryman could rely on his missile and melee weapons to harm 

the latter, vulnerable because he lacked armour and fought as an individual (e.g. Thuc. 

2.100.5-6, 4.72.2, 6.52.2; Xen.Hell. 5.4.39). 169 The cavalry also aided the hoplites' 

pursuit, by causing the light troops to turn around in defence. This siowed down the 

166 Xen.Anab. 3.4.3-5. 
167 Compare Agesilaus' victory over the Persian cavalry at Sardis in 395 by a mixed force of hoplites, 
peltasts and cavalry (Xen.Hell. 3.4.22-3). I prefer Xenophon's account over the versions of the 
Oxyrhynchus Historian (11.4-6) and Diodorus Siculus (14.8.2-5). See Gray (1979), 183-200, Anderson 
(1974), 27-54, Wylie (1992b), 118-30. 
168 I.e. the night marching order of the Seuthes' army, drawn up from the slowest arm to the fastest: 
hoplites, peltasts, and cavalry (Xen.Anab. 7.3.40). 
169 But when cavalry attacked peltasts armed with long spears (for peltasts armed in this way see Best 
[1969), 7, 103-4), they had to be attacked like hoplites, as the Theban cavalry discovered when they 
attacked the Dioi on the latter's retreat from Mycalessus: "when on the rest of the retreat the Thracians, 
with regard to the Theban cavalry, which first attacked not unskilfully, made their defence both by 
running out and by closing their ranks in their native disposition, and few of them perished in this 
way" (Thuc. 7 .30.2). Though Thucydides does not say that the Dioi used long spears, their tactics, 
comparable to hoplite pursuits, suggests that they may have used a weapon of this kind. Both types of 
peltasts appear to have been employed at Cunaxa, as Best (1969), 58, rightly suspects. According to 
Xenophon, Tissaphernes "charged through the Greek peltasts beside the river. But in charging through 
he killed no-one, and the Greeks, standing apart, struck them and threw javelins at them: ... So 
Tissaphernes departed worse off ... " (Anab. 1.10.7-8). Since the peltasts had little chance of outrunning 
the cavalry and their best hope of survival lay in avoiding them, some of them may have jumped upon 
"the irrigated levee banks near the river" and showered the cavalry with javelins (Wylie [1992c), 126). 
At any rate the peltasts armed with the javelin first opened up a gap to let the cavalrymen pass and then 
would have thrown their javelins "from this side and that" against the latter as they rode through (cf. 
Xen.Hell. 3.2.4). Despite the apparent effectiveness of this tactic, Nicias clearly thought that archers 
and slingers were more effective than javelin-men against cavalry since he advised the Athenians to 
recruit large numbers of slingers and archers - without mention of javelin-men in order to withstand the 
formidable and numerous Syracusan cavalry (Thuc. 6.22). In my opinion, the use of e1tmov indicates 
that long spears were also employed, perhaps by Clearchus' Thracian peltasts (Xen.Anab. 1.2.9): 
perhaps they were armed both with long spears and javelins. But it must be admitted that there is no 
literary reference, to my knowledge, which mentions peltasts equipped in this way. At any rate it is 
more plausible than peltasts venturing out to attack cavalry with short swords and knives. 
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light troops' flight and improved the slower-moving hoplites' chances of overtaking 

their foes. 

But cavalry, on account of its superior mobility, hitting power and better 

protection, could harm light troops without hoplite support, as the following shows. 

The Spartan commander Teleutias, having ravaged the territory around Olynthus in 

383, was intending to destroy the land in the immediate vicinity of the city when the 

Olynthian cavalrymen quietly crossed the river and approached his army: 
And when Teleutias saw them, having become annoyed by 
reason of their boldness, he at once ordered Tlemonidas, the 
commander of the peltasts to charge against them on the run. 
And when the Olynthians saw the peltasts running forwards, 
they turned around and retired quietly and crossed the river 
again. But the peltasts kept on following very boldly, and on 
the belief that they were fleeing they crossed the river in 
order to pursue them. Then the Olynthian cavalrymen, when 
they thought that those having crossed the river were still 
easy for them to overcome, they turned around and attacked 
them, and they killed Tlemonidas himself and more than one 
hundred of the others.170 

Clearly the cavalrymen were in complete control and easily outmanoeuvred and 

outfought the slower moving peltasts. Given the above, it is not surprising that peltasts 

feared horsemen (Xen.Hell. 5.4.44, Anab. 6.5.29). 

The outcome may have been different if the peHasts had been supported by other 

arms:.. i.e. the cavalry and/or the hoplites in Teleutias' army (Xen.Hell. 5.3.5). Since 

the Olynthians themselves were unsupported, Teleutias' cavalry would probably have 

been sufficient to protect the peltasts (cf. Thuc. 6.64.1). But by crossing the river the 

peltasts became isolated and therefore were vulnerable to the cavalry's attacks. Even 

with cavalry support, however, light troops were still vulnerable to a combined pursuit 

of hoplites and cavalry, as we have seen (i.e. Xen.Anab. 3.4.3-5). In fact, as long as 

hoplites were closely supported by cavalry, light troops could do little harm to a hoplite 

formation on level or easy ground unless they themselves were also adequately 

supported by hoplites or cavalry: otherwise they would suffer heavily (e.g. Xen.Hell. 

5.4.54). 

Certainly Iphicrates' peltasts and Callias'· Athenian hoplites co-operated closely 

when they defeated a mora of Lacedaemonian hoplites at Lechaeum in 390 (Xen.Hell. 

4.5.12-8). With the Lacedaemonian cavalry away escorting the Amyclaeans, the 

polemarch was leading his mora back to Lechaeum when he was attacked by Iphicrates' 

peltasts (Xen.Hell. 4.5.14). The polemarch then ordered the ten youngest age classes to 

pursue the peltasts: 
But when they pursued, they caught no-one, since they were 
hoplites pursuing peltasts from the distance of a javelin's 
cast; for Iphicrates ordered them to retreat before the hoplites 

170 Xen.Hell. 5.3.4-5. 
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came into close quarters; and when the hoplites were 
retreating, they became scattered, since each man had 
pursued as quickly as he could. And when the peltasts of 
Iphicrates turned back, they again threw their javelins from 
the front and others obliquely ran beside them [and hurled 
their javelins] at their unshielded side. And in the very first 
pursuit they shot down nine or ten of the hoplites. 171 

Though the Lacedaemonians pursued the peltasts vigorously, the former were undone 

partly by Iphicrates' skilful handling of his peltasts and partly by the presence of 

Callias' hoplites. It is quite likely that these hoplites inhibited the Lacedaemonians' 

pursuit: the latter may not have wanted to come too close to Callias' hoplites, who were 

arrayed "not far from the city" (Xen.Hell. 4.5.14) and were far more numerous 

(Xen.Hell. 4.5.12), since there was always the threat that the Athenians could attack 

before the Lacedaemonians could reform. 172 Another unsuccessful pursuit followed, 

with heavier losses than in the first pursuit (Xen.Hell. 4.5.16). With the 

Lacedaemonians in trouble, the arrival of the cavalry provided the best chance of 

retrieving the situation: 
And now that the best men [of the Lacedaemonians] had 
already been killed, the cavalry joined the hoplites, and with 
the cavalry they [i.e. the Lacedaemonians] again undertook a 
pursuit. But when the peltasts gave way, at this point the 
cavalry were attacking badly; for they did not pursue until 
they killed some of the peltasts, but they kept on pursuin~ 
and turning backwards on an equal front with the hoplites. 17 

The Athenian hoplites may have also inhibited the cavalry .174 Nevertheless, 

Xenophon's criticism is justified: the cavalry, instead of using its superior mobility to 

171 Xen.Hell. 4.5.15. 
172 Lazenby (1985), 150. Anderson (1970), 124, observes, "in the fight that followed, the Athenian 
hoplites were not directly engaged, but by their presence they frustrated the Spartan 'running-out' tactics 
and so made an important contribution to the victory." Parke (1933), 54, undervalues the contribution 
of Callias' hoplites and emphasises the success of Iphicrates' peltasts: he does not take into account 
that their presence may have hindered the Lacedaemonians' pursuits. On Sphacteria Demosthenes' 
hoplites probably had a similar effect on the Lacedaemonians: as at Lechaeum the latter were 
outnumbered by the former (Thuc. 4.8.9, 4.31.1). One suspects though that Demosthenes' aim was 
merely to keep his hoplites from clashing with the Lacedaemonians (Thuc. 4.33.2), in order to avoid a 
risky clash that could endanger the whole operation (Wilson [1979], 114): by doing this he gave his 
light troops a chance of defeating the Lacedaemonians, and still had his hoplites to fall back on if his 
light troops failed. Perhaps the Lacedaemonian hoplites were unusual in that they undertook a pursuit at 
all when in the presence of another body of hoplites. At Amphipolis, the Athenian right, having 
repulsed Clearidas' hoplites on two or three occasions, was then set upon by Myrcinian and Chalcidian 
cavalry and peltasts, who surrounded the Athenians and put them to flight (Thuc. 5.10.9): the presence 
of Clearidas' hoplites could have inhibited the Athenians so much that they did not dare to pursue, 
forcing them merely to hold their ground, ultimately with disastrous consequences. 
173 Xen.Hell. 4.5.16. 
174 See Anderson's (1970), 125, pertinent comments on this (see Xen.Eq. 8.12). The Theban 
mercenaries who were harassing Agesilaus in 377 were probably calling for hoplites to play this role. 
According to Xenophon, when Agesilaus' army was on the road to Thespiae, "the peltasts were 
following boldly, whom the Thebans had as mercenaries, and they kept on calling to Chabrias [to 
follow] because he was not following; the Olynthian cavalry turned around ... and pursued them uphill, 
as they were following [Agesilaus' army], and killed very many of the peltasts" (Hell. 5.4.54). 
Xenophon does not state what kind of troops the mercenaries were asking Chabrias to provide. Best 
(1969), 109, and Parke (1933), 76, take Xenophon to mean that Chabrias was leading peltasts. But why 
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cutdown the peltasts, sacrificed that mobility by advancing at an equal rate with the 

hoplites and allowed the peltasts to keep on attacking.175 Therefore the Lacedaemonians 

no longer had any means of stopping the peltasts' attacks and it was simply a matter of 

time before the hoplites were worn out by the repeated pursuits (Xen.Hell. 4.5.16-8). 

Clearly Iphicrates could not have defeated the Lacedaemonians without the support of 

Callias' hoplites: only with the latter's support could he have prevented the hoplites and 

cavalry from harming his peltasts. 

But even with hoplite support, light troops needed to be very carefully handled, 

as the demise of the Spartan Phoebidas in Boeotia in 378 shows. Phoebidas, the 

harmost of Thespiae (Xen.Hell. 5.4.41), had been ravaging Theban territory and the 

Thebans responded by invading Thespiae with their entire army (Xen.Hell. 5.4.42). 

Phoebidas then pressed the Theban hoplites with his peltasts, not allowing the Thebans 

to scatter in any way from their formation and causing them great distress and to retreat 

more quickly than they had advanced (Xen.Hell. 5.4.42): 
But meanwhile Phoebidas kept on pressing boldly with the 
peltasts about himself and ordered his hoplites to follow [the 
peltasts] in order. And he hoped that he could effect a rout of 
the The bans. He himself led strongly, and ordered the other 
peltasts to attack the Thebans, and continued to order the 
Thespian hoplites to follow [the peltasts]. But when the 
Theban cavalrymen came to an impassable ravine as they 
were retreating, they first gathered together, then turned back 
because of their perplexity as to where they could cross. 
Then the foremost peltasts, being few, were seized with fear 
of them and fled: but in tum when the cavalrymen saw this, 
were taught by those in flight to attack them. And then while 
Phoebidas and two or three others with him died as they 
fought, all the mercenaries [i.e. the peltasts] fled when this 
occurred. And when they, fleeing, reached the Thespian 
hoplites, those men also, though being very confident 
beforehand that they would not yield to the Thebans, fled, 
without being pursued in any way at all. 176 

Phoebidas' tactics were no different from those used by Ip hi crates and Callias above: 

initially he harassed the Thebans with the Thespian hoplites in close support, inhibiting 

the Theban cavalry. But as the Thebans retreated, Phoebidas failed to keep a tight rein 

were the mercenary peltasts calling out to Chabrias? The outcome (i.e. being killed in large numbers by 
the Olynthian cavalry), in my opinion, shows clearly that the peltasts were concerned about Agesilaus' 
cavalry. If so, then a contingent of supporting hoplites or cavalry could have protected the peltasts from 
the Olynthians and allowed them to keep on attacking. Clearly Chabrias commanded hoplites the year 
before: Anderson (1963), 411-13, has shown that Chabrias' stand was performed by hoplites {cf. Best 
[1969], 108-110), not the new "lphicratean" peltasts, as Parke (1933), 77-80, suggests. Perhaps 
Chabrias commanded both mercenary and Athenian hoplites on this occasion, as he did in 378 (D.S. 
12.32.5; Polyaen.Strat. 2.1.2): this of course does not rule out that Chabrias also had peltasts under his 
command. 
175 Spence (1993), 144, also points this out. 
176 Xen.Hell. 5.4.43-5. Polyaenus, however, says that the Theban Gorgidas feigned the flight of the 
cavalry in order to lure them out into the open country on the other side of the ravine (Strat. 2.5.2). 
Xenophon says that few Thespians were killed (Hell. 5.4.45). But Diodorus says that Phoebidas' force 
suffered five hundred dead in the engagement (14.33.6); if so the peltasts suffered the heaviest casualties. 
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on his peltasts, allowing them to get strung out as he attacked, and let the Thespian 

hoplites fall too far behind.177 If he had kept the latter close at hand, the Theban cavalry 

could not have harmed the peltasts: indeed, with the ravine at the cavalry's backs, a 

combined attack by the hoplites and peltasts could have inflicted severe losses upon 

them (cf. Xen.Anab. 3.4.3-5, 6.5.31). But with the peltasts separated from their 

support the Theban cavalry had the advantage and killed the foremost peltasts while the 

rest fled. After this the peltasts were no longer a threat to the Theban hoplites. This 

demonstrates the importance of reliable support for light troops when hoplites had 

cavalry support. 

Cavalry, however, could not provide effective support on rough terrain, since 

this limited its mobility, giving light troops enough time to escape. 178 When Agesilaus 

was forced to launch a hoplite and cavalry pursuit against the Acarnanians who were 

harassing him from the Acarnanian mountains, "they [i.e. the hoplites and cavalrymen] 

harmed no-one; for the Arcarnanians were quickly to strong places whenever they 

retreated" (Xen.Hell. 4.6.9).179 Indeed the Acarnanians, like other light troops, 

preferred to fight from rough terrain because cavalry were ineffective on such ground: 

hence it is unsurprising that light troops sought rough or elevated ground when pursued 

by cavalry (e.g. Xen.Hell. 2.4.32, 5.4.54). Cavalrymen, Xenophon knew, were most 

effective on level ground, while light troops held the ascendancy in rough terrain 

(Anab. 6.5.19). 

On terrain too rugged for cavalry to be employed effectively or in the absence of 

that arm hoplites depended upon light troops for support. These light troops would 

attempt to protect hoplites by skirmishing with the enemy so as to drive them out of 

effective missile range or to force them to fire their missiles from such an extreme range 

177 It must be remembered, however, that the Thespians were somewhat unwilling allies of the 
Lacedaemonians at this time. Also, unlike Callias' hoplites at Lechaeum, the Thespians were 
outnumbered by the Thebans. Therefore they may have been reluctant to support Phoebidas too closely, 
especially once the Thebans had left Thespian territory, in order to avoid an engagement with a far more 
powerful force. This may have also been the reason why Chabrias did not follow Agesilaus' army with 
his hoplites though called upon to do so (see n. 174 above). Iphicrates was indeed fortunate to have the 
close support of a reliable body of hoplites which greatly outnumbered the enemy. Anderson (1970), 
126, rightly comments that "lphicrates' tactics would not have succeeded if the Spartans had been 
strong enough to engage the Athenian hoplites in pitched battle." One suspects that Iphicrates was the 
rare exception, while the instances of Phoebidas and Chabrias may have been the norm: that light 
troops, on account of unreliable or outnumbered supporting hoplites reluctant to close with the enemy, 
often found themselves isolated and suffered severely from enemy cavalry or would stop attacking 
enemy hoplites when they no longer had adequate support. Polytropus, for example, suffered heavily 
when he pressed the Mantineans without the Orchomenian hoplites' support (Xen.Hell. 6.5.13-4). 
178 See Spence (1993), 36-49, for a discussion of the mobility of cavalry. He rightly comments that 
"the combination of steep or rough terrain and the lack of stirrups would normally only affect the 
cavalry's mobility to the extent that hard-pressed infantry would have the chance to retire to the relative 
safety of any high or broken ground in reach" ( 48). 
179 Compare the effectiveness of the hoplite and cavalry pursuit that occurred shortly afterwards on 
ground more accessible to both arms (Xen.Hell. 4.6.9-11). On the previous day, Agesilaus, encamped 
on a mountain side and attacked by the Acarnanians from the ridge, could expect no support from his 
cavalry. As a result, he had no option but to retreat, since his hoplites had little hope of maintaining 
their formation on the rough ground (Xen.Hell. 4.6.7). 
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they would cause little damage. The return march of the Ten Thousand provides the 

best illustration of how light troops were used to support hoplites in this role. 180 On the 

march up the Tigris, the Greeks marched in a hollow square formation, with some of 

the peltasts attached to the vanguard and rearguard, while the others were placed within 
181 the square (Xen.Anab. 3.4.38-40, 43). Clearly the former group of peltasts 

skirmished outside of the ranks, as did the Cretan archers and the Rhodian slingers 

(Xen.Anab. 3.3.7, 3.4.26). 

Obviously light troops could only be effective if they matched or exceeded their 

adversaries' missile range. If they did not, they would be as helpless as the hoplites 

themselves, as the Cretan archers and javelin-men, supporting the rearguard, were 

when the Persian archers and slingers out-ranged them in the first encounter with 

Mithradates (Xen.Anab. 3.3.7, 15). On account of this the hoplites had to pursue. The 

Greeks therefore hastily organised a company of two hundred Rhodian slingers, since 

their lead bullets had twice the range of the large stones slung by the Persian slingers 

and out-ranged the Persian archers (Xen.Anab. 3.3.16-7, 3.4.16). Also, once the 

Cretans had begun to use the lighter Persian arrows (Xen.Anab. 3.4.17), the Greeks 

could at least rely on some of their light troops to harm the enemy (Xen.Anab. 3.4.14-

15, i.e. 4.2.28). 

Tl1is helped to compensate for the relative ineffectiveness of the far more 

numerous javelin-men: even the skilled javelin-man could not hope to skirmish 

effectively with the archer and slinger on account of the inferior range of the javelin.182 

In Aetolia, for example, the Aetolians were driven back wherever the Athenian archers 

fired their arrows (Thuc. 3.98.1):183 even with his shield the Aetolianjavelin-man could 

not defend himself adequately against volleys of arrows which could harm him long 

before he could inflict damage. Nevertheless on the return march of the Ten Thousand 

even the out-ranged javelin-men were considered indispensable. Xenophon once 

refused to bring forward the peltasts attached to the rearguard, though asked to do so by 

Cheirisophus, because he did not want to leave the rearguard unprotected when he saw 

Tissaphernes' army coming into sight (Anab. 3.4.38-40, cf. Anab. 4.1.6). 

180 On the use of light troops during the march of the Ten Thousand see Best (1969), 56-78 and 
Perlman (1976-7), 269-75. 
181 The hollow square provided the best protection against attacks by cavalry and light troops (e.g. 
Thuc. 4.125.2, 7.78.2; Xen.Hell. 4.3.4). 
182 For the range of the javelin see Chapter Two, 14-5, n. 57. The javelin was outranged by the bow 
(Thuc. 3.98.1) and the sling (Xen.Anab. 3.3.7). For the range of the bow, see Mcleod (1965), 1-14, 
(1970), 197-8, (1972), 78-82. Mcleod (1965), 8, estimates that "bowmen were quite accurate up to 50-
60 meters; that their effective range extended at least 160-75 meters, but not as far as 350-450 meters; 
and that 500 meters was an exceptional flight shot." Here Mcleod is referring to the composite bow. 
For the wooden Cretan bow, he estimates an extreme range of around 17 5 meters (14). On slingers 
generally see Korfmann (1973), 34-42, Echols (1950), 227-30, Pritchett (GSW), 5.1-67, Foss (1975), 
25-30. Ancient evidence suggests that the sling usually outranged the bow: e.g. Dia.Cass. 49.26.2; 
Polyaen.Strat. 5.48; Strabo 8.3.33, p. 357; Xen.Anab. 3.4.16. Korfmann (1973), 37, estimates that 
the effective range for a sling with a lead bullet could have been as great as 400 meters. 
183 T J'.. ' ' ' A' ~ ' " 0 ~ ' , '~ ~ o._,EuoµEvot yap ot ttro11.ot av pro1tot \jft11.ot av£<H£11.11.ovto. 
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On the march up the Tigris, the light troops of the Ten Thousand for the most 

part held the upper hand in the skirmishes with Tissaphernes' superior forces 

(Xen.Anab. 3.4.13-33). Undoubtedly the superior range of the Rhodian slingers gave 

the Greeks a distinct advantage over the Persians, forcing them to fight at extreme range 

(Xen.Anab. 3.4.16). But Tissaphernes seemed reluctant to press his attacks on the 

plains (Xen.Anab. 3.4.14-5): perhaps he kept his distance because the Greeks, with 

their scratch cavalry force, now had the means to harm him (Xen.Anab. 3.4.3-5). That 

Tissaphernes was shaken by Mithradates' defeat and wished to avoid a repetition is 

probably right. 184 At any rate, by not pressing his attacks on the plains he allowed the 

Greeks to keep him at a distance and as a result the hoplites did not have to pursue. But 

if Tissaphernes had pressed his attacks on the plains as he did when the Greeks entered 

terrain unsuitable for cavalry, and where his archers and slingers overcame the 

Rhodians and Cretans and inflicted great damage upon the hop lites, 185 he could have 

caused the Greeks much more trouble than the latter actually experienced. 

Generally, if the supporting light troops were heavily outnumbered, they could 

provide no adequate response to the enemy light troops' attacks. Overwhelmed, they 

could only hinder some of their light armed adversaries while the others could continue 

attacking the hoplites, forcing the latter to pursue: at the most they could only prolong 

the hoplites' resistance, but could not prevent defeat (cf. Thuc. 3.97.3-98.1, 4.32ff). 186 

Even if they out-ranged the enemy, they would eventually run out of missiles, as the 

Athenian archers did in Aetolia, with disastrous results both for them and the hoplites 

(Thuc. 3.98.1). 187 In such skirmishes, Xenophon knew, victory went to the more 

numerous side (Cyr. 2.1.8; cf. D.S. 15.85.4-5). If Demosthenes had waited for the 

Locrian javelin-men to turn up before he proceeded to Aegitium on his Aetolian 

campaign {Thuc. 3.97.2), he might have had sufficient support to hinder the Aetolians' 

attacks and the Athenian army might have never been defeated. Provided that the 

184 Anderson (1970), 117. 
185 Significantly the Persians only pressed their attacks when the Greeks had to pass through rough 
terrain: here the Persians, harassing the Greek rear, let fly sling stones, arrows, and other missiles at 
the Greeks as they descended, getting the better of the Cretan archers and Rhodian slingers and forcing 
them to seek refuge within the hollow square for the rest of the day (Xen.Anab. 3.4.25-6). As a result 
the hoplites had to pursue, always unsuccessfully (Xen.Anab. 4.3.27). This continued until a 
contingent of peltasts was positioned above the Persians, forcing the latter to cease attacking on the 
belief that they would be cut off (Xen.Anab. 3.4.28-9). In the rough terrain the Greeks may have been 
safe from the Persian cavalry (Xen.Anab. 3.4.24), but the Persians were also safe from the hoplite and 
cavalry pursuit which had proved so effective against Mithradates. 
186 In his account of the Spartan defeat on Sphacteria Thucydides says xp6vov µev o'Ov nva 011,i-yov 
o,hro 1tpo<; aiMiou<; T\Kpo~o11,iac:wto (4.34.1). Lazenby (1985), 120, and Wilson (1979), 115-6, 
rifhtly point out that this must refer to a skirmish between the helots and Demosthenes' light troops. 
18 Anderson (1970), 117. The helots on Sphacteria, however, would have been able to reuse some of 
the missiles (such as stones and javelins) that Demosthenes' light troops let fly at them and the 
Lacedaemonian hoplites. On the march of the Ten Thousand up the Tigris river and in the land of the 
Carduchians, the Cretan archers and the peltasts respectively were able to reuse the enemies' missiles, 
while the Rhodian slingers had their missiles manufactured in the villages the Greeks occupied as they 
retreated (Xen.Anab. 3.4.17, 4.2.28). 
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supporting light troops were not greatly outnumbered nor out-ranged by the enemy, one 

suspects that their opponents could generally be kept at a distance. Perhaps the success 

that the archers and peltasts of the Ten Thousand had in driving back the Mossynoecian 

stone throwers who kept on running downhill and harassing the Greeks as they 

ascended indicates as much (Xen.Anab. 5.4.23). 

Another important function light troops performed was to secure passes and to 

displace enemy soldiers, usually light troops, from formidable positions in 

mountainous terrain which the latter had occupied in an attempt to block or impede the 

progress of the army. 188 The Spartan invasions of Boeotia from 379 to 376 illustrate 

these functions well. In 378, Agesilaus, "recognising that unless one took hold of Mt. 

Cithaeron, it would not be easy to enter Theban territory" (Xen.Hell. 5.4.36), obtained 

mercenary peltasts in the pay of the Cletorians and after giving them a month's pay in 

advance "ordered them to occupy Cithaeron in advance" (Xen.Hell. 5.4.37, cf. 5.4.47, 

Anab. 3.5.18-4.1.7, 4.4.20).189 A year earlier Cleombrotus had to cross the mountains 

deep in winter: 
So Chabrias with the Athenian peltasts was guarding the 
road through Eleutherae. But Cleombrotus went up through 
the road which leads to Plataea. And the peltasts, going in 
advance, encountered at the peak those men who were 
guarding it and had been released from prison, about one 
hundred and fiftv men. And the peltasts killed all these men, 
unless someone-had escaped. And he himself descended to 
Plataea, which was still friendly. 190 

Cleombrotus clearly thought that even with the help of his peltasts he could not force 

his way into Boeotia via Eleutherae - the Athenian peltasts were probably too numerous 

188 Xenophon evidently believed that light troops in large numbers could be difficult to dislodge in such 
terrain. In the Memorabilia, he makes Socrates suggest to Pericles that if lightly armed young 
Athenians occupied the rugged mountains and the steep narrow passes on their border, they "would be 
harmful to the enemy, and provide a great defence of our land for our people" (3.5.25-7). Likewise in 
the Anabasis he makes Hecatonymus of Sinope say that if a handful of men held the high mountains 
on either side of the pass into Paphlagonia "not all the men in the world could go through it" (5.6.7). 
In Xenophon's opinion the Aetolians were capable of preventing an army's passage through their 
territory: he comments that Agesilaus, having left Acarnanian territory, "left by land through such 
Aetolian roads which neither many nor few could march with the Aetolians unwilling" (Hell. 4.6.14). 
Perhaps Xenophon was thinking of Demosthenes' disastrous expedition in 426 (Thuc. 3.94-98). 
Cheirisophus' assertion that there was no way the army of the Ten Thousand could pass by an 
overhanging hill occupied by light troops unless the latter were dislodged is probably no exaggeration 
of the difficulties hoplites faced in such situations (Xen.Anab. 3.4.39). It was not only missile fire that 
Cheirisophus feared, as light troops in such a position would also roll down large stones (e.g. 
Xen.Anab. 4.2.3-4, 4.2.20-1, 4.7.4). 
189 For the identification of the C!etorian mercenaries as peltasts see Best (1969), 98-9, Parke (1933), 
84-5, Anderson (1970), 132. Onasander must have been thinking of light troops when he advised the 
general, should he lead his army over a mountain pass or through rugged terrain, to send "a certain 
portion of his force ('n µepoc; 1:11c; ouvaµeroc;)" to occupy the passes and the narrow corridors "lest the 
enemy, having gone there first and having made a stand on the peaks, may prevent the army from the 
crossing" (7.1). Onasander then advises the general to do this even ifhe fears being attacked (7.2). 
190 Xen.Hell. 5.4.14. Best (1969), 98, mistakenly thinks that Cleombrotus' peltasts killed Chabrias' 
Athenian peltasts, though Chabrias was clearly guarding the route which leads to Eleutherae, not the 
road to Plataea. Ober (1985), 211, n. 4, points out that the men released from prison were almost 
certainly the former Theban prisoners who had afterwards received arms (Xen.Hell. 5.4.8). 
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and would have been extremely difficult to dislodge. But Eleutherae could be 

circumvented (i.e. turned), like almost all passes in Greece, and Cleombrotus instead 

fell upon the smaller Theban force, a much easier proposition, and killed them all. 191 

Centuries later Arrian wrote, "light troops are also useful in driving away from a 

position those who have taken it, but are unable to stand the wounds" (Tact. 15.5). In 

376, Cleombrotus attempted to do the same again, but this time his enemies were ready 

for him: 
And when he came to Mt. Cithaeron with his army, his 
peltasts went in advance to capture the heights above the 
road. But some of the Thebans and Athenians, holding the 
peak beforehand, allowed them [i.e. the peltasts] to ascend 
for a time. But when they were upon them, having risen 
[from their concealment] they pursued them and killed about 
forty. And when this occurred Cleombrotus considered the 
crossing over to the territory of the Thebans impossible, and 
led his army away and passed over [the campaign]. 192 

This shows that light troops could not always be relied upon to secure passes when 

enemy light troops were already in occupation. Even though Cleombrotus had been 

repulsed from Cithaeron, it was still possible for him to turn the pass as he did in 379; 

but he did not do so, most likely on account of his lack of enthusiasm for the 

venture.193 

Uniquely the Ten Thousand effectively employed mixed groups of light troops 

and hoplites in this role. The aim was to occupy terrain which was higher than that of 

the enemy and to force the latter to abandon their position. When the Ten Thousand 

could not proceed because the enemy light troops had occupied in advance the 

overhanging ridge of a mountain which followed the route descending into a plain 

(Xen.Anab. 3.4.37), a way had to be found to displace the light troops from the height: 
Then Xenophon saw that there was a crest of a mountain 
over their own army itself, and from this crest there was a 
route to the hill where the enemy were, and he said, 
"Cheirisophus, it is best for us to hasten as quickly as 
possible to the summit; for if we do this, those men above 
the road will be unable to stand their ground."194 

Xenophon then received the three hundred picked hoplites of Cheirisophus' vanguard 

and the peltasts attached to them for the task (Xen.Anab. 3.4.43). The group then 

191 Light troops may have been able to defend individual passes effectively, but they could not protect a 
city's territory simply by occupying all the passes, since most passes in Greece could be turned: there 
are several instances of light troops massed to defend one particular pass while the invader chose to take 
another route which was less well defended or even undefended (e.g. Xen.Hell. 5.4.47, 6.4.4). On the 
controversial topics of border defence and the defensibility of mountain passes see Gomme (HCT), Vol. 
I, 12-5, Ober (1985), Holladay (1982), 97-9, de Ste. Croix (1972), 190-4, Anderson (1970), 3-8. When 
forced to march through passes occupied by numerous light troops, as the Ten Thousand had to do 
repeatedly, most notably through the land of the Carduchians (Xen.Anab. 4.1.5-3.2), the Greeks relied 
on their peltasts, slingers, and archers to get them through. Hoplites by themselves could not have 
succeeded. 
192 Xen.Hell. 5.4.59. 
193 Holladay (1982), 98-99. 
194 Xen.Anab. 3.4.41. 
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moved as quickly as it could for the summit, while the enemy did the same, but the 

Greeks got to the summit first (Xen.Anab. 3.4.44-9). With the group occupying the 

summit, the enemy quickly abandoned the ridge (cf. Xen.Anab. 4.8.1-19), allowing 

Cheirisophus to lead the army down into the plain (Xen.Anab. 3.5.1). That 

Cheirisophus expressly ordered Xenophon to bring his peltasts shows the latter's 

importance in this role (Xen.Anab. 3.4.38-40): hoplites by themselves could not have 

threatened the enemy from such a position, but the peltasts could (cf. Xen.Anab. 

3.4.28-9). Clearly light troops and hoplites were used very successfully in this way by 

the Ten Thousand against the Carduchians, repeatedly forcing the latter from the 

positions they had occupied in advance or in the rear of the Greeks (Xen.Anab. 4.2.24-

6). 

It should be clear that light troops had the potential to be more effective against 

hoplites on rough terrain simply because cavalry was ineffective in such conditions: 

supporting light troops, if out-ranged and/or heavily outnumbered, could not always 

keep the enemy at a distance, nor could they always drive them away from the passes, 

etc., they had occupied. Certainly light troops were not as effective as cavalry on level 

or easy ground: the latter could harm unsupported light troops at little risk to 

themselves, as we have seen. Nevertheless, the above clearly demonstrates how 

important it was for hop lites to have reliable support from light troops on rough terrain. 

Indeed, light troops played a vital role in extracting the Ten Thousand out of difficult 

situations on rough terrain on the return march. 195 Certainly lphicrates realised the 

necessity for hoplites to have adequate support from both cavalry and light troops: 
lphicrates likened the formation of armies to the body. He 
called the phalanx the trunk, light troops the hands, cavalry 
the feet and the general the head. "Whenever the others are 
missing, the army is lame and disabled: but whenever the 
general perishes, the whole army is destroyed."196 

Likewise for Xenophon the ideal army of the fourth century was one where "hoplites, 

cavalry, peltasts, archers, and stingers follow their leaders in order" (Oec. 8.6). 

Xenophon was acutely aware of the difficulties an army faced when deficient in 

supporting arms. When justifying his decision to campaign with Seuthes, he pointed 

out that the latter had the peltasts and the horsemen which the Greeks badly needed 

since their force consisted exclusively of hoplites (Xen.Anab. 7.6.26). 197 Furthermore, 

he explains that the Greeks, before joining Seuthes, could not scatter in small groups 

195 Best (1969), 77-8, rightly comments, "as in Thrace, during the Ten-Thousand's march through 
mountainous country, the peltasts formed the vanguard, which, with the support of the hoplites behind 
it had to force a passage for the rest of the army. Conversely, it can be stated without exaggeration that 
the Greek hoplites, who undeniably formed the core of the army, would probably have never reached the 
Black Sea without the support of the peltasts, light-armed troops, and cavalry." 
196 Polyaen.Strat. 3.9.22; cf. Plut.Pelop. 2.1, Mor. 99E, 187B, 440B. 
197 The army still had a small unit of forty horsemen under Timasion (Xen.Anab. 7.3.46). On the lack 
of peltasts see Best ( 1969), 76. 
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for provisions on account of the peltasts and horsemen who were following them, but 

when they had the support of Seuthes' troops, the hoplites could secure provisions in 

greater abundance without danger to themselves (Anab. 7.6.26-30, i.e. 7.3.13). 

Xenophon had not forgotten what had happened to the unsupported Arcadian hoplites at 

Calpes Limen, who suffered greatly and were virtually helpless when attacked by many 

Bithynian peltasts and cavalrymen (Anab. 6.3.2-9). 

In a similar way Xenophon fully appreciated that the power of a united Thessaly 

under Jason of Pherae lay in its very combination of many hop lites, cavalry, and 

peltasts, the last "a match for the whole world" (Hell. 6.1.8-9, 19). 198 With such strong 

supporting arms the Thessalian hoplites would have had little to fear from light troops, 

whether on the plains or in the mountains. The inability of the Thynian peltasts to defeat 

the combined forces of Seuthes and the Ten Thousand clearly shows the limited 

effectiveness of peltasts when fighting against hoplites well supported by cavalry and 

peltasts (Xen.Anab. 7.3.1-4.6).199 The Thynians themselves realised, when they saw 

many hoplites, peltasts, and cavalry approaching, that they had little hope of success 

while they on.ly had peltasts (Xen.Anab. 7.4.22). Under these circumstances the 

peltasts' harassment tactics were frustrated and posed little threat to the hoplites. But 

there were occasions when light troops played a part in or were exclusively responsible 

for defeating hoplites. This will be the focus of the next chapter. 

198 See Best's (1969), 124-6, pertinent remarks on this. 
199 See Best (1969), 70-2, 76-8. 
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Chapter Six: Light Troops Triumphant: The decline and 
collapse of a hoplite formation: 

Our main sources for this period (i.e. Thucydides and Xenophon) inform us 

that light troops, both with and without support, on several occasions defeated hoplites 

in skirmishes: against the Athenians at Spartolus in 429, the Athenians in Aetolia in 

426, the Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria in 424, the Athenian right at Amphipolis in 

421, the Athenians on the retreat from Syracuse in 413, some of the Arcadian lochoi at 

Calpes Limen in Bithynia in 400, Dercylidas' hoplites in Bithynia in 399, the 

Mantineans at Lechaeum in 391, the Lacedaemonians at Lechaeum in 390, and the 

Sacred Band near Corinth in 369.200 Although the historians may have omitted other 

victories, the above list - covering six decades - does suggest they were comparatively 

rare. 

With one important exception, the hoplites, usually heavily outnumbered, were 

inadequately supported or unsupported by other arms. Light troops clearly held the 

upper hand in such circumstances since hoplites had no option but to pursue the former 

- despite little or no hope of success (see Chapter Three). We should not, however, 

infer that inadequately supported hoplites were defeated whenever lightly armed 

infantrymen attacked en masse. In fact the rarity of such defeats suggests that hoplites 

in the vast majority of instances could avoid defeat by marching and fighting their way 

to safety: Brasidas, for instance, managed to extricate himself under extreme pressure 

when attacked by the Illyrians (Thuc. 4.127.1-28.2). Often hoplites could get to safety 

without even undertaking pursuits as Xenophon and his hoplites did in Mysia 

(Xen.Anab. 7.8.16-9). Sometimes light troops would give up the fight after a time 

when hoplites offered steadfast resistance to the farmer's attacks: e.g. the main body of 

the Arcadian hoplites, though surrounded and outfought by masses of Bithynian 

peltasts and cavalrymen on a hill at Calpes Limen, still managed to stave off defeat in 

this manner (Xen.Anab. 6.3.6-9, 23). That hoplites could usually avoid defeat is 

unsurprising given the comparative ineffectiveness of missile fire against a hoplite 

formation (see Chapter Two). 

The two greatest victories light troops gained over hoplites without the support 

of other arms were when the Aetolian javelin-men defeated an Athenian army under 

Demosthenes in Aetolia in 426 and when Demosthenes' light troops defeated the 

Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria in 424. In both cases the hoplites were overwhelmed by 

a far superior force of light troops on rough ground where it was difficult to maintain a 

proper formation (Thuc. 3.97.3-98.4, 4.30.4-37.5). Demosthenes did have eight 

200 Perhaps the Athenian defeat of the Milesians at Pygela in 409 should be added to this list. To what 
extent the Athenian sailors (some equipped as peltasts) were responsible, if at all, for the defeat of the 
Milesian hoplites is unclear since Xenophon's account lacks detail (Hell. 1.2.2-3). 
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hundred hoplites on Sphacteria, but, after the destruction of the first outpost (Thuc. 

4.31.2-32.1), these no longer took part in the fighting (Thuc. 4.33.2, 4.38.5): the 

hoplites probably unintentionally played a role similar to that of Callias' hoplites at 

Lechaeum.201 

When a large force of Bithynian peltasts and cavalrymen massacred about one 

hundred and eighty five unsupported hoplites in Bithynia in 399 (Xen.Hell. 3.2.2-5), 

however, the cavalry played an active role in the fighting. When the Chalcidian light 

troops and cavalrymen defeated the Athenian hoplites at Spartolus in 429 (Thuc. 

2.79.5-6), the cavalrymen played the more prominent role since they finally put the 

Athenians to flight. 202 Moreover, if the Chalcidian light troops had not had cavalry 

support, they could not possibly have defeated the Athenian light troops and cavalry 

earlier (Thuc. 2.79.3), which had left the Athenian hoplites unsupported and therefore 

vulnerable to attacks from other arms. The Syracusan and allied javelin-men and 

cavalrymen certainly were chiefly responsible for defeating the Athenians as they 

retreated from Syracuse in 413, having attacked the latter almost continuously for eight 

days (Thuc. 7.78-9, 7.81-85.1): 203 here too the formidable Syracusan cavalry played 

the most prominent role. 

There is only one instance of light troops defeating adequately supported 

hoplites: in 390 Iphicrates' peltasts defeated a mora of Lacedaemonian hoplites at 

Lechaeum (Xen.Hell. 4.5.11-17). Here the hoplites had the support of a cavalry mora 

for the better part of the engagement, but as we have seen in the previous chapter, the 

peltasts could not have defeated the Lacedaemonians without the support of Callias' 

hoplites. 204 Only with the latter's support could Iphicrates have frustrated the 

Lacedaemonian hoplite and cavalry pursuits. Even the Lacedaemonian hoplites, with 

their well-drilled pursuits were as ineffective as the average citizen hoplite in the 

presence of the far more numerous Athenian hoplites. 

Having seen under what conditions light troops brought hoplites to defeat, we 

may now attempt to show how light troops won and what problems hoplites faced 

when forced to undertake repeated pursuits. First, however, we must concede that most 

of the following is drawn from only three detailed accounts: the Athenian defeat in 

201 See Chapter Five, 48, n. 172. 
202 Spence (1993), 156-7, also points this out. 
203 That it took eight days for the Syracusans, despite their great numbers, to defeat the Athenians was 
almost certainly on account of the enormous size of the Athenian army - 40,000 men according to 
Thucydides (7.75.5). Against such a host, the Syracusans would not have had numerical superiority, or 
even parity, though they would have greatly outnumbered the Athenian and allied light troops and 
cavalrymen who accompanied the Athenian army. The latter, such as the javelin-men Demosthenes 
recruited en route to Sicily (Thuc. 7.31.5, 7.33.4-5, 7.35.1), may have skirmished with the Syracusans 
during the retreat, but Thucydides does not mention them in this role. Perhaps they were placed within 
the hollow squares and not used to support the hoplites, as under Brasidas when he was attacked by the 
Illyrians (Time. 4.125.2). 
204 See Chapter Five, 47-9. 
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Aetolia and the Lacedaemonian losses on Sphacteria and .at Lechaeum. Most of the other 

accounts have little real detail, though some will be used below to illustrate certain 

specific points. Therefore I have occasionally supplemented the limited evidence with 

analogical material concerned with modem warfare. An adequate description results, I 

hope, of what hoplites experienced when light troops triumphed. 

Without adequate arms to support them or when such arms were mishandled, 

hoplites had no other means than the pursuit to drive light troops away. As long as the 

light troops maintained the pressure, the hoplites were forced to pursue them over and 

over again, as an Athenian army under Demosthenes had to do when attacked by 

massed Aetolian javelin-men around Aegitium: 
But the Aetolians (for they had come to help Aegitium by 
now) attacked the Athenians and their allies. They kept on 
running down from the hills, different parties from different 
places, and kept on throwing their javelins, and whenever 
the army of the Athenians attacked, the Aetolians retreated, 
but whenever the Athenians retreated, the Aetolians pressed 
upon them. And such was the battle for a long time, pursuits 
and retreats, in both of which the Athenians came off 
worse. 205 

As we have seen, the pursuit was an extremely tiring endeavour for the hoplite, since it 

demanded a maximum effort on his part to catch his elusive adversaries.206 The 

ekdromos was quickly drained by such pursuits. Soon fatigue would take its toll, and 

eventually he would have to slow down. Even the supremely fit Lacedaemonians 

"could no longer run out sharply wherever they were attacked" by Demosthenes' light 

troops after "some little time" on Sphacteria (Thuc. 4.34.1).207 No matter how fit, the 

ekdromos would eventually succumb to exhaustion.208 

The ekdromos could expect little respite when he again took his place in the 

ranks: whenever his formation was showered with missiles, the hoplite had to hold his 

shield in a chest-high position if not higher. Maintaining this position was extremely 

tiring, 209 though he could rest the shield upon his shoulder to relieve the weight on his 

205 Thuc. 3.97.3. 
206 See Chapter Three, 28. 
207 T- S:' A s: I , I '):.' , 0 - '? I s: I ffiV ue a.KEumµovtffiV OUKl'.'tt o"::,effi<; en:EK etv n rcpo<mt'tOtl'.V uuva.µevrov. 
208 The detrimental effects of battlefield stress over a much longer period in modem warfare is well 
recognised by military writers (e.g. Gabriel [1987], 70-96, Holmes (1985], 115-25, Kellet (1982], 231-
41). Gabriel (1987), 80, comments, "but what happens when the stressful situation - the perception of 
danger of death and mutilation on the battlefield - is of long duration? In these circumstances the body 
will maintain itself in a high state of readiness since the presence of danger automatically sustains the 
physiological responses needed to deal with it. Unfortunately, no one can endure at this level of 
biological tension for very long without becoming physically exhausted. Moreover, if the danger 
produces a stress response long enough - days, for example - the body's biological systems which 
sustain the physiology of stress will become fixated to the point where only prolonged rest away from 
danger will enable the body to reduce its state of readiness. A soldier in this state will eventually 
collapse from nervous exhaustion - the body simply will burn out." 
209 See Chapter Three, 34-5. 
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arm.210 But given that the light troops would be attacking almost constantly and the 

indiscriminate nature of missile fire (Thuc. 4.40.2), one suspects that the hoplite could 

safely have kept his shield in this position only a little while, fatigued or not. Those 

hoplites who had remained in formation while the ekdromoi pursued would clearly also 

have suffered from fatigue, though not so much as the latter.211 

The longer the increasingly fatigued hoplites resisted their light armed 

adversaries, the greater the casualties they inevitably sustained from the latter's missile 

fire. Eventually many hoplites would become casualties: the Lacedaemonians, having 

resisted Demosthenes' light troops on Sphacteria for some time, were forced to 

withdraw to (the modern) Prophitis Ilias "when many were already wounded on 

account of always moving about on the same terrain" (Thuc. 4.35.1). Unable to come 

to grips with their swifter foes, many hoplites would be wounded but none of the 

enemy: e.g. the Arcadians at Calpes Limen (Xen.Anab. 6.3.8).212 One suspects that the 

ekdromoi suffered comparatively heavier casualties than the other hoplites, though no 

ccount actually says so. 

In one case all the hoplites acted as ekdromoi and fell to a man against a vastly 

superior force. About two hundred Greek hoplites were guarding a palisade in Bithynia 

which contained booty which the Odrysians had brought in (Xen.Hell. 3.2.2). While 

the Odrysians were out raiding, the Bithynians learned that only the Greeks were 

guarding the camp: on the next day the Bithynian peltasts and cavalry in full force 

(1taµ1tA,118e1c;) attacked the hoplites at dawn (Xen.Hell. 3.2.3): 
But when the Bithynians came nearby, some kept on 
throwing [stones], others javelins, at them. And when some 
[of the Greeks] were being wounded and others were dying, 
they could not do anything since they were shut up in a 
palisade which was about the height of a man. And after the 
Greeks broke through their own stronghold, they charged at 

21° Connelly (1981), 53-4, has made of copy of an Argive shield in the Museo Gregoriano at the 
Vatican and has shown that the shield's wooden rim fits neatly upon the shoulder and in this position 
takes most of the weight off the arm. For literary references of hoplites resting the aspis upon the 
shoulder see Hanson (1989), 68-9. 
211 Especially when fighting in Greece during the summer months, all the hoplites would have suffered 
from dehydration, the ekdromoi and those hoplites wearing body armour in particular. See Hanson 
(1989), 72-3, 79-80, for a discussion and some examples of the difficulties faced by hoplites fighting 
in the summer heat with unventilated helmets and body armour. Hanson, however, is chiefly concerned 
with the Corinthian helmet and the bronze breastplate, both of which were rare in this period. Excessive 
dehydration hastened the hoplites' decline towards physical exhaustion. Certainly on Sphacteria the 
Lacedaemonian hoplites and Demosthenes' light troops suffered from the effects of dehydration, since 
Thucydides remarks that both sides were worn out (taA.crntropouµevot) "by the battle and by thirst and 
by the sun" while they were fighting on (the modern) Prophitis Ilias (4.35.4). Hoplites must have often 
found it difficult to satisfy their thirst when under attack, since small groups of hoplites, separated from 
the main body, were extremely vulnerable to missile fire and were constantly in danger of being cut off 
and overwhelmed (cf. Xen.Anab. 7.6.26-9). Even when hoplites had access to a water supply, there was 
no guarantee that they could continue to use it. Xenophon comments, for example, that the Bithynian 
peltasts and cavalry, who had surrounded the Arcadians on a hill at Calpes Limen, "shut them off from 
the water" (Xen.Anab. 6.3.7). From the third day of the retreat from Syracuse the Athenians were denied 
re;ular provisions by the Syracusanjavelin-men and cavalry (Thuc. 7.78.7). 
21 Kat 'tCOY µev 1tOAAOt E'tt'tpCOcrKOY'tO, 'tCOV 8e ou8d<;. 
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the Bithynians. But the Bithynians kept on retreating 
wherever the Greeks attacked, and the peltasts kept on 
escaping the hoplites easily; they kept on casting their 
javelins from this side and that, and kept on shooting down 
many of them on each charge. And finally they were shot 
down like cattle shut up in a pen.213 

Since fifteen hoplites realised immediately the hopeless situation and successfully 

escaped, only about one hundred and eighty-five hoplites stayed and died (Xen.Hell. 

3.2.4). But one cannot infer from the above that generally all the ekdromoi would 

eventually be slain after many pursuits since the Bithynians continuously concentrated 

all their missile fire on hoplites who at no time fought in regular order (i.e. as a 

formation) and suffered heavily as a result. They, unlike normal ekdromoi, never 

benefited from the hoplite formation's collective defence. 

The hoplites' casualty rate probably also increased as the fighting went on, if 

the Lacedaemonians' experience at Lechaeum is representative. Initially lphicrates' 

peltasts' attacks were rather tentative,214 but when the ekdromoi had unsuccessfully 

pursued the peltasts and the latter had shot nine or ten down, the peltasts "pressed upon 

them much more boldly" (Xen.Hell. 4.5.15). Since the Lacedaemonians were 

"suffering badly" (Ka.Kroc; enaaxov) from the more intensive attacks, the polemarch 

had to order "those up to fifteen years from manhood" to pursue the peltasts, with the 

result that "when they retreated, still more of them foll than the first time" (Xen.Hell. 

4.5.16). Clearly the ekdromoi suffered greater casualties on account of the peltasts' 

heavier attacks: the other hoplites almost certainly fared no differently.215 

The failure of the first pursuit must have boosted the peltasts' confidence since 

they could feel more assured they could outrun the Lacedaemonians. Because of this the 

peltasts pressed their attacks more vigorously. But 1to1vu l)O'f\ 0paC5'\Ytcpov e1te.Ketv'to 

(Xen.Hell. 4.5.15) should not be taken to mean that the peltasts came nearer to the 

hoplites, since they fought and would have continued to fight at the distance of a 

javelin's cast. Xenophon provides the answer later on in his account: when the 

Lacedaemonian hoplites and cavalry kept on undertaking unsuccessful pursuits, he 

remarks that: 
They [i.e. the hoplites and the cavalrymen] kept on doing 
and suffering these same things again and again, while they 
themselves always kept on becoming both less in number 
and more disheartened, but their enemies [i.e. the peltasts] 

213 Xen.Hell. 3.2.3-4. 
214 Lazenby (1985), 150. That the peltasts would have been initially reluctant to press their attacks 
upon the Lacedaemonians is understandable, considering the latter's previous success against them 
(Xen.Hell. 4.4.16. 
215 Certainly the hoplites had suffered significant losses by the time the cavalry joined them, since 
Xenophon informs us that "the best men had already been killed" by the peltasts (Xen.Hell. 4.5.16). 
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kept on becoming both bolder and the attackers always more 
216 numerous. 

I.e. as the peltasts became more confident (0pa<JU'Ccpot), more of them joined in the 

attack (ad 7tActous oi eyxctpOUV'CcS). On Sphacteria too the connection between the 

increasing confidence of Demosthenes' light troops and the intensification of their 

attacks on account of a greater number of them taking part is clear: 
But when the Lacedaemonians were no longer able to run out 
sharply wherever they were attacked, the light troops 
recognised that they [i.e. the Lacedaemonians] were already 
slower in their defence. The light troops themselves acquired 
the greatest confidence by this sight since they seemed many 
times more numerous and became rather accustomed to their 
adversaries, who no longer appeared as terrible as before, 
because straightaway they had not suffered losses worthy of 
expectation, as when they first landed, enslaved by the 
thought that they were going against the Lacedaemonians. 
Having become contemptuous and having shouted, the light 
troops gathered in a mass and rushed at them and kept on 
pelting them with stones, arrows, and javelins, whatever 
each man had in his hand.217 

The light troops were clearly emboldened by the hoplites' increasing sluggishness and 

inability to harm them (i.e. Thuc. 4.33.2). With their initial fears turned into contempt 

(Ka'Ca<:ppovficrav'CcS) for the Lacedaemonians, the light troops attacked en masse 
/' f\ I " - ' ' ' I " A T 1-. 1-. • '-f' ,-l 1,- • -1 h lCX.!JpOOt ropµ'flCTUV en: UWWDSJ• J-\.S at LeCuaeum, tuc mtens1.i1eu attaCn-8 mcreasea t. e 

suffering of the Lacedaemonians (Thuc. 4.34.2-3). In my opinion the peltasts' and the 

light troops' reaction at Lechaeum and on Sphacteria respectively to the hoplites' 

ineffective charges was typical. If this is correct, the light troops intensified their attacks 

as the hoplites' capacity to resist the former was declining by reason of fatigue and 

casualties. Indeed, this must have further hastened the hoplites' demise. 

Eventually the hoplites would be reduced to desperation by their inability to deal 

with the light troops, as the Lacedaemonians were at Lechaeum: Xenophon comments, 

"the men were in distress by now, because they were suffering and were dying, but 

216 Xen.Hell. 4.5.16. Ardant du Picq (1947), 124, observes that "when confidence is placed in 
superiority of material means, valuable as they are against an enemy at a distance, it may be betrayed 
by the actions of the enemy. If he closes with you in spite of your superiority in means of destruction, 
the morale of the enemy mounts with the loss of your confidence. His morale dominates yours. You 
flee." Though du Picq is writing in more general terms, the situation at Lechaeum (i.e. the 
Lacedaemonians' µaAaKwtepot and the peltasts' 0paautepot) is clearly analogous. He also says, "the 
more confidence one has in his methods of attack and defence, the more disconcerted he is to see them at 
some time incapable of stopping the enemy" (128). This applies in particular to the Lacedaemonian 
hoplites, who were unusually confident in their ability to catch peltasts and treated Iphicrates' peltasts 
with disdain (Xen.Hell. 4.4.16-7, 4.5.12): doubtlessly they fully expected to catch the peltasts at 
Lechaeum, should the latter attack them. The failure of their pursuits at Lechaeum therefore must have 
shaken the Lacedaemonians far harder than those hoplites who had little faith in their pursuits. Also, 
the inability of the Lacedaemonian cavalry to retrieve the situation must have demoralised the 
Lacedaemonians still further. 
217 Thuc. 4.34.1. 
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were incapable of doing anything [to the peltasts]" (Hell. 4.5.17).218 Kellet points out 

that "like surprise, a feeling of helplessness is a powerful stimulant of fear; fear arises 

and persists when a person finds himself in a threatening situation over which he feels 

he has little or no control."219 The Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria certainly had "little or 

no control" when they were attacked by Demosthenes' light troops. The light troops' 

shouting and unfamiliar fighting methods certainly caused panic (eK7tA.TJ~t<;) in the 

hoplites' ranks (Thuc. 4.34.2), though the latter's discipline enabled them to suppress 

their fear and keep on resisting. Nevertheless, the hopelessness of the hoplites' 

situation had convinced them that little could be done to retrieve it. As Thucydides 

remarks: "they were surrounded by danger on every side, and they had no hope of a 

means by which the defenders might be saved" (4.34.3).220 There is no reason to think 

that other hoplites in similar situations, such as the Athenians in Aetolia, would have 

felt any differently. 

Not all hoplites had the Lacedaemonians' discipline. On some occasions 

hoplites could not contain their fear and took to flight, as the Mantineans did when they 

encountered Iphicrates' peltasts: 
For once the Mantineans came to help against the peltasts 
who ran out of the wall which extends to Lechaeum, being 
shot at by javelins they gave way and some of them died as 
they were fleeing: so that the Lacedaemonians were even 
venturing to consider that their allies were afraid of the 
peltasts just as children feared hobgoblins.221 

Though Xenophon's account gives little detail of the actual fighting, one suspects that 

this encounter was similar to the Athenian defeat at Spartolus. Here the Athenians 

pursued the Chalcidian light troops and cavalry repeatedly until "the Chalcidian cavalry 

rode towards them and attacked wherever it seemed good, and striking them with the 

greatest fear they put the Athenians to rout and pursued them a great distance" (Thuc. 

2.79.6). For the frightened Mantinean and Athenian hoplites flight provided an escape 

from a hopeless situation where its continuance could only result in more hoplites being 

2180• <;:,, ~ "S: " " ' ~ \ • '0 ~ ll' 'll' 'S:' t u a1topouv'te<; rJurJ, on e1taaxov µev K<XK<O<; Kat ane vnaKov, 1toteiv ue ouuev euuvav'to. 
When Xenophon informs us that the Arcadians at Calpes Limen, helpless before the masses of 
Bithynian peltasts and cavalrymen, were in great distress (Xen.Anab. 6.3.9), the lack of water must 
have contributed to the hoplites' distress, since it had been cut off by the Bithynians (Xen.Anab. 6.3.8). 
Military writers are well aware of the demoralising effect that the lack of food or water has on modern 
soldiers (e.g. Kellet [1982], 245-6, Holmes [1985], 125-9). Certainly the lack of provisions caused 
much suffering among the Athenians from the third day of the retreat from Syracuse and was a major 
contribution to the disaster which befell them afterwards (Thuc. 7.80.1, 7.83.3, 7.84). 
219 Kellet (1982), 305. One can therefore understand why "so terrible a fear fell upon the army [of the 
Thebans]" when Phoebidas' peltasts attacked the Thebans (Xen.Hell. 5.4.43), since the latter could not 
retaliate against the former as long as the peltasts had the Thespian hoplites in close support. 
22° Kiv8uvou 'te 1tav1:ax60ev 1teptea1:&w<; Kat OUK exov-ce<; €A1tt8a Ko:0' ()'tt XP~ aµuvoµevou<; 
crro0ijvm. 
221 Xen.Hell. 4.4.17. 
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killed or wounded.222 Even the Sacred Band gave way in similar fashion when they 

were attacked by light troops outside of Corinth if Xenophon can be trusted: 
But some light troops ran out of the city to help and met the 
picked Thebans not even four plethra from the wall: and 
having climbed up onto the monuments and the lofty places, 
they threw [stones] and javelins and killed very many men in 
the front ranks, and putting them to rout they kept on 
pursuing them about three or four stadia. 223 

Although Xenophon's source probably exaggerated the Thebans' casualties, they may 

have created much distress in the Thebans' ranks,224 causing some hoplites to panic 

and flee, quickly followed by the rest of the contingent. As Xenophon remarks, "it is 

very difficult to find those who would be willing to stand their ground when they see 

some of their own side fleeing" (Hell. 7.5.24). 

Even if the hoplites somehow managed to control their fear and maintain their 

discipline, after many pursuits they would eventually reach the limits of their endurance 

and succumb to exhaustion as the Athenians did in Aetolia: "they themselves [i.e. the 

Athenians] were worn out since they were engaged for a long time in the same toil" 

(Thuc. 3.98.1; cf. 7.82.1, 7.84.2).225 Thucydides most likely means that the Athenians 

had become so fatigued by their efforts to resist the A~tolians that they were no longer 

physically capable of undertaking pursuits (cf. Eur.Iph.Taur. 332-3): all the hoplites 

could do was to defend themselves. Perhaps even this was done with difficulty, 

especially for the ekdromoi. 

The Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria were probably in a similar state when they 

were surprised by the appearance of a force of archers and light troops under Conon on 

the high ground in their rear (Thuc. 4.36.1-2; Paus. 4.26.2). Thucydides comments 

that "since they were now under fire from both sides, they no longer continued to hold 

out, but began to give way, since they were few fighting against many and by reason 

of their bodily weakness on account of their lack of food" (4.36.3). The 

Lacedaemonians had no option but to give way, since their physical exhaustion 

prevented them from undertaking an active resistance. Though Xenophon does not say 

anything about the Lacedaemonians' physical condition at Lechaeum, that the hoplites 

222 Kellet (1982), 304, comments, "thus, a soldier often fights because of his lack of alternatives or 
because he is actuated by the instinct of self-preservation. However, situations in which the danger is 
apparent and from which there are limited and diminishing possibilities of escape can induce panic or 
passivity. People who panic sense that the escape routes available are closing and conclude that escape 
must be made quickly." 
223 Xen.Hell. 7 .1.19. 
224 Kellett (1982), 264, comments, "the effect on the unwounded of seeing men hit around them must 
have been particularly trying in the close-order formations of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Any advance or retreat involved passing over a carpet of dead and wounded ... , and simply remaining in 
position required men largely to ignore death and injury of comrades close around them." Stouffer 
(1949), 81-2, found that "men who said that their companies had suffered heavy casualties, that they 
had seen one of their best friends killed in action ... , reported many more fear symptoms than those 
who had not been subjected to any of these stresses." 
225 A' , , , , , , '\, ..-.. , "' , J: , uwi eKeKµrpcecmv Kat em no/1,u 't<fl au't<p nov<p ':>uvexoµevoi. 
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in desperation made a stand on a small hill not far from the sea probably points in the 

same direction (Hell. 4.5.17). 

With the hoplites reduced to passive resistance, the light troops pressed their 

attacks more intensely. The Aetolians, we hear, "kept on pressing upon [the Athenians] 

and kept on throwing javelins'' (eV£KelV'tO l((X,t ECJT)KOVttsov) {Thuc. 3.98.1). The use 

of eveKetvto suggests that the Aetolians released their javelins at very close range, 

perhaps even closer than "nearby":226 with no possibility of a hoplite pursuit even to 

drive them away, the Aetolians would have felt completely safe. For the Athenians, 

however, such inactivity was hard to bear. The stress and fear created by inactivity on 

the modem battlefield is well recognised, especially under bombardment: 
Charlton Ogburn recognised that the inactivity produced by 
being shelled did the real damage. "Unless you've something 
to keep you occupied while it's going on," he wrote, "you're 
a gone goose." One of Dollard's veterans said much the 
same: "The most intense fear is during a hot action when the 
soldier is not occupied such as under bombardment or 
shelling. "227 

The Athenians, already exhausted, extremely frightened, with comrades dead, dying, 

and wounded, inevitably broke under the strain and sought a way out of the seemingly 

certain death that awaited them if they remained in formation. With no other alternative 

available they took to flight, undermining the formation's cohesion and bringing about 

its collapse. Certainly once the archers had run out of arrows, the toxarchos had been 

killed and his men had been scattered (Thuc. 3.98.1), the exhausted hoplites fled, with 

disastrous consequences: 
Then having turned to flight they fled in this way, and falling 
both into ravines with no outlet and places with which they 
were unacquainted, they perished: for Chroman, their 
Messenian guide for these roads, was killed. And the 
Aetolians, swift-footed and lightly armed men, kept on 
throwing their javelins upon their heels, and catching many 
men there in the rout, they killed them, but the majority 
missed the roads and rushed into the woods, from where 
there were no outlets; when the Aetolians brought fire [to the 
woods], they set a fire all around it. There occurred every 
form of flight and destruction for the army of the Athenians, 
and the survivors fled with difficulty both to the sea and to 
Locrian Oeneum, from where they had also set out. And 
many of the allies died and about one hundred and twenty 
hoplites of the Athenians themselves.228 

The Athenians' flight was made much more difficult by the rugged and unfamiliar 

terrain (cf. Thuc. 3.112.6). Unable to catch the "swift-footed and lightly armed" 

226 See Chapter Two, 15-6. 
227 Quoted from Holmes (1985), 231. See Holmes (1985), 229-33, Stouffer (1949), 82-3, on the stress 
and fear created by inactivity on the battlefield. Stouffer (1949), 83, comments: "Under enemy fire, 
mobility may literally be reduced to zero, as when a soldier was pinned in his foxhole for hours or days. 
Many men have testified that the severest fear-producing situation they encountered in combat was just 
such immobilisation under artillery or mortar fire." 
228 Thuc. 3.98.1-4. 
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Aetolians when physically fresh, the fatigued hoplites had little hope of out-running the 

javelin-men as they retreated. For the Aetolians their enemies' dispersal and flight 

presented an opportunity to kill hoplites at little risk to themselves. Before the encounter 

with the Illyrians, Thucydides makes Brasidas warn his hoplites, "but whoever yields 

to them [i.e. the Illyrians], they are upon one's heels, quickly showing their courage in 

safety" (4.126.6). Next we hear that the Illyrians "pressed towards them with much 

shouting and noise, thinking that he was fleeing and having overtaken him, to destroy 

[his army]" (Thuc. 4.127.1). 

With the javelin-men at their heels, those hoplites who threw away their 

unwieldy and burdensome shields as they retreated, as Archilochus did (Fr. 5 West), 

were especially vulnerable to missiles aimed at their backs (cf. Tyrt. 11.17-20): by 

discarding their shields (and perhaps their weapons), they could not turn around and 

defend themselves.229 One suspects that most hoplites, overcome by fear and panic, 

would have acted like the Argives as they fled from the Lacedaemonians at the battle 

inside of the Long Walls of Corinth in 392. Xenophon comments, "for the mass of 

enemies, fear-ridden, panic-stricken, they presented their unprotected sides, no-one 

turning to fight, but all rendering every assistance to the destruction of each" (Hell. 

4.4.12). Perhaps the panic-stricken hoplites of the Athenian left and centre were in such 

a state as they fled from IA1..mphipolis to Eion. If Thucydides can be trusted, Cleon was 

among them until he was overtaken by a Myrcinian peltast and killed (5.10.9).230 But 

those hoplites who kept their shields and their heads, as Socrates did when he retreated 

after the Athenian defeat at Delium (Plut.Mor. 581D, Ale. 7.3; Pl.Syrup. 221B), would 

have had a better chance of survival. Their chances were even better if they were skilled 

in manipulating their shields and their weapons, as the Lacedaemonians and those few 

who had learnt hoplomachia were.231 

Unlike the Athenians in Aetolia, the great discipline of the Lacedaemonians 

enabled them to stay in formation at Lechaeum, even though they were suffering 

terribly from the peltasts' missile fire: perhaps the hoplites, only two stadia from the sea 

and seeing some boats coming from Lechaeum to the coastline opposite to the hill,232 

may have had hopes of escape by sea. At any rate, they only fled when they saw 

Callias' hoplites heading towards them (op&V'te<; Kat 'tOU<; 07tAl'tac; em6v·mc;, 

eyKAtvoucri) (Xen.Hell. 4.5.17). Exhausted by this time, even the Lacedaemonians 

had little hope of defeating the fresh, numerically superior Athenian hoplites in pitched 

229 Also see Hanson's (1989), 178-84, comments on the escape ofhoplites after a pitched battle. 
230 Here Thucydides is probably being malicious: See Hornblower (COT), Vol. II, 448-9, Gomme 
(HCT), Vol. III, 652-3. 
231 See Chapter Four, 40-2. 
232 Aicr06µEV0t o' Ot <X7t0 'toU Aqaiou, dcr~UV'tES de; 7tAOtapta 1tapE1tAEOV, eroc; E"(EVOV'tO Ka't<X 

'tov 'YflAOcpov (Xen.Hell. 4.5.17). 
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battle.233 When the Lacedaemonians fled, "some of them fell into the sea [i.e. to reach 

the boats], a few others in company with the horsemen were saved" (Xen.Hell. 

4.5.17): here the Lacedaemonian cavalry, though useless during the pursuits, at least 

managed to provide effective protection for some hoplites as they fled.234 

On Sphacteria too the Lacedaemonians' discipline kept them together, despite 

the hopeless situation and the panic in the ranks when Conon's force appeared 

unexpectedly in their rear (Thuc. 4.36.2). The Lacedaemonians at any rate had little 

choice but to hold on and to resist to the bitter end since there was no possibility of 

escape. But the annihilation of the Lacedaemonians was not Cleon's and Demosthenes' 

intention: 
But when Cleon and Demosthenes realised that if they gave 
way a little further, the Lacedaemonians would be destroyed 
by their own (i.e. Cleon's and Demosthenes') army, Cleon 
and Demosthenes stopped the battle and held back their own 
men, wishing to bring the Lacedaemonians back alive to the 
Athenians. If the Lacedaemonians somehow heard the 
proclamation, they might be broken in spirit and give way to 
their present danger. And they proclaimed, if the 
Lacedaemonians wished, to hand over their weapons and 
themselves to the Athenians so as to decide whatever seemed 
good to them.235 

Cleon's and Demosthenes' suspicion that the Lacedaemonians' morale was near 

collapse (e1tlK:Aacr0etEV t'ft ')'Vroµn) and that the latter would readily agree to their offer 

was justified: "And when they heard this, the majority put aside their shields and waved 

their hands, showing that they accepted their proclamations" (Thuc. 4.38.1). Having 

communicated with the Lacedaemonian authorities on the mainland, who ordered 

Styphon and the other surviving hoplites to decide the matter for themselves, "but to do 

nothing shameful", the Lacedaemonians chose to surrender (Thuc. 4.38.3). One 

suspects that the hoplites had become so demoralised that any escape, even 

dishonourable surrender, was preferable to the alternative (i.e. death) if they refused. 

Of the 420 Lacedaemonians on Sphacteria, 128 were killed in the fighting while 

292 were brought back to Athens as captives (Thuc. 4.38.5). Since about 30 hoplites 

had been slain earlier by Demosthenes' hoplites (Thuc. 4.31.2-32.1), the light troops 

killed around 98 out of 390 hoplites, or about a quarter of those engaged. These losses 

were comparatively heavier than those of the Athenians at Spartolus, who lost 330 

hoplites (including all their generals) out of 2,000 (Thuc. 2.79.1, 7), or about a sixth. It 

233 Best (1969), 89, rightly points out, "but when the Spartans - in spite of the losses which the 
peltasts had already inflicted upon them - finally stood· their ground on a hill, it was the advance of the 
Athenian hoplites that made them surrender their position. And this is hardly surprising, for the 
Spartans, exhausted as they were by the peltasts' attacks, would never have been able to stand up to the 
onthrust of the Athenian hoplite phalanx." 
234 Cavalry were often used to protect hoplites and light troops fleeing from the battlefield. On this see 
srence (1993), 159-62. 
23 Thuc. 4.37. 
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must be remembered, however, that the Athenians panicked and fled, probably after a 

relatively short time. At Lechaeum and in Aetolia, where the hoplites fought to 

exhaustion and then fled, the casualty rate was far higher: at Lechaeum the 

Lacedaemonians lost 250 hoplites out of a mora 600 strong (Xen.Hell. 4.5.12, 17), 

about 40%, while the Athenians in Aetolia had 120 killed out of 300 hoplites (Thuc. 

3.95.2, 3.98.4), or exactly 40%. The casualty rate was even higher among small 

hoplite contingents defeated by light troops: the Greek garrison destroyed by the 

Bithynians in 399 lost all those hoplites (185) engaged (Xen.Hell. 3.2.4). A year 

earlier, at Calpes Limen, the Bithynians destroyed Smicres' lochos completely and 

only eight men survived from Hegesander's lochos (Xen.Anab. 6.3.5). These casualty 

figures, if they can be trusted, are comparatively much heavier than the 10-20% a 

defeated side usually lost after a hoplite engagement.236 Again, unlike most hoplite 

battles, the victorious light troops suffered no casualties at the hands of the defeated 
h 1. , 237 

op 1te contmgent. 

To conclude, under the right conditions light troops could defeat hoplites. The 

former gained victory by forcing the latter to undertake repeated pursuits, which, if 

continued indefinitely, would eventually undermine the cohesion of the hoplite 

formation. The unfortunate hoplites became increasingly fatigued in their efforts to 

drive the light troops away, suffering casualties and becoming increasingly demoralised 

in the process. Sometimes the helpless hoplites could not contain their fear and fled 

from the battlefield. Those hoplites who fought on would eventually become so 

fatigued they could no longer pursue. In Aetolia and at Lechaeum, the Athenian and 

Lacedaemonian hoplite formations disintegrated under the strain, the Lacedaemonians 

only when they saw Callias' hoplites approaching them. The Lacedaemonians on 

Sphacteria somehow managed to keep together, but demoralised, they chose surrender 

over imminent death. 

236 See Krentz (1985b), 13-21. 
237 Demosthenes' light troops, for example, certainly suffered minimal casualties (Thuc. 4.34.1). These 
casualties must have been caused by the helots since the Lacedaemonian hoplites were unable to harm 
the light troops (Thuc. 4.33.2). Thucydides remarks, "not many of the Athenians were killed: for there 
was no set battle" (Thuc. 4.38.5). 
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Chapter Seven: Light Troops in their element: Ambushes, 
Night Assaults, and other Surprise Attacks: 

So far we have only discussed the fighting style and effectiveness of light 

troops as skirmishers. In this chapter we will discuss certain manoeuvres that light 

troops commonly employed in this period and at which they excelled, namely surprise 

attacks - in particular the ambush and the night assault. 238 This is not to say that 

hoplites were not also employed in these roles, whether alone or in combination with 

light troops,239 but light troops, on account of their looser fighting order, would have 

been more suited for such attacks than hoplites, whose equipment limited their 
ff . 1 . 240 e ectiveness as so 01sts. 

Polyaenus, whose Stratagems provide much useful information about surprise 

attacks,241 attributes several surprise attacks to Iphicrates. On one occasion, Iphicrates, 

encamped opposite the Lacedaemonians' allies, ordered his troops to exchange their 

clothing with their slaves. When the enemy saw the slaves in military dress walking far 

away from their arms while their "slaves" worked with the arms nearby, they did the 

same. Polyaenus then informs us that Iphicrates "raised the signal: and the Iphicrateans 

took their arms up quickly and came to the camp of their opponents. With their slaves in 

attendance fleeing, the soldiers having been found without arms, Iphicrates' troops 

killed some and led others away as captives" (Polyaen.Strat. 3.9.52; cf. Front.Strat. 

2.1.6). On another occasion Iphicrates noticed that the enemy encamped opposite ate 

breakfast at the same hour: he then ordered his troops to eat their breakfast early and 

attacked the enemy, keeping up the skirmishing until evening. When the fighting 

stopped, the enemy rushed to dinner. Iphicrates then stormed the enemy camp while the 

men were eating and killed many of them (Polyaen.Strat. 3.9.53; cf. Front.Strat. 

2.1.5). 

The most common type of surprise attack attested in the sources was the 

ambush (eve8pa or Aoxo~). With one exception, all the ambushes in this period 

238 On the Greek and Latin vocabulary used for surprise attacks, including ambushes, see Wheeler 
(1988), 32-3, 44-5, 82-6. 
239 On surprise attacks and ambushes generally, including instances of hoplites undertaking such 
endeavours, see Pritchett (GSW), 2.156-89. Pritchett also looks at examples from the Hellenistic 
~eriod, which is outside the focus of this work. 
40 It is often difficult, however, to determine whether light troops or hoplites are meant in the sources: 

e.g. consider the Ll.EpxuAi8efoi µw06qiopot who ambushed the Mysians in 395 (Hell.Oxy. 16.2). They 
could be the Cyreans (i.e. the hoplites of the Ten Thousand) who had been hired by Thibron and 
continued in the service of Dercylidas (Xen.Anab. 7.8.24, Hell. 3.1.11), as Bruce (1961), 136, Parke 
(1933), 44, assert. On the other hand they could be some of the peltasts that Dracon of Pellene, 
governor of Aternus (Xen.Hell. 3.2.1), had raised to ravage the Mysian Plain (!soc.Pan. 4.144). 
Anderson's (1970), 303-4, n. 33, suggestion that the 11epxuAiodoi µto06qiopot were peltasts seems 
correct to me. 
241 The majority of these stratagems, however, lack a historical context, and sometimes, when the 
context is clear, the stratagem proves historically unreliable. On this see Pritchett (GSW), 2.179, n. 8. 
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occurred outside of hoplite battles.242 Xenophon provides the most detailed account of 

an ambush, namely Iphicrates' successful ambush of Anaxibius in the territory of 

Abydus in 389 (Xen.Hell. 4.8.35-9).243 Anaxibius was at Antandras with 1,000 

mercenaries, probably peltasts, recruited from Aeolis (Xen.Hell. 4.8.33),244 200 

hoplites from Abydus and a small Lacedaemonian contingent. Iphicrates, having 

realised that Anaxibius would soon return to Abydus, crossed his army over the straits 

at night (Iphicrates' base was on the European side of the Hellespont) and set up an 

ambush with his peltasts in the mountains along the route which he expected Anaxibius 

to take (Xen.Hell. 4.8.35). Anaxibius soon returned, marching carelessly 

( aµ£A£0''tepov) since he was confident that Iphicrates was with his fleet as it sailed 

towards the Proconnesus (as Iphicrates intended) and since he was in friendly territory 

(Xen.Hell. 4.8.36): 
Nevertheless Iphicrates, so long as Anaxibius' army was on 
level ground, did not rise [from the ambush]: but when the 
Abydenes had now reached the plain of Cremast, where they 
have their gold mines, the rest of the army was following on 
the downhill side, and Anaxibius was just now going down 
with his Lacedaemonians. At this point Iphicrates rose from 
the ambush and rushed towards him at a run. And 
Anaxibius, recognising that there was no hope of safety, 
seeing that his army was strung out over a long and narrow 
track. and thinkin2: that those men who had gone in advance 
would clearly not be able to help him up the-hill, and seeing 
that all were also panic-stricken, when they saw the ambush, 
said to those present: "Men, it is a fine thing for me to die 
here, but you hurry to safety before you come to blows with 
the enemy." And he said these things and took his shield 
from his shield-bearer and fell fighting on the spot. And his 
beloved youth indeed stood beside him, and about twelve of 
the Lacedaemonian harmosts who had come with him also 
died fighting with him. But the others fell in flight. And they 
[i.e. the peltasts] pursued them up to the city. And about two 
hundred of the others died and about fifty of the Abydene 
h 1. 245 op 1tes. 

The main characteristics of an ambush are clearly discernible from the above account: 

Iphicrates set up his ambush in advance in mountainous terrain in the most desolate 

region of Abydus (Xen.Hell. 4.8.35): he chose a place which was "a long and narrow 

way" (e1tt 1t0Au 'te Kat crtev6v) (Xen.Hell. 4.8.38; cf. Anab. 5.2.28-30): here he 

could both conceal his 1,200 peltasts and ambush his adversaries when they were thinly 

242 Demosthenes' ambush of Eurylochus at the battle of Olpae in 426, where about four hundred 
Acarnanian hoplites and light troops were set "in a sunken road overgrown with bushes" (Thuc. 
3.107.3, 3.108.1; cf. Polyaen.Strat. 3.1.2), provides the only instance of an ambush determining the 
outcome of a hoplite battle (Thuc. 3.108). Roisman (1993), 28-9, argues that Demosthenes' 
contribution was limited to heeding the Acarnanians' advice on ambushes. 
243 See Best (1969), 89-92, on this ambush. 
244 As Anderson (1970), 129, Best (1969), 90-1, rightly suggest. 
245 Xen.Hell. 4.8.37-9. 
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spread.246 Iphicrates evidently set up his ambush on the side of the mountain facing 

Abydus, since he waited until Anaxibius and his rearguard had just begun their descent 

before he sprang his trap. Whereas light troops endeavoured to avoid close combat in 

skirmish warfare, as we have seen,247 in surprise attacks, ambushes included, light 

troops would generally rush towards their adversaries, intending to come to close 

quarters with them, as Iphicrates' peltasts did to Anaxibius' troops above (3p6µcp 

ecpepe1:0 npo<; m')'t6v ... nptv cruµµd~m w'i<; noA.eµiot<;) (Xen.Hell. 4.8.37-8; cf. 
248 Hell.Oxy. 16.2; Thuc. 2.81.5). 

The peltasts were willing to engage in close combat because they could exploit 

the panic (eK1te1tA.1yyµevouc;) which their sudden appearance caused among Anaxibius' 

troops (Xen.Hell. 4.8.38; cf. Thuc. 2.81.6, 3.108.1). Elsewhere Xenophon comments 

that "anyone would recognise, considering these things in particular, that those men 

who fall into ambushes are panic-stricken, even if they are far more numerous" 

(Eq.Mag. 8.20).249 Anaxibius' troops would have also been thrown into disorder and 

confusion by the ambush: centuries later Onasander saw and sought to minimise the 

disorder and confusion that inevitably resulted from such surprise attacks (em~ouA.a{) 

(6.1). 

Certainly Anaxibius quickly realised that he was in a helpless situation, that his 

panic-stricken troops, strung-out aiong the mountainous route, were in no condition to 

246 Success in an ambush required terrain suitable for concealing large numbers of light troops. 
Onasander mentions "wooded places and wilderness broken around by ridges" as common places for 
ambushes (6.7). The sources show that such terrain was selected (e.g. Thuc. 3.107.3; Xen.Hell. 5.1.10; 
Polyaen.Strat. 3.9.39, 3.9.46). Polybius, in his account of Hannibal's ambush at the battle of Trebia, 
provides the most detailed discussion on the types of terrain suitable for ambushes: "having long ago 
noticed a place between the two camps, flat and bare, but well suited for an ambush on account of a 
stream with a bank, and since thorny bushes and brambles had grown upon it thoroughly, he set 
himself to out-manoeuvre his adversaries. And he intended to escape their notice readily: for while the 
Romans held wooded places in suspicion because the Celts always set up their ambushes in such 
places, they mistakenly trusted in flat and bare places, not knowing that they are more well suited than 
woods both for those having laid ambushes to escape notice and not to suffer anything, on the one hand 
on account of the ambushers' ability to observe everything in advance from afar, on the other the cover 
is sufficient in most places. For the stream chanced to have a small bank, and even the reeds and ferns 
and some kind of thorny bushes can not only hide foot soldiers ... " (3.71.1-4). We can therefore 
understand why the Ten Thousand at night thought it unsafe to pursue the Bithynians who attacked the 
Greek outposts at sunset or to move their camp during the night, since the surrounding area was 
overgrown with bushes (oa.crfo ... -ca xropfo) (Xen.Anab. 6.4.26-7): such terrain was ideal for 
ambushes. 
247 See Chapters Two and Three. 
248 The peltasts may have also thrown their javelins and other missiles (such as stones) at Anaxibius' 
troops, as Chabrias' peltasts did when they ambushed Gorgopas on Aegina in 388 (Xen.Hell. 5.1.12). 
But it must be remembered that the Athenian hoplites under Demaenetus killed Gorgopas and many of 
his vanguard: perhaps Chabrias' peltasts never actually went into close combat, since the hoplites 
could do this for them, and limited their involvement to throwing missiles and pursuing Gorgopas' 
troops as they fled. 
249 lphicrates seems to have been especially concerned with limiting the panic caused by such surprise 
attacks. According to Polyaenus, "lphicrates exercised his soldiers variously, devising fake 
reinforcements, fake ambushes, fake betrayals, fake desertions, fake assaults, and fake panics, in order 
that if some such thing ever might occur, they would not be struck with panic in any way" (Strat. 
3.9.32). See Wheeler (1988), 39-41, on Polyaenus' terminology in this passage 
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resist the peltasts (cf. Xen.Hell. 4.4.12) nor able to rescue him (Xen.Hell. 4.8.38). 

Anaxibius and those Lacedaemonians around him at least resolved to fight it out, but 

disordered on the rough terrain and heavily outnumbered, the hoplites stood little 

chance of success: all were killed on the spot (Xen.Hell. 4.8.39). Once their leader had 

died Anaxibius' other troops' fragile morale broke and they fled downhill towards 

Abydus (cf. Xen.Hell. 5.1.12), the peltasts pursuing them to the city's gates and killing 

about two hundred and fifty in all (Xen.Hell. 4.8.39). Apart from the dead, some may 

have also been captured, though Xenophon does not say so, as in other ambushes ( e.g. 

Xen.Anab. 4.1.22, 4.6.17, 4.7.22; Polyaen.Strat. 1.40, 3.11.9): perhaps the prospect 

of a ransom was a strong incentive, if Plato can be trusted (Thea. 165D-E). 

Two common types of ambush can be distinguished.250 The first was an 

ambush set up along those routes which the ambusher expected his enemy to take, as 

Iphicrates did to Anaxibius above (e.g. Polyaen.Strat. 1.48.l, 2.8, 2.37, 3.9.24; Thuc. 

3.110.3, 3.112.6, 7.32.2). Forces ambushed as they were assaulting a city or 

following an army should also be included under this heading (e.g. Xen.Anab. 4.1.22, 

4.6.17, 4.7.22; Thuc. 2.81.5-6; Hell.Oxy. 16.2). The second is when an attacking 

force drew the defenders from their city into a previously set ambush. According to 

Aeneas Tacticus, the Triballi, previously defeated by the Aberdites (15.8), destroyed 

the lalter in this fashion in 376/5: 
And the Triballi, enraged by what had happened, retreated 
and retrieved themselves again, and arrived in their land once 
more. They set up ambushes in advance and began to lay 
waste the land of the Aberdites not far from their city. And 
the Aberdites, holding them in contempt on account of the 
deed done previously, ran with all speed to help with all their 
force and eagerness: but the Triballi drew them into their 
ambushes. Somewhere indeed it is said that the most men 
died in the shortest time from any one city, with regard to the 
magnitude of so great a city at any rate. For the others, 
having not heard about the destruction of those who first ran 
out, did not refrain from assistance, but men calling upon 
one another kept on hurrying to help those who had run out, 

·1th . b f f 251 unti e city was ere t o men. 

Iphicrates clearly employed the same tactics just as effectively against the Phliasians in 

391 (Xen.Hell. 4.4.15). Again, on Aegina in 388 Chabrias successfully used a 

contingent of Athenian hoplites under Demaenetus to draw out and destroy a motley 

force under the Lacedaemonian Gorgopas beside a "hollow place" beyond the 

Heracleium where he had set up an ambush with his peltasts (Xen.Hell. 5.1.10-12). 

250 Pritchett (GSW), 2.184-6, points out the two following types. Also see his classification of the 
various examples collected. 
251 15.9-10. Diodorus, however, says that a battle took place between the Triballi and the Aberdites after 
the latter defeated the former: in the battle (no ambush), the Aberdites were slaughtered almost to a man 
after their Thracian allies changed sides (15.36.1-4). In my opinion Aeneas' account is preferable to 
Diodorus'. See Whitehead (1990), 139-40, for a discussion of this. 
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The Stratagems of Polyaenus also attribute such tactics to Iphicrates and Chabrias ( e.g. 

3.9.39, 3.11.9). 

Aeneas Tacticus frequently refers to ambushes in his work On the Defence of 

Fortified Positions. In sections 15-16, Aeneas advises the defenders on how they 

should counter an enemy who is devastating the chora of the polis. He takes it for 

granted that some of the enemy would be engaged in ravaging the chora while others 

would set up ambushes "expecting some of you to give assistance in a disorderly 

manner" (16.5). Later he recommends that the defenders' picked light troops should set 

up ambushes and their other light troops should attack the enemy with their cavalry and 

hoplites in close support (16.7). This clearly suggests the ambush was a common tactic 

employed in such circumstances by the light troops of the attacker and defender alike. 

Furthermore Aeneas stresses the importance of discipline and caution on the part 

of the defenders with regard to ambushes set by the enemy: he recommends that the 

defenders should not make sallies against the enemy "in small and scattered groups" in 

order to save their property from being ravaged, since "they ruin themselves through 

lack of discipline and ill-timed toil and trouble, both being ambushed by the enemy and 

suffering badly" (15.2). He also advises that the defenders returning to their city should 

be cautious (1te<puAayµevroc;) chiefly on account of the fear of the enemy's ambushes 

armies often suffered heavily from ambushes when they sallied out of their city or 

marched in an unguarded manner (e.g. Thuc. 7.32.2; Xen.Hell. 4.4.15, 4.8.36-9). 

Onasander points out that failure to detect an ambush can result in complete disaster for 

those ambushed (6.7). If Polyaenus can be tiusted, Iphicrates was indeed fortunate to 

escape the consequences of not adequately reconnoitring an area that contained an 

ambush, a mistake that he freely admitted. Once he suspected an ambush, however, he 

fell upon his would-be ambushers and killed them all (Strat. 3.9.24). 

A prudent commander could lessen the chance of being ambushed by making 

adequate preparations. He could use his light troops and/or cavalry, if available, to 

reconnoitre terrain suitable for ambushes.252 Iphicrates ordered his light troops to guard 

against ambushes (Polyaen.Strat. 3.9.2), while Arrian recognised that light troops were 

"useful to scout out suspicious places" (Tact. 15.5). Aeneas Tacticus recommends that 

both cavalry and light troops should be sent out in good order to "scout out and occupy 

in advance elevated positions, in order that the hoplites may see in advance the 

dispositions of the enemy from the earliest possible time and no attack may fall upon 

them suddenly" (15.5; cf. Xen.Anab. 6.3.14-5). Onasander (6.7-8) and Xenophon 

252 Reconnaissance was often neglected in Greek warfare in this period, usually being secondary in 
importance to spies, deserters, and prisoners as a source of information on enemy dispositions. The use 
of scouts seems to have been rare in the fifth century, but more common, though infrequent, as the 
fourth century progressed. For a good survey on scouts, mounted and/or unmounted see Spence (1993), 
133-5, 145-51, Pritchett (GSW), 1.127-33, 2.188-9. 
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(Eq.Mag. 4.4-6) attest to the value of cavalry as scouts, the former referring directly to 

ambushes. 253 The Lacedaemonians certainly employed mounted scouts (oi 

1tpoepeuvroµevot i1t1tet~) (Xen.Res.Pub.Lac. 13.6), as Agesilaus did at Dascyleium in 

396 (Xen.Hell. 3.4.13). 

An experienced commander could also increase the chance of detecting an 

ambush by being able to "read" the terrain, as Tisamenus did when he rightly suspected 

that an ambush was the reason why so many birds were flying above a certain place: 

upon further investigation he detected and killed the Ionians waiting in ambush 

(Polyaen.Strat. 2.37). Advancing i~ battle order was another prudent measure the 

commander could adopt, as Arxilaidas the Laconian did when he had to march along a 

road which he suspected could contain an ambush. Arxilaidas' preparations not only 

allowed him to react quickly should an ambush occur, but also to take full advantage of 

the large ambush he discovered, killing all the would-be ambushers (Polyaen.Strat. 2.8; 

cf. Onas. 6.1). 

Night, sunset, and dawn were the most advantageous times for light troops to 

undertake surprise attacks, since the darkness concealed the attackers, giving them a 

greater chance of achieving complete surprise. It must have been extremely difficult for 

those troops travelling at night to detect ambushes. The Persians evidently did not, 

since they feU into and suffered heavily from an ai11bush laid by the Carians under 

Heraclides at Pedasus in Caria in 496 (Hdt. 5.121). Without modem night fighting 

equipment, the defenders had to rely on the noise the would-be attackers made to reveal 

the latter's presence (cf. Onas. 42), except perhaps if there were bright moonlight (cf. 

Thuc. 7.44.2). If Polyaenus can be trusted, Iphicrates exploited this reliance to his 

advantage: 
When attacking a place at night, Iphicrates, having sent his 
trumpeters to many places, ordered them to give a signal. 
The enemy ran towards the noise in different directions: and 
he, having defeated the very few left behind, easily gained 
control of the place.254 

The Athenian Demosthenes, who was especially adept at surprise attacks, 255 managed 

to achieve complete surprise against the Ambraciots at Idomene in 426 by means of a 

ruse. Demosthenes, having learnt that the Ambraciots had occupied the lower of two 

hills at Idomene (some of his own forces had seized the higher hill unobserved during 

the night) and were planning on spending the night there (Thuc. 3.112.1), marched 

with a portion of his troops, which included light armed Amphilochians, most likely 

javelin-men, and Messenians, and made for Idomene (Thuc. 3.112.2): 
And at dawn he fell upon the Ambraciots who were still in 
their beds and unaware of what had happened, but thought 
very much that they were their own men: for Demosthenes 

253 On Onasander 6.7-8, see Spence (1993), 149-50. 
254 Polyaen.Strat. 3.9.42. 
255 On Demosthenes' career and his use of surprise attacks see Roisman (1993). 
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purposely stationed the Messenians in the front and ordered 
them to address [the Ambraciots], speaking in the Doric 
tongue and gaining trust with the sentries: and at the same 
time they were indistinguishable to the sight since it was still 
dark. So when he fell upon their encampment, Demosthenes' 
troops put them to flight and killed many on that srot, but the 
remainder hastened in flight over the mountains. 25 

Thucydides then informs us that the fleeing Ambraciots fell into ravines and ambushes 

and were killed by the Amphilochian light troops in large numbers (3.112.6). 

Demosthenes knew that once his troops had overcome the enemy sentries the 

former would fall upon the sleeping Ambraciots before the latter could organise any 

resistance: his troops slaughtered all the defenceless Ambraciots within reach,257 while 

the rest scattered. The Spartan Herippidas, with a force of hoplites, peltasts, and 

horsemen, achieved a similar success in a dawn attack (aµa 'tTI ,iµepq,) on 

Pharanabazus' encampment in Paphlagonia in 395 (Xen.Hell. 4.1.20-4). Demosthenes 

and Herippidas chose to attack at dawn, rather than earlier on in the night, probably 

because it was the time when the guards were retiring from their night watches and the 

others were about to get out of their beds (Xen.Hell. 7.1.16). 

For attackers and defenders alike the night engagement must have been a 

confusing affair since the protagonists were visually indistinguishable from one another 

(the use of watchwords and other verbai signais being an inadequate substitute) and 

neither party had a clear idea of what was happening around them (cf. Polyaen.Strat. 

3.9.45; Thuc. 3.112.4, 7.44-5). One can therefore understand why the Phocian 

hoplites, intending to attack the Thessalian encampment at night, whitened themselves 

and their armour with Gypsum, since it allowed the former to distinguish themselves 

from the Thessalians (Hdt. 8.27). The confusion and disorder of the panicked 

defenders, roused from their sleep, must have been far worse than in daytime attacks, 

since they were unable to determine how many of the enemy were attacking nor from 

what direction the assault was launched.258 In such circumstances the defenders had 

little or no chance of retrieving the situation. 

256 Thuc. 3.112.3-5. 
257 A comparable situation is Demosthenes' assault on the first Lacedaemonian outpost on Sphacteria -
here the Athenian hoplites landed on the island in the darkness shortly before dawn and fell upon the 
outpost (Thuc. 4.31.1), where they killed the surprised hoplites who were "still in their beds and taking 
their arms into their hands" (Thuc. 4.32.1). 
258 Compare Onasander's thoughts on the problems faced by the defenders of a town should an attack 
occur at night (41-2). Light troops, on account of their speed and loose formation, were also used in the 
Peloponnesian War to capture cities and fortifications at night with the help of traitors (see Aeneas 
Tacticus' recommendations on certain steps for the defenders of a city to guard against betrayals at night 
in times of danger [10.25-6, 22.1-8)). Demosthenes used Plataean light troops and Athenian peripoloi 
to capture the long walls between Megara and Nisaea in 424 (Thuc. 4.66.3-68.2). Brasidas captured 
Torone in 422 with light troops armed with daggers and a force of one hundred peltasts (Thuc. 4.110-3). 
Peltasts were among the troops Alcibiades used to capture Selymbria in 408 (Plut.Alc. 30.4-5). See 
Losada (1972), 42-5, on the use of light troops in these betrayals. 
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The Thracians in particular favoured the night attack. According to Herodotus in 

492 "the Thracian Brygians attacked Mardonius and his anny as they were encamping 

on the plain in Macedonia in the night: and the Brygians killed many of them and 

wounded Mardonius himself' (6.45.1). Xenophon informs us that another Thracian 

tribe, the Thynians, "were said to be the most warlike of all men, especially by night" 

(Anab. 7.2.22). Certainly Seuthes feared Thynian night attacks. The importance he 

attached to detecting and having a means of escaping such attacks shows that he 

regarded them as an ever-present threat (Xen.Anab. 7.2.18-22). Soon afterwards 

Xenophon himself repulsed a Thynian night attack after he had occupied one of their 

villages (Xen.Anab. 7.4.14-9). That Polyaenus attributes several stratagems to 

Clearchus and Iphicrates against Thracian night attacks also suggests that the latter were 
6 . 6 9 259 common (2.2. , 3.9.4 , 3 .. 50; cf. Front.Strat. 1.5.24, 2.12.4). Clearchus' 

Thracian opponents may have been the Thynians.260 

The Greeks relied on an active rather than a passive defence to counter such 

attacks. At any rate a passive defence was simply not possible for temporary 

encampments (i.e. established after a day's marching) since they were generally 

unfortified (i.e. lacking a trench and stockade), unlike permanent encampments which 

housed a garrison.261 Even when an encampment was fortified the garrison would make 

a sally against the enemy, as the two hundred hoplitcs did when the Bithynian peltasts 

and cavalry attacked them en masse in Bithynia at daybreak (aµ' iiµEpct) - here the 

hoplites were hemmed in by the stockade and had to break through it to get at the enemy 

(Xen.Hell. 3.2.3-4). Greek commanders relied on sentries to give warning of enemy 

attacks so that the rest of the army could make sorties to drive the latter away.262 But, as 

we have seen, the sentries themselves were often surprised by the attackers, owing to 

the difficulty of detecting the latter at night, and even if they managed to alert the rest of 

the encampment, it was almost impossible for any kind of resistance to be organised, 

since the men were being roused from their beds (e.g. Xen.Hell. 2.4.4-6, 4.1.24; 
263 Thuc. 3.112.3-4, 4.32.1; Hdt. 8.27). 

259 Polyaenus refers to a stratagem employed by Clearchus to quell the "nocturnal fears" (VUK'teptvot 
qi6~ot) of his army while he was in Thrace (2.2.10). Best (1969), 53, attributes this fear to Thracian 
nocturnal attacks, but it is more likely that a groundless irrational fear is meant. Aeneas Tacticus 
discusses various different methods for preventing such fears (27). In this section, Aeneas attributes to 
Euphratas the Spartan harmost in Thrace the same stratagem that Polyaenus attributes to Clearchus, 
though in greater detail (27.7-10). On Aeneas 27.1-14 see Whitehead (1990), 175-8. 
260 Best (1969), 53. 
261 Here I follow Anderson (1970), 59-66. But see also Pritchett's (GSW), 2.133-46, survey on Greek 
encampments. 
262 Seuthes most likely employed a common Thracian method for detecting night attacks. Xenophon 
informs us that Seuthes placed watch-fires in front of his sentries so that the latter would remain unseen 
while the enemy would be visible when they passed beside the fires: once the invader was seen the 
sentries would warn the encampment via verbal signals (Anab. 7.2.18). Whether the Greeks also used 
this method is unclear. 
263 If the rest of the army were not asleep, however, this method could be effective in repelling enemy 
attacks. When the Bithynians attacked the Ten Thousand in the gloom around sunset (aµqit T]A,tOU 
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While it is true that Xenophon was able to recover when the Thynians attacked 

his forces at night, it must be remembered that Xenophon's troops were billeted in 

houses surrounded by sheep stockades (Xen.Anab. 7.4.14), making it very difficult for 

the Thracians to harm the hoplites quickly and giving them enough time to arm them

selves: 
And when they came to the doors of each house, some men 
kept on throwing javelins, others kept on pushing with their 
clubs, which they said that they had in order to knock off the 
heads of the spears; others set [the house] on fire, and calling 
Xenophon by name, kept on ordering him to come out to 
die, or they said that he would be burned up there. And 
already the fire was appearing through the roof, and 
Xenophon's men inside of the house had put on their 
corslets and were equipped with their shields and swords 
and helmets, and Silanus the Macistian, about eighteen years 
old, signalled with his trumpet: and at once they leapt out of 
the house, swords drawn, and those from the other houses 
[ did the same]. 264 1 

With the Greeks, having recovered from their original panic and confusion, sallying out 

of the houses, the Thynians now sought to avoid close combat, as they routinely did 

when they were skirmishing. Xenophon informs us that the Thynians swung their 

peltae onto their backs as they retreated, the Greeks killing those peltasts who had their 

shields caught on the palings and others who could not find their way out of the 

stockade in time (Anab. 7.4.17). Wisely Xenophon continued to pursue the Thracians 

only up to the outer limits of the village, since the fires in the village at least allowed his 

troops to distinguish clearly between friend and foe. Though some peltasts turned 

around and hurled their javelins at those Greeks illuminated by the fires, they did little 

harm (Xen.Anab. 7.4.18). The Thynians finally retreated only when they heard 

Seuthes' trumpeters, who had convinced them.that a large force was on the way to help 

Xenophon (Xen.Anab. 7.4.19). 

If a commander had prior knowledge of or suspected a night attack, he could 

either avoid the enemy or turn the tables on the latter and attack them. Polyaenus 

attributes such stratagems to Iphicrates and Clearchus when threatened by night attacks 

in Thrace. In one stratagem, Iphicrates encamped in a plain surrounded by mountains, 

the only way out of the plain being along a route across a bridge which the Thracians 

intended to cross in order to attack him. Iphicrates then lit many fires in his encampment 

so as to convince the Thracians that he was still there and hid his troops in a forest near 

the bridge. The Thracians took the bait and Iphicrates crossed the bridge, getting his 

force out safely (3.9.50, cf. 3.9.46). In another stratagem Clearchus, realising that the 

oucrµac; ~v), while the Greeks were busy preparing dinner, the Bithynians destroyed some of the 
sentries and pursued the rest up to the encampment, but the outcry alerted the other Greeks and gave 
them enough time to gather their arms and organise themselves sufficiently to repulse the attack 
(Xen.Anab. 6.4.26-7). 
264 Xen.Anab. 7.4.15-6. 
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Thracians would attack at night, kept his troops armed and alert. When it was dark, he 

took part of his army and reappeared at the encampment, his men striking their arms in 

the Thracian manner, so as to alert the rest of his army to a supposed enemy attack. 

Polyaenus then says "meanwhile the Thracians also appeared, with the intention of 

overpowering them as they slept: but Clearchus' troops were awake and armed, and 

received those attacking and killed most of them" (2.2.6). 

It should be clear that light troops were effective at surprise attacks, particularly 

at night. If complete surprise was attained, a successful attack usually followed, 

normally resulting in a large number of the defenders being killed and the rest taking to 

flight. The surprised defenders, often asleep, panicked, disordered, and confused, had 

little chance of retrieving the situation. For them flight was a far better option, if they 

could get away in time. This is not to say that success was guaranteed, A prudent 

commander could minimise the likelihood of being surprised by an ambush, for 

example, by using light troops or cavalry to reconnoitre terrain suitable for ambushes. 

Detection of the would-be attackers deprived them of their greatest weapon - surprise, 

not only making their attack unlikely to succeed, but also making it possible for the 

defenders to destroy the would-be ambushers. 
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Conclusion: 

Though javelin-men and other types of light troops engaged in innumerable 

skirmishes with hoplites in this period, they rarely defeated them. It is not that hoplites 

by themselves could deal effectively with light troops: the former, equipped for close 

combat, could only respond with fruitless pursuits in which they, encumbered by their 

shields and heavy armour, often unfit and past their prime, had little chance of catching 

their swifter adversaries. Such pursuits only served to tire hoplites for no gain. But for 

light troops the pursuit provided an opportunity to kill hoplites, vulnerable since they 

were out of formation, at little risk to themselves. The Lacedaemonian hoplite was the 

exception. He alone was able to catch peltasts even at the distance of a javelin's cast, as 

Iphicrates' peltasts once found to their cost. 

Light troops rarely defeated hoplites because the latter could usually rely on 

other arms - cavalry and light troops - to drive the skirmishers out of missile range, 

even to eliminate them as a threat. Cavalry, on account of its superior mobility, was 

extremely effective against light troops, either alone or in combination with hoplites 

and/or light troops. So great was the threat of cavalry to light troops that the latter 

needed support from hoplites or cavalry for their own protection. Even then light troops 

had to be carefully handled, lest they became separated from their support and suffered 

heavily, as Phoebidas' peltasts did when they fought against the Thebans. Supporting 

light troops, if not out-ranged and heavily outnumbered, were also effective in keeping 

enemy light troops at a distance. On rough terrain, where enemy light troops were safe 

from cavalry, supporting light troops were invaluable. 

With one exception, the Lacedaemonian defeat at Lechaeum, light troops could 

only defeat hoplites when the latter were inadequately supported by other arms. Under 

these conditions the light troops could compel the hoplites to undertake repeated 

pursuits, eventually reducing the latter to exhaustion, no matter how fit, by their efforts 

to drive the light troops away. Inevitably the limits of the hoplites' endurance would be 

reached, even if they, despite their wounds and demoralisation, somehow managed to 

resist to the bitter end. At this point the hoplite formation would collapse and the fleeing 

hoplites would be slaughtered by the light troops. On other occasions hoplite 

formations simply disintegrated as the hoplites, overcome by fear, fled from the 

battlefield: e.g. the Mantineans who became the butt of the Lacedaemonians' jokes after 

the former fled from Iphicrates' peltasts. 

Light troops may have had limited success in skirmishes against hoplites, but in 

my opinion the former most likely had greater success in surprise attacks. Certainly 

light troops were more effective in such attacks: a well planned surprise attack, 

undetected by the enemy, usually resulted in an immediate victory for the attackers, 

since it was extremely difficult for hoplites to offer effective resistance, especially at 
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